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1. INTRODUCTION 
Development and use of expert systems are constrained by availability of experts 
and difficulties in acquiring and validating knowledge. This thesis illustrates the use of 
computer simulation as an alternative tool to generate solution schema to build knowledge 
for expert systems. 
Developing high-level abstractions for decision schema that would be applicable to 
a large set of problem domains is extremely difficult. For example, the rule "Reduce 
bottlenecks to improve throughput" is equally applicable to a sawmill, food processing, or 
traffic flow model. However, the methods and decisions required to eliminate bottlenecks 
are very different in each situation. Therefore, identifying decision processes is feasible 
only in specific problem domains, in the case of this study, the sawmill industry. 
1.1 Problem Context 
The field of artificial intelligence has grown rapidly over the past decade. "Expert 
systems" is an area of artificial intelligence that shows promise for a wide variety of 
applications, particularly in solving problems that have always been considered too large 
and too complex for solution by conventional approaches. Expert  systems provide a 
powerful and flexible means for obtaining the solution to a variety of problems that often 
cannot be dealt with through other, more orthodox methods. 2 
Knowledge acquisition is the process of eliciting knowledge from an expert to be 
encoded in the expert system. It has been recognized as the principal bottleneck in expert 
system development. In spite of the research to automate the knowledge acquisition 
process, knowledge acquisition remains a cumbersome and time consuming process. Often 
times the problems come from the experts themselves. Because knowledge acquisition is a 
lengthy process and the expert's time is usually scarce, it is highly possible that the expert 
is unavailable for the task. Even if the expert is available, there  are still problems 
associated with acquiring knowledge from the expert. The problems  are usually because 
the experts typically do not structure their decision-making in any formal way, and they 
may have great difficulty in isolating and describing the steps of reasoning that they take 
(1). 
Simulation is the process of experimenting with  a realistic model of the real 
system. This research explores the idea of using computer simulation for developing  a 
knowledge base. With its capability for allowing experimentation on the model of a real 
system, computer simulation can be used to search for the best knowledge (strategies, 
constraints, scenarios, etc.), from among a given set of alternatives, that maximizes the 
system performance. 
1.2 Research Objective 
The research objective is to develop a methodology for generating a decision 
support knowledge base through the use of computer simulation. A manufacturing 
configuration  is modeled and analyzed under different operating conditions.  The 3 
simulation results are then used to develop relationships among operating variables and 
system constraints. Simulation experimentation is used to identify solution strategies for 
handling constraints and conflicts. 
While abstractions and simulation models that would be applicable to a large set of 
problem domains are the ideal, in reality the identification of decision processes is only 
feasible in terms of specific problem domains. In this research, the modeling methodology 
will be developed in the context of the sawmill segment of the forest products industry. 
This application was chosen because of its complex decision domain as well as lack of 
integrated decision making throughout the manufacturing process. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This thesis consists of five chapters. This first chapter, the introduction, covers the 
problem and objective of the research. The second chapter provides  a review of 
background material and past research in areas covered by this research, including 
simulation, sawmill industry, and expert system development. The third chapter outlines 
the methodology of this research. The implementation and results of this research  are 
discussed in chapter four. The final chapter summarizes the research and its findings, and 
provides some directions for future research. 4 
2. BACKGROUND  
There are four important subject areas that form the background of this thesis:  simulation, 
sawmill simulation, expert systems, and knowledge-based simulation  systems. Each of 
these topics is briefly discussed below. 
2.1  Simulation 
Computer simulation is the process of designing a mathematical-logical model of a 
real system and experimenting with this model  on a computer. Thus, simulation 
encompasses a model building process as well as the design and implementation of an 
appropriate experiment involving that model (2). 
Simulation serves several functions. It describes the behavior of systems, it allows 
the construction of hypotheses that account for the observed behavior, and it allows 
experiments to be conducted with a model of the system rather than with the actual system 
itself The theories, then, can be used to predict future behavior, that is, the effects that 
will be produced by changes in the system or in its method of operation. 
In simulation, there are three main components: the system, the input, and the 
output. The performance of the system, reflected by the outpilt, changes as the input, the 
system variables' state, and/or the model of the system change. 5 
2.2 Sawmill Simulation 
Sawmills, like many other industries, are complex systems that  process highly 
variable inputs and, as such, require considerable  expert decision making. Due to the 
number of variables and interactions affecting sawmill productivity, simulation is the most 
common technique for modeling and analyzing sawmills (3). 
2.2.1  Sawmill Operation 
As in most manufacturing processes, sawmill operations involve  material flow; 
scheduling priorities; machine breakdown; in-process inventory considerations; labor and 
machine costs; alternative routing; and interactions among machines based on schedules, 
breakdowns, and changes in raw material type and product value over time. The major 
difference between sawmills and other discrete parts manufacturing industries is that there 
is no assembly operation in the sawmill industry; sawmills break logs into smaller units, 
with lumber as the primary product. 
There are two types of sawing for producing dimension lumber: cant sawing and 
live sawing. In cant sawing, the primary breakdown produces cants and flitches, whereas 
in live sawing, the products are all flitches. Cant sawing is used more than live sawing 
because of its higher throughput. A typical sawmill that uses the cant sawing method 
consists of a bucksaw, debarker, headrig,  gangsaw, flitch edger, resaw, sorter, and 
chipper. Logs, as the only raw material to the sawmill  process, undergo several 
operations. At the bucksaw, bad sections of the logs are trimmed and some logs are cut 6 
vertically into several log pieces depending on the length of the logs. Then at the debarker, 
the logs' bark is removed. Primary breakdown is performed by the headrigs, while the 
edger, gangsaw, and resaw stations perform the secondary breakdown. Final products are 
then sorted and stacked at sorter stations. Chipper stations are used to reduce material not 
suitable for lumber into chips. These components along with a typical dimension sawmill 
layout are summarized in Figure 1. 
The outputs from the headrig are cants and flitches. During normal operation, the 
cant is sent to the gangsaw, and the flitch goes to the edger. However, under certain 
circumstances, such as when the flitch edger is down, the headrig output may be directly 
sent to the resaw. 
Optimizing is used in the sawmill industry to determine the best cutting pattern. 
This process is done at the primary breakdown  station, the headrig. An example of 
optimization software is Best Opening Face (BOF) (4). The BOF software gives the best 
opening face and the resulting cutting pattern, and the lumber pieces from a log that will 
yield either maximum value or maximum recovery for given sizes of logs. Such software is 
mostly used at the headrig where the primary cutting pattern decision is made. However, 
there may be situations where the headrig operator may modify the cutting pattern, for 
example, when the gangsaw is down and the decision has been made to route cants to 
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Figure 1. Sawmill Components and Configuration Layout 8 
2.2.2 Simulation Application in Sawmills 
Many sawmill simulation models have been reported in the literature. These 
include those developed by Adams (5, 6, 7, 8); Aune (9, 10); Briggs (11); Hall and Jewett 
(12); Kempthrone (13); Martin (14); Meimban (15); Orbay (16); Penick (17); Richard 
(18); Wagner, Seale, and Taylor (19); and Wagner and Taylor (20). The tremendous 
interest in optimizing sawmill performance using simulation is caused by a number of 
factors including changing social values and new environmental regulations, changes in 
raw material mix (move from old growth to secondary growth forests), and the fact that 
simulation is the only effective tool to evaluate and  analyze complex systems such  as 
sawmills. 
2.3 Expert System 
An expert system or knowledge-based system is defined as a system capable of 
representing and reasoning about  some knowledge-rich domain with a view in solving 
problems and giving advice (21). Expert systems are a field of artificial intelligence that 
has been researched extensively in the past decade. An expert system provides a powerful 
and flexible means for obtaining the solution to a variety of problems that often cannot be 
dealt with through analytical methods. Furthermore, while human  expertise is a scarce 
resource and an expensive commodity, expert systems technology appears to offer the 
possibility of making such knowledge cheaply and more widely available. 9 
In a generic expert system, there should be at least five modules:  interface, 
inference engine, rule adjuster, working memory, and knowledge base. The  knowledge 
base is the heart of any expert system. A knowledge base will typically contain two types 
of knowledge, that is, facts and rules. The facts within a knowledge base represent various 
aspects of a specific domain that are known prior to the use of the expert  system. The 
rules represent the heuristics that are employed by an expert in decision making. 
In recent research, the idea of combining expert systems and simulation has been 
suggested. Combining simulation and expert systems makes the system more powerful; the 
resulting decision support system can  use simulation to evaluate alternate courses of 
action. 
2.4 Knowledge Base Simulation System 
The integration of simulation and knowledge based  systems yields a powerful 
decision support tool known as Knowledge-Base Simulation System (KBSS). A KBSS 
provides facilities for interactive model creation and alteration,  simulation monitoring and 
control, graphical display, and selective instrumentation (21). KBSS may use simulation to 
evaluate two competing alternate courses of action, making it a more effective system. 
Furthermore, a KBSS can be designed to absorb more knowledge or to learn and the 
process becomes more knowledgeable and thus becomes a more useful decision support 
tool. The integration also results in an intelligent system that can help the user in building 
models which can disclose their operation, learn, verify, and check their own operations. 
This extension of KBSS, called Introspective Environment  for Knowledge Based 10 
Simulation, also provides important debugging aids like selective tracing of any collection 
of model elements under user specified conditions. 
A more thorough discussion of KBSS can be found in the literature. An overview 
of KBSS and the examination of the potential of expert systems in simulation is discussed 
in Shannon (22). A complete review of KBSS, including KBSS architecture, programming 
paradigms, development tools, as well as advantages and problems faced by KBSS, is 
given in Merkuryeva and Merkuryev (23). Ford and Schroer (24) discuss the development 
of an expert simulation system for an electronics manufacturing plant; the  system 
integrates an expert system and a commercial simulation language to develop a simulation 
capability for an electronics facility, to provide a natural language interface so the decision 
maker will not have to learn the simulation language, and to embed in the system an expert 
system to assist the decision maker. The subject of KBSS from the epistemological 
viewpoint, i.e., the theory of the origin, nature, methods, and limits, is developed by 
Reddy (25). 
The analysis of the simulation data generated by simulations has been recognized 
as one of the most tedious tasks in using simulation as a decision support tool. This 
research discusses the methodology of using simulation to generate knowledge for the 
model knowledge base. 11 
3. METHODOLOGY 
Generating the knowledge base for an expert system through computer simulation 
involves three steps: developing the simulation model, generating the  expert system 
knowledge base (constraints and solution  strategies),  and integrating the expert 
knowledge base with the simulation system to test the knowledge base. 
3.1 Developing the Simulation Model 
Computer simulation is an experimentation tool that statistically estimates a system 
performance given some input. Therefore, using  computer simulation to generate the 
expert system knowledge base means relating the constraints (represented as simulation 
system states) and the strategies (the input) by monitoring the results (represented  by the 
simulation output). In the simplest approach, these relations  can be developed by 
exhaustively searching all possible solutions. 
3.1.1 Modeling Simulation System 
The physical input to a real system is usually the raw material, and the physical 
output is what the system produces (Figure 2). The factors affecting the  system 
performance in transforming the input to the output can be categorized into controllable 
factors and uncontrollable factors. An example of controllable factors in a manufacturing 12 
environment  is  operating policy, whereas, machine breakdown is  an example of 
uncontrollable factors. 
Figure 2. Model of the Real System 
A simulation system is a model of the real system. The components that need to be 
considered in translating the real system to simulation system are illustrated in Figure 3. 
Simulation systems have only three components: the model, input, and  output. The input 
includes all factors, including real systems input, and real  systems controllable and 
uncontrollable factors. The output of simulation systems is represented by the performance 










Figure 3. Model of the Simulation System 
In translating the real system into the simulation model, several points need to be 
noted: 
The input and output of the real system and the simulation system may be different. 
Typically, the input of simulation systems consists of all factors that have an impact on 
the real system performance, whereas the output of simulation  systems is the 
measure(s) of the system performance. These input components and output of the 
simulation system should be clearly defined before creating the simulation  system 
model. 
An over-simplification of the real system should be avoided. The real system should be 
modeled so that the simulation model will be valid. However, there is also no point to 
make the model unnecessarily complex. An excessively detailed model will make the 
simulation model hard to develop, verify, validate, and adapt. Judgment  should be 
used in evaluating the tradeoff between realism and simplicity. 
Most systems experience transient or start-up periods at the start ofa production 
cycle. A transient period is the starting state of the system when the system begins empty 14 
and all servers are idle, and persists until the system reaches steady state. Evaluating the 
long-term behavior of the system requires that the transient period be discarded and the 
focus be on the steady state operation of the model. 
Verification and validation are two important processes that should not be left  out 
in developing simulation models. Verification is the process of establishing that the model 
executes as intended. This process is usually accomplished by examining the simulation 
output for known, preferably deterministic, input. The purpose of validation is to establish 
a desired accuracy or correspondence between the simulation model and the real system. 
Validation is normally performed in stages because it is a difficult and lengthy process (1). 
Simulation environment, where the model is developed, also plays  an important 
role in the success of experimenting with the model. The simulation environment needs to 
provide the following capabilities (26): 
1.  Capabilities for model development and modification. 
2.  Capabilities of interactive data entry. 
3.  Allow users to execute models with user-specified experimental conditions. 
4.  Provide flexible user-selectable display formats.  
For most simulation environments, meeting all requirements cannot be done easily.  
However, since all of these requirements can be easily fulfilled by general  purpose  
computer languages such as BASIC, C, or FORTRAN, the simulation environments that  
allow interactions with a general purpose computer language are suitable for this research.  15 
3.1.2 Simulation System Input 
The input to the simulation system includes the real system input, which is usually 
the raw material; and controllable and uncontrollable factors. Controllable factors of real 
systems are generally a subset of the simulation systems' controllable factors. For 
example, operating policies are controllable factors in both the real system and the 
simulation system, however, machine breakdown is an uncontrollable factor in real 
systems but can be made a controllable factor in simulation models. 
The input in simulation systems can be broken down into two categories: 
experimental factors and non-experimental factors. The experimental factors are factors 
that are controlled in the experiment in order to study their effects. The experimental 
factors are generally related to the real system controllable factors, since if they come from 
the real system uncontrollable factor, the experiment results may not be practical to the 
real system. Input factors are represented either through the use of random numbers (using 
statistical functions), if stochastic, or by deterministic data. 
An expert system's knowledge base is a set of operating policies. The objective of 
this thesis is to develop a methodology to construct the knowledge base; therefore, the 
experimental factors are components of the operating policies. Operating policies relate 
the constraints and actions in the form of production rules of the form 
IF <constraint> THEN <action>. 
The constraints reflect the states of the system. A constraint consists of logical 
variables representing the state of the simulation system; multiple constraints may be 
combined together with the 'AND' operator. An example of constraints is "IF logical 16 
variable 1  is true AND logical variable 2 is true, THEN perform some action." Each 
logical variable represents a constraint factor. The constraint factors represent causes 
which may have an effect on the system outcome; hence these determine the actions made 
at decision points in the system. Examples include actions based on queue status and 
resource availability. 
The second component of a production rule is the "action" clause. The actions 
determine the decisions that are made if the constraints or conditions hold true. In an 
operating policy represented by a decision rule, there may be several action factors 
combined with the 'AND' operator. Therefore, the production rules in the operating 
policies has the format 
IF c 1 [AND c2 [AND ...]] THEN al [AND a2 [AND ...]], 
where clauses in square brackets are optional. 
Identifying the system components to consider in a decision rule is important, both 
for designing the "best" system and to eliminate unnecessary work. There are some system 
components that ought to be left out in developing operating policies. One of the reasons 
is if their states change, there is only one obvious action (that is, no choice among 
alternate actions). In a sawmill, for example, if the headrig is down, then there is no other 
option except to finish the downstream work and stop the whole system operation. 
However, when in doubt as to whether a system component should be considered as one 
of these factors, it is preferable to include it, since by excluding it, important interactions 
that may be triggered by it would be missed. 17 
A rule is deduced from simulation experiments by identifying actions that result in 
significant improvement in system performance. Since the actions are contained in the 
rules, they are only performed when the constraints (conditions of the rule) are met. 
Therefore, it is important that simulation system be modeled in such  a way that the 
constraints do occur during a simulation run. For example, if the objective in a sawmill 
simulation run is to determine the actions to be made if both the gangsaw and resaw are 
down, then these conditions need to occur during the simulation  run to identify 
appropriate actions. Furthermore, if a non-deterministic model is used to represent the 
controllable factors, synchronization of random seed numbers is required to focus on the 
effect of randomness due to the factor in question. 
3.1.3 Simulation System Output 
A thorough identification and formulation of the performance  measures is as 
important as the formulation of the other simulation  components. The output is used to 
evaluate the effects of input on the system and to compare alternative scenarios. 
Simulation experiments result in estimates of the performance  measures under 
different scenarios. The "standard" performance  measures from a simulation experiment 
include statistics on queues, resources, and activities. However, other  measures may have 
to be developed to reflect the system performance more accurately. These may include 
costs and revenues, and time measures. For example, in sawmills, the effect of different 
operating policies on the system performance may best be measured by the time to satisfy 
an order file or the value of product manufactured in a given time period. 18 
It is easier to evaluate a system performance or to compare alternatives if only an 
aggregate performance measure is defined. With only one measure, conflicts between 
measures are avoided. However, when more than one measure is desired, multi-criteria 
evaluation should be considered. One approach is to assign rankings and weights to each 
measure. The ranking orders the importance of the measures and the weights determine 
the importance of one measure compared to others. 
3.2 Expert System Knowledge Base Generation 
The developed knowledge should be valid and robust. To achieve this,  a careful 
design of experiment and a correct statistical analysis are required. 
3.2.1 Design of Experiment 
A designed experiment is a test or series of tests in which purposeful changes are 
made to the input variables of a process or system so that the reasons for changes in the 
output response can be observed and identified (27). Design of experiment is driven by the 
goal or purpose of the study. Alternative actions are compared with each other to decide 
which one is the best solution for a given condition. 
Some basic principles of a good experimental design are replication and 
randomization. Replication is achieved by running the simulation with the same level of 
input variables several times. Replication allows the experimental error to be estimated. 
Randomization is required to avoid systematic effects of extraneous factors that may be 19 
present. Although it is important, randomization is a more important consideration in a 
physical experiment rather than the simulation experiment performed here. 
A full factorial design experiment should be performed when possible for all the 
factors involved in the study. A full factorial design for these factors would involve 
selecting values or levels for each of the factors. The advantage of a full factorial 
experiment is that it has the ability to map the entire response surface of systems limited to 
a small number of factors and levels. The number of design points in a full factorial design 
is Ilk, where n is the number of levels and k is the number of factors. Therefore, the design 
may result in an unmanageably large number of design points. Since some of the factor 
value combinations may not be possible or sensible, these combinations should be 
eliminated from consideration prior to the experiment to eliminate unnecessary work and 
to avoid having results that lead to invalid conclusions. The considerations on eliminating 
those combinations are based on: 
An action that causes other action(s) to be useless. For example, in a sawmill, stopping 
the headrig  makes all routing decisions useless. Therefore, actions such  as stop 
headrig and route the cant to resaw at the same time should not be considered. 
Some actions are designed to reduce the impact of an incident (breakdown  or full 
queue) in the system. Assigning these actions to other occurrences does not make 
sense. An example of the actions is routing the flitches ,to resaw. It is designed to 
reduce the impact of the unavailability of the edger or its queue. Routing the flitches to 
resaw when the only incident in the sawmill is that the gangsaw is down does not make 
sense. 20 
3.2.2 Generating Knowledge Base Through Simulation Experiment 
Once the simulation model is developed, it is used as an experimental tool to 
develop an expert system knowledge base. The procedure in developing the knowledge 
base can be broken down into two steps: knowledge base generation and knowledge base 
integration. The procedure is summarized in Figure 4. A more thorough discussion of 
these steps is given in Section 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2. 
Experiment with all possible alternative actions for all 
condition factors. 
Perform t-tests comparing the result of each alternate
as  g 
action to the base system. 
Select a rule for the initial knowledge base if: 
- it improves system performance for all tested scenarios 
- it improves system performance in some scenarios but 
has no negative impact on other scenarios. 
Experiment with the rules in the initial knowledge base, 
including all combination of rules. 
Perform ANOVA to select the rules to be used in the 
final knowledge base. 
Figure 4. Procedure in Generating Knowledge Base 21 
3.2.2.1 Knowledge Base Generation 
Knowledge base consists of rules, which, in this study, are generated by studying the 
effects of different alternative actions on the system under certain conditions. For example, 
in a sawmill, simulation runs may indicate build up of the edger queue. Alternatives that 
could be tried in subsequent simulation runs include sending the flitches to resaw and 
stopping the headrig operation. The results from these runs may show preference of one 
approach compared to the other. 
Statistical testing can be done to determine if there is a significant improvement 
over the base-scenario or in comparing alternative scenarios. A pairwise t-test can be done 
for each combination of condition factor values,  exhaustively searching for the 
combination of operating variable values that would yield the best system performance. 
The hypothesis tested is of the form: 
Ho: P1=  112  
Hi: µ1 < p2  
Since the variances of the two populations are unknown and cannot be assumed equal, the 
student-t statistic distribution is used. The test statistic is given by 
X- Y 
10  I vs2 + sy2 
with degree of freedom of 
5,2  s2)2 
nX  ?I ) v= 22 
The p-value, the probability of the non-overlapping distributions, can then be computed 
and compared with a desired level of significance. 
In selecting the rules to be used, several points should be noted: 
The simplest situation is when there is only one combination of operating variable 
values (one set of actions) that improves system performance significantly over the 
base system for all tested scenarios; in this case, one rule dominates the others. 
If there is no statistical difference among the performance measures for different 
actions, then the base action is selected. Consider the case in which we have two rules 
with the same condition but different actions, A for one and A and B for the other. If 
the rules improve performance, but there is no statistical difference between them, then 
the most basic rule (action A alone) is selected. 
A rule significantly improves the system performance over the base situation in one 
scenario; however, in some other scenario, the rule does not result in any performance 
improvement, though the performance does not deteriorate either. This situation may 
result if the constraint of a rule, in some scenarios, may not be satisfied long enough to 
allow the action to improve the system performance. It even may not be satisfied at all 
during some of the simulation runs causing the system performance to stay the  same. 
Such a rule is also recommended for the knowledge base. 
If the result of using a rule is conflicting, that is it improves the system performance in 
one scenario but deteriorate the performance in others, the rule is not selected for the 
knowledge base. Such conflicting rules require more research before they  can be 
incorporated in the knowledge base. These rules may depend on  some additional 
factors not considered in the present study. 23 
3.2.2.2 Knowledge Base Integration 
Once the appropriate rules are selected for the knowledge base, the last step is to 
construct a knowledge base and integrate it with the simulation model. After the 
integration is achieved, additional statistical tests are required to  assess the performance of 
the "new" system. Integration means that the system must be able to interact with the 
knowledge base and apply appropriate operating rules during the simulation run. Each rule 
combination should be tested on the system in order to  assess the best system 
performance. This is crucial since interactions between rules may have a negative impact 
on system performance. As an example, simulation runs for a typical sawmill modeled in 
this research showed that when the gangsaw is down, the best action is to route the cant 
to the resaw. It was also determined that when the flitch edger queue is full, the flitches 
should be sent to the resaw. However, when these two rules are used simultaneously, the 
result is overloading of the resaw with an adverse affect on the system performance. 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is performed to test the interactions  between the 
rules in the initial knowledge base and to select the rules for the final knowledge base. A 
full factorial design is used in this analysis. The rules are the factors and each rule has two 
levels representing the rule being active or not active in the simulation experiment. Thus, 
the total number of knowledge bases to be tested equals 2 to the power of the number of 
rules. 
Blocking is a technique used to increased the precision ofan experiment by making 
the experimental error as small as possible. Blocking removes the variability caused by the 
non-experimental deterministic simulation input factors from the experimental error. This 24 
requires that the experiment to be conducted on each level combination of the input 
factors. 
Ideally, simulation experiments should be replicated many times which means 
running the simulation experiment with the same input levels repeatedly with different 
strings of random numbers. However, in order to make the experiment manageable, a 
limited number of replications are performed. Therefore, blocking may also be needed to 
remove the variability between replications. Here, blocking can be performed by treating 
the simulation run not as a replication but as a blocking factor. 
In selecting the rules for the final knowledge base, the following steps are 
performed: 
1.	  Construct a data file for analysis of variance (ANOVA) from the simulation output 
reports resulting from experimenting with all  rule combinations in the initial 
knowledge base. 
2.	  Develop the ANOVA table from the data file that evaluates the main effects and the 
interactions between the rules (in the data file). Identify the rule or interactions that 
has the most significant effect on the system performance. Repeat the analysis by 
dropping the rule or interactions with the significant effect. The process stops when all 
rules or interactions with significant effects have been identified. 
3.	  Identify the effect of the rule or interaction. If the effect, is positive, then the rule or 
interaction is used in the final knowledge base. If the effect is negative, then the rule  or 
interaction is not used in the final knowledge base. 
4.  Modify or truncate the data file so that it only contains data representing rules for the 
final knowledge base. 25 
As an illustration of the above steps, assume there are five rules recorded in the 
initial knowledge base. Let these be rules A, B, C, D, and E. The full factorial simulation 
experiment is conducted. Then from the simulation output report, the data file for 
ANOVA is constructed. The first ANOVA table is developed for these rules and their 
interactions. Further assume that the analysis identifies that the main effects of all rules and 
the interaction between B and D to have significant effects on system performance, and 
that A has the most significant (and positive) effect on the system performance. Since the 
effect of rule A is positive, the final knowledge base will contain rule A. The data file is 
then modified so that the data is only for rule A active (all data for rule A being inactive is 
dropped from the data file). The second ANOVA is developed; let the interaction between 
B and D to have the most significant effect. If the ANOVA table shows that the system 
performance improves the most if rule B is inactive and rule D is active, then the final 
knowledge base now has rules A and D active and rule B inactive. The data file is 
truncated again, leaving only those data that are associated with rule D active and rule B 
inactive. The process is repeated until no rules or interactions are significant. 26 
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
In this chapter, the sawmill model implementation is discussed followed by 
presentation of the results. The results consist of the knowledge base acquired from 
simulation experiments. The effect of introducing such a knowledge base in  a simulation 
model is evaluated by comparing the original system (i.e., system without  a knowledge 
base), and the knowledge-based system. 
4.1  Implementation 
The sawmill system used in this research is discussed in Section 2.2.1. This system 
is chosen because it is moderately complex and represents  a typical sawmill. The sawmill 
model is used as a basis for developing a knowledge base to improve the material flow for 
the sawmill. Factors considered in the knowledge base involve material flow, machine 
breakdowns, queue capacities, and alternative routings. The most critical decision point in 
a typical sawmill is at the headrig station (Figure 1). This is because the primary log 
breakdown occurs at the headrig, thus the log cutting pattern has to be determined at the 
headrig. Additionally, the alternative routings are only available for material coming out of 
the headrig. 27 
4.1.1  System Development 
The flow diagram of the sawmill system is shown in Figure 1. The system 
components included in the simulation system model are the bucksaw, debarker, headrig, 
gangsaw, flitch edger, and resaw. The interaction between these components is an 
important factor that needs to be included in the simulation model. 
The inputs to the system are raw material mix, order file, product price, operating 
times, and operating policies. Raw material mix determines the distribution of logs at the 
headrig. An order file gives the product requirements and is used by the simulation model 
to determine the length of a simulation run. Product price gives the price of the primary 
product, lumbers. It is used in determining the best cutting pattern. It is also used as part 
of the decision making process in determining the maximum cant width, and for 
calculating some of the output measures. 
Ideally, the simulation model should be executed for a wide range of input 
variables. The focus of this research is to develop a methodology for using simulation to 
generate decision expertise. To keep the project manageable, two factor values (data 
tables) each are considered for order file and product price. There is less variability in raw 
material, particularly over short time spans. This factor, though stochastic (in terms ofraw 
material characteristics) is assumed to have only one factor value. 
A scenario is defined here to be a combination of order file and product price. 
Since there are two tables for order file and two tables for product price, there are four 
input scenarios. When experimenting with a policy, the simulation system is run with each 
of the scenarios. Other factors including operating time of machines, time between 
machine breakdown, and time for each breakdown are modeled as statistical distributions. 28 
An operating policy is represented as a production rule. Factors included in the 
condition component are machine breakdowns and condition of queues. However, since 
the decision process is made at the headrig station, only downstream components to the 
headrig (gangsaw, flitch edger, and resaw) need to be included in the conditions. Both 
machine breakdown and queue status have two factor levels. For machine breakdown, 
these are operable (0) or broken (1), and for queues, less than (0) or greater than (1) the 
queue capacity. 
Queue capacities are "soft" limits. This means that if the specified limit is 
exceeded, the queue can still accept in-process material but the upstream operations are 
stopped. The only exception is the resaw. Although the resaw queue has practically 
infinite capacity, a limit needs to be assigned to identify if the queue is too full. This limit 
does not stop the upstream operation when exceeded, but only triggers the resaw queue to 
be over limit. However, a higher "firm" limit is used for the  resaw queue that limits the 
number of entities in the queue to protect the simulation system from overloading. 
The decision variables of the operating policy are the actions at the headrig which 
include: (1) to stop headrig or continue its operation; (2) route the cant to the gangsaw 
(normal routing) or to the resaw; (3) route the edges to the flitch edger or to the resaw; 
and (4) modify the cutting pattern. Each of these factors has two levels: "yes" (1) or "no" 
(0). Thus, a rule in the knowledge base can be represented by, a combination of ls and Os. 
An example of a rule is "0100100010". The first six digits represent the condition. The last 
four digits are the actions. This sample rule means that if the edger is down and the edger 
queue is full then route the flitches to the resaw. Figure 4 represents the complete rule 
possibilities. 29 
Condition  Action 
Gang  Edger  Resaw  Gang  Edger  Resaw  Stop  Route  Route  Limit 
Unava- Unava  Unava- Queue  Queue  Queue  Headrig  Cant to  Flitches to  Cant 
ilable  -ilable  ilable  Full  Full  Full  Resaw  Resaw  Width 
Oorl  0 or 1  Oorl  0 or 1  Oorl  0 or 1  Oorl  0 or 1  Oorl  0 or 1  
0 - No 1 - Yes  
Figure 5. Rule Representation 
The simulation model is run until the order file is satisfied, or the available raw 
material is used up and there is no more activity in the system. The material flow inside a 
sawmill can be measured by the time to completion. Obviously, faster throughput times 
are preferred, assuming that the order file is satisfied. Time to completion is used as this 
system performance measure. However, since there may be a situation where the times to 
completion for two rules are the same, a secondary measure needs to be introduced. The 
value of total lumber produced is used as the secondary measure. Although the primary 
objective of the knowledge base is to improve the material flow inside the sawmill and the 
more lumber produced in the same time means better material flow, it is more appropriate 
to look at the value of the lumber produced rather than to look at the quantity since 
sawmills are primarily concerned with value of output. 
Establishing operating policies are generally based on the steady state performance 
of a system. Therefore, the transient period of the system, which is concerned with the 
start-up period, is discarded. During the transient period, the raw material inventory is not 
reduced, and the products originating from the logs that enter the system during the 
transient period, are not counted towards satisfying the order file. There  are several ways 30 
to determine the end point of a system's transient period. The simplest way, which is used 
in this research, is to set the transient period's end point large compared to the raw 
material arrival rate and machines' operating times so that the system has most likely 
reached steady state already by the end point. 
Because of the need for replication, three simulation runs are used for each 
scenario. Three replications per scenario results in 6,912 runs. This is because there are 64 
(26) combinations of condition factors, nine (23 + 1) possible combinations of actions, 
four combinations of input data, and three runs per scenario. Having less than three 
replications for each scenario would limit the ability to make statistical inferences. 
4.1.2 Simulation Model 
The simulation model was programmed in SLAMSYS v.4.2 and Microsoft 
FORTRAN v.2.1. SLAMSYS provides a graphical user interface and capability to interact 
with Microsoft FORTRAN. These characteristics make model development and 
modification simple, and eliminate some of the limitations of a pure network simulation 
language (such as SLAM). 
The simulation program consists of six parts: MAIN program, BOF subroutine, 
INTLC subroutine, EVENT subroutine, OTPUT subroutine, and SLAM network and its 
control statements. The MAIN program and all subroutines are written in Microsoft 
FORTRAN. A brief explanation of the program is provided below. The complete list of 
programs is given in Appendix 1 31 
The Best Opening Face (BOF) program, developed by David W. Lewis and  Hiram 
Ha llock, is a computer simulation model of the sawing process for recovering dimension 
lumber from small-diameter, round logs (4). The BOF  program simulates the actual 
sawing process. The BOF program is used here to calculate the cutting pattern for logs 
that will yield maximum lumber values. The input to BOF includes ranges of log diameter 
and length, log taper, and lumber values. BOF looks for the cutting pattern from each log 
that has diameter and length within the ranges that maximizes the value or yield and gives 
the cutting pattern, lumber tally, and total value of lumber produced as well as other 
information in the output. Some modifications to the BOF program were necessary to 
integrate it with the sawmill simulation model developed in this research. 
The MAIN program is the first program executed. The primary actions performed 
by MAIN are as follows. First, the data tables for the material mix  and product 
requirements are defined to be read in subroutine INTLC. Then the data for price of 
lumber is read to be used by subroutine EVENT to calculate value of lumber produced 
and by the BOF program to calculate the log breakdown pattern. The data tables are given 
in Figure 6. The next step is to call BOF to calculate the breakdown pattern for unlimited 
cant size, and for 4" and 6" limited cant sizes. The limited cant size is used when  a 
decision regarding modifying the log cutting pattern is made. By limiting cant size, there 
are more products at the headrig, thus the simulation system's throughput  may be 
increased in expense of the value of the products. Then the last actions performed by 
MAIN program are initializing the policies to be tested in the knowledge base and calling 
SLAM to begin the simulation experiment. 32 
Figure 6 shows the input data files used in the experiment. In the data files, "T" 
indicates thickness, "W" is width, "L" is length, and "D" is diameter. The units of 
thickness and width is inches, while the unit for length is feet. The Raw Material Mix table 
contains the number of logs available for different lengths and diameters. The log length 
ranges from 8 to 20 feet in increments of 2 feet, while the diameter is from 4 inches to 20 
inches in increments of 2 inches. Thus, as shown in Raw Material Mix table, there are 86 
logs with diameters of 10 inches and lengths of 16 feet. 
Raw Material Mix  
L\D 04  06  08 10 12  14 16 18 20  
8 3  1 6 0 2 0  1 1 0  
10 6 10 12 11 9  4 0 0 0  
12 16 26 40 54 24 15  2  2  1  
14 12 34 35 34 11  8  3  2  0  
16 26  94  95 86 49 29  14  8  3  
18 5 17  8 5 3  4 6  4  1  
20  5 36 22 10  8 23 13  9  4  
Product Requirements  Data File 1  Product Requirements  - Data File 2  
TxW\L 0008  0010 0012  0014  0016  0018  0020  TxW\L 0008  0010  0012  0014   0016  0018  0020  
lx 4  130  82  58  49  34  0  0  lx 4  242 242 318 318   242  0  0  
lx 6  28 18 14 10  5  5  1  lx 6 49 33 20  5  0  0  0  
lx 8  0 0 0 0 0 0 0  lx 8  0 0 0 0 0 0   0  
lx10  0 0  0  0 0 0   0  lx10  0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1x12  0 0 0 0 0 0   0  1x12  0  0 0 0  0 0 0  
2x 4  173  116  106  88  92  71  77   2x 4  218  218  192  192  192  60  60  
2x 6  42 41 40 40  44 25  0  2x 6  42 41 40 40 44 25  0  
2x 8  39 41 42 41 42 40 40  2x 8  39 41 42 41 42 39 40  
2x10  57 61 66 82 75 71  61   2x10  17 17 58 58 58 29 29  
2x12  0  0  57  61  75  71 103  2x12  11  11  53   53  53 26 26  
Lumber Values - Data  File  1   Lumber Values - Data File  2  
TxW\L 0008 0010  0012  0014  0016  0018  0020   TxW\L 0008 0010 0012  0014  0016  0018 0020  
lx 4  270.  273.  270.  276.  296.  287.  287.   lx 4  250.  250.  245.  250.  291.  270.  279.  
lx 6  330.  330.  355.  351.  375.  371.  367.  lx 6  350.  350.  367.  361.  418.  395.  395.  
lx 8  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  lx 8  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  
lx10  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  lx10  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  
1x12  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1   0.1  1x12  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  
2x 4  475.  480.  475.  485.  520.  505.  505.  2x 4  300.  300.  295.  300.  350.  325.  335.  
2x 6  400.  400.  430.  425.  455.  450.  445.  2x 6  305.  305.  320.  315.  365.  345.  345.  
2x 8  350.  350.  450.  425.  460.  465.  480.  2x 8  260.  320.  255.  295.  345.  340.  390.  
2x10  370.  405.  525.  565.  570.  545.  535.  2x10  320.  325.  420.  470.  480.  430.  400.  
2x12  435.  445.  545.  520.  535.  535.  540.  2x12  345.  35.  440.  440.  450.  425.  410.  
Figure 6. Input Data Files 33 
The Product Requirements table shows the required number of lumbers  to be 
produced for an order file. The output for both product tables is lumber with thickness of 
1 inch or 2 inches, width ranging between 4 inches to 12 inches in increment of 2 inches, 
and length of 8 feet to 20 feet in 2 foot increments. The lumber value is  shown per 
thousand board foot (1000 board feet is equivalent to a board of 1 inch thick, 1 foot wide, 
and 1000 feet long). Therefore, from the first Lumber Value table,  a 2x12x8 (TxWxL) 
lumber has value of 6.96 dollars [($435/thousand board foot)  x  (2")  x  (12" / 12 
inch/foot) x (8' / 1000')]. 
The two product requirement data files represent two different order files.  The 
second product requirement data file has noticeably higher demand for  4 inch wide 
lumber, but smaller demand for wider lumber. Such differences over time and orders are 
normal in the sawmill industry. The two lumber price data files are also different. The first 
lumber price data file has an overall higher value than the second data file. However, the 
value for 1" thick by 6" wide lumber is higher in the second data file than in the first data 
file. The price differences between sizes are different in two data files. As the result, the 
primary breakdown cutting patterns based on the two lumber price data files will be 
different. 
The INTLC subroutine is the SLAM initialize subroutine, and is called every time 
prior to a simulation run. This subroutine initializes the global, variables (referred to as XX 
variables) to their specified values. The listings of important variables used in the program 
is given in Appendix 1-C. The INTLC subroutine also sets the time for the transient 
period. It then reads the order file data and raw material mix data, and stores this data in 
computer memory. 34 
The EVENT subroutine is called whenever an entity arrives at the event nodes of 
the SLAM network. Because the subroutine is used in conjunction with the simulation 
model, this subroutine will be reviewed along with the main network discussion below. 
The OTPUT subroutine is called at the end of each simulation run. The only 
function of this subroutine is to compute summary statistics for the performance measures 
and output the results to a file. 
The SLAM network model is broken down into two  components: the main 
network and the machine breakdown network. The main network models the  sawmill 
system, i.e., the material flow and activities in the system. The machine breakdown 
network is used to model the breakdown occurrences of machines. Since gangsaw, flitch 
edger, and resaw status are primary considerations in developing the knowledge  base, 
these three machines and their breakdowns are included in the simulation model. The 
breakdowns of bucksaw, debarker, and headrig are not modeled. 
In the main network (Figure 7), the machines are modeled as resources. The first 
part of this network deals with logs entering to the system. The logs enter the system in 
batches that normally arrive between 3 to 5 minutes uniformly distributed.  The number of 
logs per batch are distributed uniformly between 10 logs and 20 logs. However, a batch of 
logs can only enter the system when the bucksaw queue is not full. If the number of logs in 
the bucksaw queue is greater than the capacity, gate GAT1 is closed and the next batch 
will wait until the number of logs in the bucksaw queue falls below the capacity. In the 
assign node ASG2, each log is assigned a random value between 0 and  1. In the event 
node EVN9, the random value is then used to randomly select  a log size referring from 
Raw Material Mix data. If the Raw Material Mix data indicates that the raw material is 35 
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Figure 7. Main SLAM Network Model of the Sawmill System 36 
still available, the diameter and length are assigned to the log. Then the log enters the 
bucksaw queue and waits until bucksaw is available. When the bucksaw is available, the 
logs go through the bucksaw station, and enter the event node EVN1, which determines 
the log cutting algorithm at the bucksaw. However, since the raw material data actually 
reflects the log distribution at the headrig, there is no simulated cutting performed at the 
bucksaw. EVN1 also checks if the gate GAT1 should be opened for the next batch of 
logs. Logs coming out from EVN1 node enter the debarker queue. 
To protect the simulation system from overloading, at each station, before sending 
product, the product destination queue is checked first for its status. If the  queue is not 
full then the product is sent to the queue and the station  can continue its process. 
However, if the queue is full then the station has to wait until the  queue becomes 
available. For example, it is determined that, at the headrig, the cant is routed to gangsaw 
and the flitch is routed to resaw. If it turns out that the gangsaw queue is full then both the 
cant and the flitch are kept at the headrig and the headrig operation stops until the 
gangsaw queue is no longer full. 
The processing times of machines in minutes used in the model are summarized in 
Table 1. In the table, NORMAL(X,Y) means normal distribution with mean of X and 
standard deviation of Y. Similarly, UNIFORM(X,Y) means uniform distribution in the 
interval X to Y. The headrig operating time depends on log diameter. Re-pass time for the 
headrig is the time required to make another cutting pass on a log. 37 
Table 1. Processing Times of Machines 
Station  Condition  Processing Time 
Bucksaw  NORMAL(.2,.0167) + NORMAL(.2,.0167) 
Debarker  NORMAL(LOG LENGTH/49,LOG LENGTH/500) 
Headrig  Log Diameter s 8"  NORMAL(0.2683,0.0143) 
8" < Log Diameter 5 12"  NORMAL(0.304,0.0313) 
12" < Log Diameter s 16"  NORMAL(0.3617,0.045) 
Log Diameter > 16"  NORMAL(0.3617,0.045) 
Re-pass  NORMAL(0.3083,0.05) 
Gangsaw  NORMAL(0.389,0.09) 
Edger  NORMAL(0.179,0.016) 
Resaw  NORMAL(.389,0.09) 
When the debarker is available, it debarks the log and sends the log to the headrig 
queue. If the headrig queue is full, the debarked logs are sent to temporary storage 
(TEMP 1) until the storage also becomes full. When the headrig is available; the headrig 
resource is claimed and the entity enters EVN4 node. Here, the system checks for the 
appropriate actions given the current states of gangsaw, edger, resaw, and their queue 
status. The lumber pieces suggested by BOF are then inserted into the system and the total 
lumber, and bark and sawdust produced are calculated. The flitch lumber is inserted 
through node NTR2, then sent to flitch edger or resaw, while the cant lumbers is inserted 
through node NTR3. The lumber from cant are combined into one cant and then sent to 
gangsaw or resaw. When the cant passes the gangsaw, the cant gets immediately 
unbatched into the lumber again. However, if the cant goes to resaw, the required number 
of passes through the resaw is two, for cutting the round edges of the cant, plus the 
number of lumber pieces produced from the cant, until the whole cant is transformed back 
into lumber. 
The lumber coming out from gangsaw and resaw are re-routed back to resaw with 
a probability of 15% to model the unsatisfactory lumber coming out from gangsaw and 38 
resaw. The finished and satisfactory lumber then enter the END2 event node whose task is 
to decrease the product requirement of the same size or shorter lumber when no more 
requirement left for the lumber size, calculate the total value of lumber produced, calculate 
the total value of excess lumbers, and terminate the simulation run when all product 
requirements are satisfied. 
The machine breakdown network is relatively simple. It defines the  occurrence 
time of breakdowns and lengths of breakdowns. When a breakdown occurs, the network 
pre-empts the machine resource and holds the resource until the down time is over. As an 
example of the breakdown network, the gangsaw breakdown network is shown in Figure 
8. 
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4.2 Results 
An example of the output report produced by the simulation experiment is shown 
in Figure 9. The sample report is for run number 1, scenario 1 (first price and first product 
data tables), while testing the knowledge: "0100000000". The  report shows machine 
utilization, queue sizes, time spent in queues, time to completion, total produced lumber 
value, distribution of lumber produced, distribution of excess lumber, total sawdust and 
chips produced, and loss from satisfying shorter lumber demand. Although  there is 
considerable information given in the output, the  measures used for developing the 
knowledge base are the time to completion and the value of total lumber produced. 
PRICE:BOFD1T1.1  PRODUCT REO.:PROD.1  MATERIAL:MATL.1  
KNOWLEDGE: 0 1 0 0 0 0  ACTION: 0 0 0 0  
RUN NUMBER: 1  
RESOURCE STATISTIC  
BUCK DBRK MAXI  GANG EDGR RESV  
UTILIZATION  .419  .351  .328  .415  .596  .416  
QUEUE STATISTIC  
BUCK DBRK MAXI  GANG EDGR RESV  
0 OF EVTITI  14.9  5.0  20.5  .0  7.5   .6  
WAITING TIN  14.3  4.8  18.8  .0  2.2   .5  
TIME TO COMPLETION:  834.0   PRODUCT VALUE:  46480.dli  
LUMBER PRODUCED  
8  10 12 14  16 18 20  
lx 4  807  438  454  217  326  10  0  
lx 6  7 20 49 29 23  5 23  
lx 8 0 0  0  0  0 0 0  
1x10 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  
lx12 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  
2x 4  312  409  48?  376 1063  160  273  
2x 6  0  9 40 35 126 15 30  
2x 8  2  20 135  79  270  37  46  
2x10  1  26  138  107  550  112  79  
2x12  0  8  96  34  10  13 253  
EXCESS PRODUCTS  
8  10 12 14 16 18 20  
lx 4  693  361  383  179  275  8  0  
1x 6  1  10 27  6 11  4 16  
lx 8 0 0 0  0  0  0 0  
1x10 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  
1x12 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  
2x 4  243  304  387  302  836  102  183  
2x 6 0 0 0  0 17  2 4  
2x 8  0  6 76 53 166  2  1  
2x10  0  14  71  53 343  41  18  
2x12 0 8 39 0 0 0  0  
VALUE OF THE EXCESS LUBBERS:  24188.49DOLLAR  
SAWDUST AND CHIPS PRODUCED:   4645. CUBIC FOOT  
LOSS FROM SATISFYING TEE SHORTER LUMBER DEMAND:   32468.00  CUB. FT  
1755.66  DOLLAR  
Figure 9. An Example of Simulation Output Report 40 
The first measure given in the simulation output report is the average machines' 
utilization. The queue statistics, which are average number of entities and average waiting 
time, are listed next, followed by the time to completion of the simulation run and the 
value of total lumber produced. Then, the lumber produced tally is listed. As an example, 
Figure 9 shows that there are 550 lumber pieces of size of 2 inches thick, 10 inches wide, 
and 16 feet long. The excess product tally is given next. It gives the number of lumber 
pieces produced in excess of the product requirement. If the product requirement is not 
satisfied, there would be a statement to this effect in the output report. The value of the 
total excess products are then given. The last measures are the volume of sawdust and 
chips produced and the loss from satisfying the shorter product requirement. 
The summary of results from the simulation experiments is given in Appendix 2. 
Also given in Appendix 2 are values for to and to, using 90% confidence level.  Rules 
having absolute value of to greater than ta,..1 are identified as significantly improving the 
system performance. The rules identified as improving the system performance (in one or 
more scenarios) without adversely affecting performance in some other scenario are given 
in Table 2. 41 
Table 2. Rules Identified as Improving the Sawmill Simulation System Performance 
Condition  Action 
Rule  Gang  Edger  Resaw  Gang  Edger  Resaw  Stop  Route  Route  Limit 
Number  Unav- Unav- Unav- Queue  Queue  Queue  Headrig  Cant to  Flitches  Cant 
ailable  ailable  ailable  Full  Full  Full  Resaw  to Resaw  Size 
1  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  1  0 
2  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  1  1  0 
3  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  1  1  0 
4  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0 
5  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  1  0 
6  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0 
7  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  1  0  1 
1 In Table 2,  represents "yes" and 0 represents "no". Therefore, the rules 
represented in binary numbers in Table 2 are as follows: 
Rulel .  IF edger queue is full AND all other operations  are normal THEN send the 
flitches to resaw. 
Rule2. IF gangsaw queue is full AND all other operations are normal THEN send cant to 
resaw AND send flitches to resaw. 
Rule3. IF gangsaw queue is full AND edger queue is full AND all other operations are 
normal THEN send cant to resaw AND send flitches to resaw. 
Rule4.  IF edger is down AND all other operations are normal THEN send flitches to 
resaw. 
Rule5.  IF edger is down AND edger queue is full AND all other operations are normal 
THEN send flitches to resaw. 
Rule6.  IF gangsaw is down AND all other operations are normal THEN send cants to 
resaw. 42 
Rule7.  IF gangsaw is down AND gangsaw queue is full AND all other operations are 
normal THEN send cant to resaw AND modify cutting pattern. 
The term "normal" means that queue is not full or station is available. "All other" refers to 
all condition factors or decisions other than those mentioned  as part of the rule. Therefore 
a complete interpretation of rule 7 is 
IF gangsaw is down AND gangsaw queue is full AND edger is available 
AND edger queue is not full AND resaw is available AND resaw queue is 
not full THEN do not step headrig AND route cant to resaw AND route 
flitches to edger AND limit cant size. 
Once the rules in Table 2 were identified, the simulation model was used to 
evaluate the performance of the system when these rules  are used in combination. The 
program was used to simulate the operation of the system with each possible combination 
of the rules in Table 2. For ease of presentation, the rule combinations are represented by 
a string of binary numbers in the following discussion. The number of digits in the string 
equals the number of rules. The first digit of the binary numbers represents rule 1 in Table 
2. Similarly, the second digit represents rule 2, and so on. Therefore, the string "0000001" 
means that only the last rule is active. 
Analysis of variance (fixed effects model) was performed for these seven rules 
using the time to completion measure. The first ANOVA table that evaluates all of these 
rules and their interactions is given in Appendix 3. The analysis was performed for one 
order file and two different levels of price factors. Once the analysis was completed to 
develop a final knowledge base, a second order file (with the same two price factor levels) 
was used to validate the knowledge base. 43 
The precision of the analysis is increased by blocking the price factor and 
treating the simulation run not as a replication but as another blocking factor. This means 
including the price factor and simulation run as one of main effects. 
Referring to the ANOVA table given in Appendix 3-A, Rule 1, 2, 6, and 7, and the 
interactions between rules 1 and 2, and between rules 6 and 7 improve the system 
performance at a 90 % significance level. Based on the F-ratio, rule 2 is identified to be 
the one that has the most significant positive effect on system performance. The system 
performance improvement at a 90% confidence interval is shown in Figure 10. Therefore, 
rule 2 is determined to be included in the final knowledge base. 
90 Percent LSD 














Figure 10. Mean Plot of System Performance vs. Rule 2 44 
The ANOVA also indicates that rule 1 has the next most significant positive effect. 
However, if the interaction between rule 1 and rule 2 is analyzed, as shown in Figure 11, it 
can be identified that when rule 2 is active, making rule 1 active only improves the system 
performance marginally. Figure 11 also shows that making rule 2 active improves the 
system performance more than making rule 1 active. Therefore, although rule 1 by itself 
has significant positive effect on the system performance, since rule 2 is more superior 
than rule 1 and rule 1 does not improve the system performance significantly when rule 2 
is active, rule 1 is not used in the final knowledge base. Rule 2 routes the cants and flitches 
to resaw without limiting the cant size and stopping the headrig when only gangsaw queue 
is full. Therefore, rule 2 makes the edger queue less full and rule 1 becomes less effective, 
as indicated by the interaction between rule 1 and 2. 
Plot of Interactions for Ruiel and Rule2 
Figure 11. Interaction Plot Between Rule 1 and Rule 2 45 
The analysis data was then divided between the data associated with rule 2 being 
active and rule 2 being inactive. The data associated with the rule 2 being  inactive was 
then dropped and another ANOVA, given in Appendix 3-B,  was performed on the new 
data. In this ANOVA, none of the main effects or interactions were significant. However, 
the interaction between rules 6 and 7 was close to being significant at a 90% confidence 
level. Evaluating the interaction effect between these two rules (Figure  12), shows that 
only rule 7 should be added to the knowledge base. When rule 6 is inactive, making rule 7 
active increases the system performance by reducing the time to completion measure from 
an average of 857 to 837 minutes. However, when rule 6 is active, making rule 7 active 
affects the system performance adversely, though the affect is not as pronounced. 
Figure 12. Interaction Plot Between Rule 6 and Rule 7 46 
Rule 6 indicates that if only the gangsaw is down then send the cants to resaw and 
let everything else operate normally. Rule 7 indicates that if only the gangsaw is down and 
gangsaw queue is full then send cants to resaw, limit cant width, and let everything else 
operate normally. System performance with rule 7 is more superior than with rule 6 
because rule 7 has a decision to limit cant size. Limiting cant size, here, means that some 
of the resaw work will be done on the headrig, thus the work load between these two 
stations is more equally distributed. Therefore, rule 7 is preferred to rule 6. However, 
when rule 7 is active, making rule 6 active overloads the resaw and affects the system 
performance adversely. 
The data file was modified again so that it only contained the data for rule 2 and 7 
active and rule 6 inactive. Another ANOVA was performed on this data file as shown in 
Appendix 3-C. The analysis shows that there is no main effects or interactions that are 
significant. 
Therefore, the final knowledge base only contains rules 2 and 7. This knowledge 
base was tested in conjunction with the simulation model for the second order file 
(product requirement). The resulting ANOVA, given in Appendix 3-D, shows the result of 
this experiment. There are 10 simulation runs used in this analysis to improve the precision 
of the analysis. In this analysis, price factor is treated as a fixed effect, whereas simulation 
run is treated as random effect. The analysis indicates that the knowledge base does have a 
significant effect at 97.5 percent. 
However, referring to Appendix 3-D, price factor has  a large interaction effect 
with the knowledge base. Figure 13 indicates that the knowledge base has  greater effect 47 
on the system performance when the system is operating under price 1 than it is under 
price 2. This suggests that the price factor may need to be included in the knowledge base 
so that the decision also depends on the level of the price factor. Price factor has an effect 
on the distribution of the lumber size because, at the primary breakdown, price factor is 
used to determine the cutting pattern of logs. Since the knowledge base involves limiting 
cant size, the knowledge base also affects the primary breakdown. Therefore, the shift in 
price differences between sizes has a strong interaction with the knowledge base. This is 
shown in Figure 13 by the slope difference between Pricel and Price2. 
Plot of Interactions for Price and Knowledge Base 
Figure 13. Interaction Plot Between Price and Knowledge Base 48 
5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
5.1 Summary 
A methodology for developing a decision support knowledge base through the use 
of computer simulation was presented. Although developing high level abstractions for 
decision schema that would be applicable to a large set of problems is desirable, it is 
extremely difficult. Therefore, in this research, the development of the decision support 
knowledge base focused on the forest products industry. 
The development of the decision support knowledge base through the  use of 
computer simulation consists of three steps: modeling the simulation system, generating 
knowledge base rules using simulation experiments, and evaluating the decision support 
knowledge base by incorporating it into the simulation model. 
A typical sawmill system was modeled using the SLAM simulation system in this 
research to be used as an experimental tool to generate an expert system knowledge base. 
The knowledge base consists of production rules. Factors considered in the knowledge 
base involve material flow, machine breakdowns, queue capacities, and alternative 
routings. The sawmill components included in the model are bucksaw, debarker, headrig, 
gangsaw, flitch edger, and resaw. The decision point of the expert system is located at the 
headrig station. Other input factors of the system are raw material mix, order file, and 
product price. 49 
Experiments were then conducted to identify "best" operating policies under 
different performance scenarios. These policies are formulated as "IF....THEN...." 
decision rules. Each rule was checked for its ability to improve system performance by 
comparing the performance of the system with the knowledge base to the "base" system 
(i.e., without the knowledge base). If a rule significantly improved the performance of the 
system, it was incorporated in a knowledge base. 
After developing an initial knowledge base, the rules were tested for interaction 
effects. Every combination of rules in the initial knowledge base was checked for its ability 
to improve system performance using analysis of variance. A rule is included in the final 
knowledge base if it has positive and significant effect on the system performance. After a 
rule is selected, the data file is modified so that the data that corresponds to the inactive 
state of the rule is dropped. The analysis of variance is repeated to test effects of the other 
rules. These steps are repeated until there are no more rules or interaction between rules 
that have positive and significant effects on the system performance. 
5.2 Conclusions 
These are two primary outcomes from this research effort: 
1.  Simulation is a viable alternative for generating knowledge base for expert systems. 
2.  Incorporating knowledge or heuristic information helps to improve real time control of 
manufacturing systems. 
However, both the above conclusions are based on limited experimentation of a sawmill 
system in the forest products industry. Though these experiments showed the process for 50 
developing a knowledge base and integrating it in an analysis technique, simulation in this 
case, a number of issues need to be addresses. Developing a knowledge base that covers a 
wide spectrum of simulation conditions would require  a lot more experimentation, 
analysis, and validation of the resulting knowledge. Also, considerations such as conflicts 
in the knowledge base, need to be addressed before such system can be used in real time 
decision making. Some of these considerations are addressed in the following section. 
5.3 Directions for Future Research 
Some directions for future research include: 
1.	  Although the developed knowledge base helps the sawmill system performance, the 
perfOrmance under the resulting knowledge base  may not be the optimal. This is 
because, when generating rules, the interactions between rules are not considered. A 
rule by itself may not increase system performance significantly; however, when the 
rule is combined with other rules the result may be significant. Hence, the interactions 
between rules should be further studied. 
2.	  Another reason is that some rules produce conflicting results, that is in a scenario they 
help the system performance better than in other scenarios. Figure 11 suggests that the 
effect of the knowledge base on the system performance may be affected by price. 
Further investigation of the effects of price data on the system performance should be 
evaluated. Including a wide range of such information in the decision making 
processes may require categorization of the data. 51 
3.	  Extending this research may require additional simulation experiments. Using  a 
spreadsheet program to analyze the results of the many experiments is a repetitious 
and cumbersome process. Therefore, another possible extension of this research, is to 
integrate the whole processes, including the simulation experiments and the analysis 
process. 52 
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APPENDICES  56 
C 
Appendix 1.  Simulation Model Program 
1-A Main Programs 
C FILE NAME: MAIN.FOR  
C FIRST VERSION OF MAIN PROGRAM  
C THIS MAIN PROGRAM IS USED TO GENERATE KNOWLEDGE BASE RULES  
C OUTPUT: SUMMARY.XXX WHERE X IS 0 OR 1  
C  DIGIT 1: GANGSAW BREAKDOWN 
C  DIGIT 2: EDGER BREAKDOWN 
C  DIGIT 3: RESAW BREAKDOWN 
C  SUMSUM.XXX  SUMMARY OF SUMMARY.XXX 
C 
$INCLUDE:'FLIB.FI'  
$1F .NOT. DEFINED (setexitqq)  
interface to integer*2 function setexitqq  
[c,alias:'  QW1NsetExit'](exitmode)  
integer*2 exitmode[value]  
end  
$ENDIF  
PROGRAM MAIN  
$1NCLUDE:'FLIB.FD'  
$1F .NOT. DEFINED (QWIN$EXITPROMPT)  
INTEGER*2 QWIN$EXITPROMPT  
INTEGER*2 QWIN$EXITNOPERSIST  
INTEGER *2 QWIN$EXITPERSIST  
PARAMETER (QWIN$EXITPROMPT  = 1)  
PARAMETER (QWIN$EXITNOPERSIST = 2)  
PARAMETER (QWIN$EXITPERSIST  = 3)  
INTEGER*2 GETEXITQQ[EXTERN]  
INTEGER*2 SETEXITQQ[EXTERN]  
$ENDIF  
DIMENSION NSET(32000)  
INTEGER*2 dummy  
INTEGER RM,PROD,TOTPROD,TOTMAT,ACT,XSPROD,AILLBR  
INTEGER TOTPCS,CWID  
CHARACTER*12 AMATL,APROD,ABOFDATA,ASUMM  
LOGICAL NOTSAT,RUNSIM  
COMMON QSET(32000)  
$1NCLUDE:'PARAM.INC'  
$INCLUDE:'SCOM1.COM'  
COMMON /SLAMBOF/ TOTPCS(3,2,20,20,30),CWID(3,20,20)  
COMMON /MILLI/ RM(1000),TOTMAT  
COMMON /MILL2/ PRICE(2,12,20)  
COMMON /MILL3/ PROD(2,12,20),TOTPROD  
COMMON /MILL4/ ACT(2,2,2,2,2,2,4)  
COMMON /MILLS/ IGBD,IEBD,IRBD  
COMMON /OPUT/ XSPROD(100),ALLLBR(2,12,20),NOTSAT  
COMMON /DATTBL/ AMATL,APROD  
COMMON /TRNPER/ CLTIME  
COMMON /RUN/ IRUN  
EQUIVALENCE(NSET(1),QSET(1))  57 
NNSET=32000 
C 
C  Set the About Box message 
C 
dummy=ABOUTBOXQQ 
C  ('Slamsystem Simulation Processor\r  Version 4.2'C) 
C 
C  Set things up so that the window closes on exit 
C 





C  SETTING WHICH ONE CAN BREAK  
10 PRINT*,'ALLOW GANGSAW TO BREAK? (0-NO, 1-YES)'  
READ*,IGBD  
IF(IGBD.NE.0)THEN  
IF(IGBD.NE.1)GOTO 10  
ENDIF  
11 PRINT*,'ALLOW EDGER TO BREAK? (0-NO, 1-YES)'  
READ*,IEBD  
IF(IEBD.NE.0)THEN  
IF(IEBD.NE.1)GOTO 11  
ENDIF  
12 PRINT*,'AILOW RESAW TO BREAK? (0-NO, 1-YES)'  
READ*,IRBD  
IF(IRBD.NE.0)THEN  
IF(IRBD.NE.1)GOTO 12  
ENDIF  





C ENTER THE PRICE INFORMATION TO PRICE(THICKNESS,WIDTH,LENGTH)  
C UNIT IS PER 1000 BOARD FEET  




2 FORMAT(//)  
DO 40 K=1,2  
DO 40 J=4,12,2  
40  READ(8,4) (PRICE(K,J,I),I=6,20,2)  
4  FORMAT(13F5.0)  
CLOSE(8)  
PRINT*, 'PRICE:',ABOFDATA  
DO 60 1=1,2  
DO 60 J=4,12,2  
DO 60 K=6,20,2  
PRICE(I,J,K)=(PRICE(I,J,K)*I*J*K)/12000  
60 CONTINUE  
C CALL THE BOF PROGRAM  
PRINT*, 'ENTERING BOF NOW'  
CALL BOF(0,ABOFDATA)  
PRINT*, 'BOF-NO RESTRICTION... DONE'  
CALL BOF(4,ABOFDATA)  
PRINT*, 'BOF-MAX CANT WIDTH=4"... DONE'  58 
CALL BOF(6,ABOFDATA)  
PRINT*, 'BOF-MAX CANT WIDTH=6"... DONE'  
C SETTING THE NEXT DATA TABLES TO BE READ  
C I1  RAW MATERIAL; 12  PRODUCT REQUIREMENT  
DO 100 I1=1,1  
DO 100 12=1,2  
AMATL='MATL. ' //CHAR (48+11)  
APROD= ' PROD. ' //CHAR (48+12 )  
WRITE (10,3)  
3 FORMAT ( / )  
WRITE (10,50) ABOFDATA, APROD, AMATL  
WRITE (11,50) ABOFDATA, APROD, AMATL  
50 FORMAT('PRICE:',A11,'  PRODUCT REQ.:',A11,'  MATERIAL:',A11)  
PRINT*,'PRICE:',ABOFDATA,' PRODUCT:',APROD  
C SETTING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE RULE  
C  LOOP FOR THE QUEUES  
DO 100 IQG=0,1  
DO 100 IQE=0,1  
DO 100 IQR=0,1  
C  LOOP FOR THE ACTIONS  
DO 100 ISH=0,1  
DO 100 ICD=0,1  
DO 100 IED=0,1  
DO 100 ICUT=0,1  
C  CHECK FOR UNNECESSARY COMBINATIONS  
RUNSIM=.TRUE.  
C  IF IT IS DETERMINED TO STOP HEADRIG  
IF(ISH.EQ.1.AND.(ICD.EQ.1.0R.IED.EQ.1.0R.ICUT.EQ.1))RUNSIM=.FALSE.  
C  IF NOTHING HAPPEN THEN ELIMINATE POSS. TO STOP HEADRIG  
IF(IGBD.EQ.O.AND.IEBD.EQ.O.AND.IRBD.EQ.O.AND.  
.IQG.EQ.O.AND.IQE.EQ.O.AND.IQR.EQ.O.AND.ISH.EQ.1)RUNSIM=.FALSE.  
C  IF ONE OF THE QUEUE IS FULL THEN FORCE TO DO AN ACTION  
IFNIQG.EQ.1.0R.IQE.EQ.1).AND.(ISH.EQ.O.AND.ICD.EQ.O.  
.AND.IED.EQ.O.AND.ICUT.EQ.0))RUNSIM=.FAISE.  
C	  LOOK AT DONTDO TABLE  
OPEN(13,FILE='DONTDO.DAT')  
READ(13,3)  
17 READ(13,18)IC1, IC2,IC3,IC4,IC5,IC6,IA1,IA2,IA3,IA4  
18 FORMAT(1X,10(I1,2X))  
IF(IC1.EQ.9)GOTO 110  
IF(IGBD.EQ.IC1.AND.IEBD.EQ.IC2.AND.IRBD.EQ.IC3.AND.  
.  IQG.EQ.IC4.AND.IQE.EQ.IC5.AND.IQR.EQ.IC6.AND.  
.   ISH.EQ.IALAND.ICD.EQ.IA2.AND.IED.EQ.IA3.AND.ICUT.EQ.IA4)THEN  
RUNSIM=.FALSE.  
GOTO 110  
ENDIF  
GOTO 17  
110 CLOSE(13)  











115 FORMAT(1X,'KNOWLEDGE:',6I2,'  ACTION:',4I2)  59 
PRINT*,'KNWL',IGBD,IEBD,IRBD,IQG,IQE,IQR,  
ACT',ISH,ICD,IED,ICUT  
C SIMULATE NOW  
IRUN=0  
IF(RUNSIM)CALL SLAM  





C SIMULATE FOR OTHER INPUT DATA SET OR TRY OTHER KNOWLEDGE SET  
100 CONTINUE  
C ALL COMBINATIONS HAVE BEEN TRIED. ENDING THE PROGRAM.  
PRINT*  







C FILE NAME: MAINFNL.FOR  
C SECOND VERSION OF FINAL MAIN PROGRAM  
C THIS MAIN PROGRAM READS RULES FROM KNOWBASE.DAT FILE AND  
C EXPERIMENTING WITH EACH OF THEIR COMBINATIONS  
C OUTPUT: SUMMARY.FNL  
C  SUMSUM.FNL  SUMMARY OF SUMMARY.FNL  
C  
SINCLUDE:'FLIB.FI'  
$IF .NOT. DEFINED (setexitgg)  
interface to integer*2 function setexitgg  
[c,alias:'  QWINsetExit'](exitmode)  
integer*2 exitmode[value]  
end  
SENDIF  
PROGRAM MAIN  
SINCLUDE:'FLIB.FD'  
$IF .NOT. DEFINED (QWIN$EXITPROMPT)  
INTEGER*2 QWIN$EXITPROMPT  
INTEGER*2 QWIN$EXITNOPERSIST  
INTEGER*2 QWIN$EXITPERSIST  
PARAMETER  ( QWIN$EXITPROMPT  = 1)  
PARAMETER (QWIN$EXITNOPERSIST = 2)  
PARAMETER (QWIN$EXITPERSIST  = 3)  
INTEGER*2 GETEXITQQ[EXTERN]  
INTEGER *2 SETEXITQQ[EXTERN]  
$END1F  
DIMENSION NSET(32000)  
INTEGER*2 dummy  
INTEGER RM,PROD,TOTPROD,TOTMAT,ACT,XSPROD,ALLLBR  
INTEGER TOTPCS,CWID  
CHARACTER*12 AMATL,APROD,ABOFDATA  
DIMENSION KNWLDG(64),KNWN0(64)  60 
C 
LOGICAL NOTSAT  
COMMON QSET(32000)  
$1NCLUDE:'PARAM.INC'  
$INCLUDE:'SCOM1.COM'  
COMMON /SLAMBOF/ TOTPCS(3,2,20,20,30),CWID(3,20,20) 
COMMON /MILLI/ RM(1000),TOTMAT 
COMMON /MILL2/ PRICE(2,12,20) 
COMMON /MILL3/ PROD(2,12,20),TOTPROD 
COMMON /MILL4/ ACT(2,2,2,2,2,2,4) 
COMMON /MILLS/ IGBD,IEBD,IRBD 
COMMON /OPUT/ XSPROD(100),ALLLBR(2,12,20),NOTSAT 
COMMON /DATTBL/ AMATL,APROD 
COMMON /TRNPER/ CLTIME 




C  Set the About Box message 
C 
dummy=ABOUTBOXQQ 
C  ('Slamsystem Simulation Processor\r  Version 4.2'C) 
C 
C  Set things up so that the window closes on exit 
C 





3 FORMAT(/)  





5 FORMAT('FINAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY'/)  




110 READ(13,10)IG,IE,IR,IQG,IQE,IQR,ISH,ICD,IED,ICUT  
10 FORMAT(1X,10(I1,2X))  




GOTO 110  
120 CLOSE(13)  
WRITE(10,130)IKNW  
WRITE(11,130)IKNW  
130 FORMAT('TOTAI KNOWLEDGE:',I2)  
PRINT*,'TOTAL KNOWLEDGE:',IKNW  
PRINT*,'THIS WILL RESULT IN:',2*2*(2**IKNW),' COMBINATION RUNS'  
PRINT*,'ENTER 1-RUN ALL COMBINATIONS;'  
PRINT*,'  2-RUN BASE SYSTEM AND WITH ALL KNOWLEDGE ACTIVE'  
READ*,IRUNMODE  
C ENTER THE PRICE INFORMATION TO PRICE(THICKNESS,WIDTH,LENGTH)  
C UNIT IS PER 1000 BOARD FEET  





2 FORMAT(//)  
DO 40 K=1,2  
DO 40 J=4,12,2  
40  READ(8,4)(PRICE(K,J,I),I=6,20,2)  
4  FORMAT(13F5.0)  
CLOSE(8)  
C CONVERTING PRICE INTO PER PIECE  
DO 60 I=1,2  
DO 60 J=4,12,2  
DO 60 K=6,20,2  
PRICE(I,J,K)=(PRICE(I,J,K)*I*J*K)/12000  
60 CONTINUE  
C CALL THE BOF PROGRAM  
PRINT*, 'RUNNING BOF NOW'  
CALL BOF(0,ABOFDATA)  
PRINT*, 'BOF-NO RESTRICTION... DONE'  
CALL BOF(4,ABOFDATA)  
PRINT*, 'BOF-MAX CANT WIDTH=4"... DONE'  
CALL BOF(6,ABOFDATA)  
PRINT*, 'BOF-MAX CANT WIDTH=6"... DONE'  
C SETTING THE NEXT DATA TABLES TO BE READ  
DO 100 I1=1,1  
DO 100 12=1,2  
AMATL='MATL.WCHAR(48+11)  
APROD='PROD.WCHAR(48+I2)  





50 FORMAT('PRICE:',A11,'  PRODUCT REQ.:',A11,'  MATERIAL:',A11)  




C SET THE KNOWLEDGE COMBINATIONS  
DO 100 KK=0,2**IKNW-1  
IF((KK.GT.O.AND.KK.LT.2**IKNW-1).AND.IRUNMODE.NE.1)GOTO 100  
PRINT*,'KNOWLEDGE NUMBER:',KK,' OUT OF:',2**IKNW-1  
KTOT=0  
DO 210 K=1,IKNW  
KNWNO(IKNW-K+1)=0  
KNWNO(IKNW-K+1)=INT((KK-KTOT)/(2**(IKNW-K)))  
210  KTOT=KTOT+KNWNO(IKNW-K+1)*(2**(IKNW-K))  
C RESET THE ACTIONS TO 0  
DO 70 J1=1,2  
DO 70 J2=1,2  
DO 70 J3=1,2  
DO 70 J4=1,2  
DO 70 J5=1,2  




70 ACT(J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,4)=0  
C SETTING THE KNOWLEDGE  62 

























230 ENDIF  
C SIMULATE KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM  
WRITE(10,106)KK  
WRITE(11,106)KK  
106 FORMAT('KNOWLEDGE-BASED NUMBER:',I4)  
IRUN=0  
CALL SLAM  
C SIMULATE FOR OTHER KNOWLEDGE COMBINATION OR OTHER INPUT DATA SET  
100 CONTINUE  
C THE END  
PRINT*  







C FILE NAME: INTLC.FOR  
C SIMULATION INITIALIZE SUBROUTINE  
C  
SUBROUTINE INTLC  
CHARACTER*12 AMATL,APROD  
INTEGER NUM  
INTEGER RM,TOTMAT,PROD,TOTPROD,XSPROD,ALLLBR  
LOGICAL NOTSAT  
DIMENSION NUM(9)  63 
$INCLUDE:'PARAM.INC'  
$INCLUDE:'SCOM1.COM'  
COMMON /MILLI/ RM(1000),TOTMAT  
COMMON /MILL3/ PROD(2,12,20),TOTPROD  
COMMON /MILLS/ IGBD,IEBD,IRBD  
COMMON /TRNPER/ CLTIME  
COMMON /DATTBL/ AMATL,APROD  
COMMON /OPUT/ XSPROD(2,12,20),ALLLBR(2,12,20),NOTSAT  
COMMON /RUN/ IRUN  
2 FORMAT(/)  
C SET THE TIMER FOR CLEARING THE STATISTIC AT CLTIME  
CLTIME=100.  
CALL SCHDL(10,CLTIME,ATRIB)  
C INITIALIZE XX VARIABLES  
DO 100 1=1,19  




C INITIALIZE XSPROD AND ALLLBR TO 0; AND NOTSAT TO FALSE  
DO 110 1=1,2  
DO 110 J=1,12  
DO 110 K=1,20  
XSPROD(I,J,K)=0  
ALLLBR(I,J,K) =0  
110 CONTINUE  
NOTSAT=.FALSE.  





C J  LEN; I  WID  
DO 10 J=1,7  
READ(7,1)(NUM(I),I=1,9)  
1  FORMAT(4X,9(I2,3X))  
C IGNORE THE 4" DIA LOG BECAUSE IT IS TOO SMALL EVEN  
C FOR THE SMALLEST SIZE LUMBER  
DO 20 1=2,9  
DO 30 K=CNTR1,CNTR1+NUM(I)-1  
RM(K)=100*(6+J*2)+(2+I*2)  
30  CONTINUE  
CNTR1=CNTR1+NUM(I)  
20  CONTINUE  
10 CONTINUE  
CLOSE(7)  
TOTMAT=CNTR1-1  




DO 60 K=1,2  
DO 70 J=4,12,2  
READ(9,5)(PROD(K,J,I),I=8,20,2)  
5  FORMAT(4X,7(I4,1X))  
DO 80 I =8,20,2  
TOTPROD=TOTPROD+PROD(K,J,I)  
80  CONTINUE  
70  CONTINUE  64 
60 CONTINUE  
CLOSE(9)  
C WRITE RUN NUMBER  
IRUN=IRUN+1  
PRINT*,'RUN NUMBER:',IRUN  
WRITE(10,120)IRUN  




C FILE NAME: OTPUT.FOR  
C SIMULATION OUTPUT SUBROUTINE  
C  
SUBROUTINE OTPUT  
$INCLUDE:TPARAM.INC'  
$INCLUDE:'SCOM1.COM'  
INTEGER XSPROD,AILLBR,PROD,TOTPROD  
LOGICAL NOTSAT  
COMMON /MILL3/ PROD(2,12,20),TOTPROD  
COMMON /OPUT/ XSPROD(2,12,20),ALLLBR(2,12,20),NOTSAT  
COMMON /TRNPER/ CLTIME  
200 FORMAT(/)  
C WRITE THE RESOURCE AND QUEUE STATISTIC  
WRITE(10,200)  
WRITE(10,101)  
101 FORMAT('RESOURCE STATISTIC')  
WRITE(10,102)  
102 FORMAT(12X,' BUCK  DBRK  MAXI  GANG  EDGR  RESW')  
WRITE(10,103)'UTILIZATION',(AAAVG(I), I =1, 6)  
103 FORMAT(A11,1X,6(F5.3,1X))  
WRITE(10,111)  
111 FORMAT('QUEUE STATISTIC')  
WRITE(10,112)  
112 FORMAT(12X,' BUCK  DBRK  MAXI  GANG  EDGR  RESW')  
WRITE(10,113)'# OF ENTITIES',FFAVG(1)  ,FFAVG(2),FFAVG(4),FFAVG(6),  
. FFAVG (7) , FFAVG (8)  
113 FORMAT(A11,1X,6(F5.1,1X))  
WRITE(10,114)'WAITING TIME',FFAWT(1),  FFAWT(2),FFAWT(4),FFAWT(6),  
.FFAWT(7),FFAWT(8)  
114 FORMAT(A11,1X,6(F5.1,1X))  
C WRITE OTHER STATISTIC  
WRITE(10,121)XX(14)-CLTIME,xx(9)  
WRITE(11,121)XX(14)-CLTIME,xx(9)  
121 FORMAT('TIME TO COMPLETION:', F9. 1, 3x, 'PRODUCT VALUE:',F10.0,'dlr')  
WRITE(10,1)  
1 FORMAT('LUMBER PRODUCED')  
WRITE(10,2)  
2 FORMAT('  8  10  12  14  16  18  20')  
DO 3 1=1,2  
DO 4 J=4,12,2  
WRITE(10,5)I,J,(AILLBR(I,J,K),K=8  ,20,2)  
5  FORMAT(I1,'x',I2,7(1X,I4))  
4  CONTINUE  
3 CONTINUE  
WRITE(10,10)  
10 FORMAT('EXCESS PRODUCTS')  
WRITE(10,2)  
DO 30 1=1,2  65 
DO 40 J=4,12,2  
WRITE(10,50)I,J,(XSPROD(I,J,K),K=8,20,2)  
50  FORMAT(I1,'x',I2,7(1X,I4))  
40  CONTINUE  
30 CONTINUE  
WRITE(10,61)XX(11)  
61 FORMAT('VALUE OF THE EXCESS LUMBERS:',F10.2,'DOLLAR')  
WRITE(10,62)XX(10)  
62 FORMAT('SAWDUST AND CHIPS PRODUCED:',F10.0,' CUBIC FOOT')  
WRITE(10,63)XX(12)  
63 FORMAT('LOSS FROM SATISFYING THE SHORTER LUMBER DEMAND:',F10.2,'  
.CUB. FT')  
WRITE(10,64)XX(13)  
64 FORMAT('  :',F10.2,'  
.DOLLAR')  
C PRINT THE UNSATISFIED REQUIREMENTS  
IF(NOTSAT)THEN  
WRITE(10,70)  
70 FORMAT('*** ORDER FILE IS NOT SATISFIED ***')  
WRITE(10,71)  
71 FORMAT('UNSATISFIED REQUIREMENT (LUMBER)')  
WRITE(10,72)  
72 FORMAT('  8  10  12  14  16  18  20')  
DO 73 1=1,2  
DO 74 J=4,12,2  
WRITE(10,75)I,J,(PROD(I,J,K),K=8,20,2)  
75  FORMAT(I1,'x',I2,7(1X,I4))  
74  CONTINUE  





C FILE NAME: USERF.FOR  
C USER FUNCTION SUBROUTINE  
C  
FUNCTION USERF(I)  
$INCLUDE:'PARAM.INC'  
$INCLUDE:'SCOM1.COM'  
GOTO (1),I  
C DEFINE DEBARKER SERVICE TIME  




C FILE NAME: EVENT.FOR  
C DEFINE EVENT SUBROUTINES  
C  
SUBROUTINE EVENT(I)  
$1NCLUDE:'PARAM.INC'  
$INCLUDE:'SCOM1.COM'  
INTEGER RM,PROD,TOTPROD,TOTMAT,ACT,XSPROD,AILLBR,PTRN,TOTPCS,CWID  
LOGICAL NOTSAT  
COMMON /SLAMBOF/ TOTPCS(3,2,20,20,30),CWID(3,20,20)  
COMMON /MILLI/ RM(1000),TOTMAT  
COMMON /MILL2/ PRICE(2,12,20)  66 
COMMON /MILL3/ PROD(2,12,20),TOTPROD  
COMMON /MILL4/ ACT(2,2,2,2,2,2,4)  
COMMON /TRNPER/ CLTIME  
COMMON /OPUT/ XSPROD( 2,12,20),ALLLBR(2,12,20),NOTSAT  
DIMENSION A(12),LC(6)  
INTEGER ALLENT,NUM,CNTR,ORGLEN  
INTEGER EDEST,CDEST,FCWIDTH,RPASS,WASTE,LC  
INTEGER THICK,WIDTH,LENGTH,DIA,LEN,REQ4,REQ6  
LOGICAL MODPTRN,NOMATL  
REAL LOGVOL,RAD,T1,TOTLBR  
C TAPER = 1"DIAMETER DIFFERENCE /1'LENGTH  
TAPER = 0.125  







GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10),I  
C  
C EVENT 1  CHECK THE BUCKSAW QUEUE AND DEFINE BUCKSAW CUTTING  
ALGORITHM.  
C  
C  CUTS ONLY THE ENDS OF THE LOG  
1 ALLENT=NNQ(2)+1  
XX(15)=RNORM(.2,.0167,1)+RNORM(.2,.0167,1)  
IF(ALLENT.GT.DBRKQCAP)XX(16) =1  
C  CHECK THE QUEUE.  
IF(NNQ(1).LT.BUCKQCAP.AND.NNGAT(1).EQ.1)CALL OPEN(1)  
RETURN  
C  
C EVENT 2  DETERMINE IF THE ENTITY COMING OUT FROM FILE-2 CAN  
C  FREE RESOURCE AND ENTITY IN BALK1  
C  
2 IF(NNQ(3).EQ.1)THEN  
CALL RMOVE(1,3,A)  
CALL FILEM(2,A)  
CALL FREE(1,1)  
ENDIF  
IF(NNQ(3).GT.1)THEN  
CALL RMOVE(1,3,P)  
CALL FILEM(2,A)  
ENDIF  
C CHECK IF THE BUCKSAW RESOURCE CAN BE RELEASED  
IF(NNQ(2).LT.DBRKQCAP.AND.XX(16).EQ.1)THEN  





C EVENT 3  DETERMINE IF THE ENTITIES GOING TO THE TEMP. STORAGE 1  
C  CAN RELEASE DEBARKER RESOURCE  
C  
3 IF(NNQ(5).LT.STR1CAP)CALL FREE(2,1)  
RETURN  
C  
C EVENT 4  DETERMINE IF THE ENTITY COMING OUT FROM FILE-4 CAN  





C  ACTION AT THE DEBARKER 
IF(NNQ(5).GE.STR1CAP)THEN 
IF(NNRSC(2).EQ.O.AND.NNACT(2).EQ.O.AND.NNQ(4).LT.20) 






C  THE EXPERT SYSTEM 



















C  DETERMINE THE DESTINATION 










C  CHECK IF THE GANG AND EDGER BALK QUEUES ARE USED. 














C  MODIFY THE CUTTING PATTERN 68 
C  INTIALIZE VALUES TO NO  
FCWIDTH=0  
MODPTRN=.FALSE.  
IF(ACT (LC(1) ,LC (2) ,LC(3),LC(4) ,LC(5),LC(6),4) .EQ.1)MODPTRN=.TRUE.  
IF(MODPTRN)THEN  
C  CHECK IF THE RESAW QUEUE IS FULL  
IF(NNQ(8).GT.RSAWQCAP)THEN  
FCWIDTH=4  
GOTO 420  
ENDIF  
C  CHECK FOR THE REQUIREMENTS AND THE PRICE  
REQ6=0  
DO 422 I=8,LEN,2  
REQ6=REQ6+PROD(2,6,I)  
422	  CONTINUE  
REQ4=0  
DO 423 I=8,LEN,2  
REQ4=REQ4+PROD(2,4,I)  
423	  CONTINUE  
IF(REQ4.EQ.O.AND.REQ6.EQ.0)GOTO 420  
IF(REQ4.GT.REQ6)THEN  
FCWIDTH=4  












GOTO 420  
ENDIF  
ENDIF  





C  CALCULATE # OF PASS THROUGH THE HEADRIG  
C  LOOK FOR # OF EDGES  
CNTR=0  
425 CNTR=CNTR+1  
IF(TOTPCS(PTRN,1,DIA,LEN,CNTR).NE.-1)GOTO 425  
RPASS=NINT((CNTR-2)/4+.5)-1  
C  CALCULATE THE SERVICE TIME AT THE HEADRIG  
IF(DIA.GE.4.AND.DIA.LE.8)XX(17)=RNORM(0.2683,0.0143,1)  
IF(DIA.GT.8.AND.DIA.LE.12)XX (17)=RNORM(0.304, 0.0313,1)  
IF(DIA.GT.12.AND.DIA.LE.16)XX(17)=RNORM(0.3617,0.045,1)  
IF (DIA.GT.16.AND.DIA.LE.20)XX (17)=RNORM(0.3617,0.045,1)  
IF(RPASS.GT.0)THEN  
CNTR=0  
430  IF(CNTR.LT.RPASS)THEN  
XX(17)=XX(17)+RNORM(0.3083,0.05,1)  
CNTR=CNTR+1  
GOTO 430  69 
ENDIF  
ENDIF  
C  INSERT ENTITIES  
C  INSERTING THE EDGES  
CNTR=1  













CALL ENTER(2,A)  
CNTR=CNTR+1  
IF(CNTR.GE.31)THEN  
PRINT*,'ERROR TOTPCS, PTRN:',PTRN,', 1,DIA:',DIA,',LEN;',LEN  




GOTO 482  
ENDIF  
C  INSERTING THE CANT LUMBER  
CNTR=0  
483 CNTR=CNTR+1  
IF(CNTR.GE.31)THEN  
PRINT*,'ERROR TOTPCS, PTRN:',PTRN,', 2,DIA:',DIA,',LEN;',LEN  




IF(TOTPCS(PTRN,2,DIA,LEN,CNTR).NE.-1)GOTO 483  













CALL ENTER(3,A)  
484 CONTINUE  




485 CNTR=CNTR+1  
IF(TOTPCS(PTRN,1,DIA,LEN,CNTR).NE.-1)THEN  




GOTO 485  
ENDIF  
CNTR=0  











LOGVOL=VOL1 -VOL2  
XX(10)=XX(10)+LOGVOL-TOTLBR  
ENDIF  
C  *** END OF EVENT 4 ***  
RETURN  
C  
C EVENT 5  RELEASE RESOURCE GANGSAW AND PULL ONE ENTITY FROM GBALK TO  
C  GANGSAW QUEUE  
C  
5 CALL FREE(4,1)  
IF(NNQ(6).LT.GANGQCAP)THEN  




C EVENT 6 - FREE RESOURCE EDGER AND PULL ENTITY FROM EBALK  
C  
6 CALL FREE(5,1)  
IF(NNQ(7).LE.EDGRQCAP)THEN  




C EVENT 7  FREE RESAW RESOURCE AND PULL ENTITY FROM RBALK  
C  
7 CALL FREE(6,1)  







C EVENT 8  DECREASE THE PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS AND CALCULATE THE TOTAL  
C  VALUE PRODUCED. IF THE REQ IS SATISFIED END THE RUN  
C  






AILLBR(THICK,WIDTH,LENGTH)=ALLLBR(THICK,WIDTH,LENGTH)+1  71 
80 IF(PROD(THICK,WIDTH,LENGTH).GT.0)GOTO 85  
LENGTH=LENGTH-2  
IF(LENGTH.LT.8)GOTO 87  
GOTO 80  
C  THERE IS STILL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LUMBER  
85 PROD(THICK,WIDTH,LENGTH)=PROD(THICK,WIDTH,LENGTH)-1  
TOTPROD=TOTPROD-1  
IF(TOTPROD.LE.0)THEN  










GOTO 89  
C  THE LUMBER IS EXCESS PRODUCT  
87 XX(11)=XX(11)+PRICE(THICK,WIDTH,ORGLEN)  
XSPROD(THICK,WIDTH,ORGLEN)=XSPROD(THICK,WIDTH,ORGLEN)+1  
C END OF EVENT 8  RECORD THE TIME TO XX(14)  
89 XX(14)=TNOW  





. NNQ(9).EQ.O.AND.NNQ(10).EQ.O.AND.  









C EVENT 9  ASSIGN THE ENTITY THE ATTRIBUTES TAKEN FROM RAW MATERIAL MIX  
C  AND SET XX(2)=1 IF NO MORE RAW MATERIAL LEFT  
9 IF(NNQ(1).GT.BUCKQCAP)THEN  
IF(NNGAT(1).EQ.0)CALL CLOSX(1)  
ENDIF  
91 NUM=INT (ATRIB (1) * (TOTMAT-1) ) +1  
IF(NUM.GT.TOTMAT.OR.NUM.LT.1)GOTO 91  
I=NUM  
92 IF(RM(I).GT.0)THEN  
ATRIB(2)=INT(RM(I)/100)  




GOTO 99  
ENDIF  
I=I+1  
IF(I.LE.TOTMAT)GOTO 92  72 
I=1  






GOTO 99  
ENDIF  
I=I+1  
IF(I.LE.NUM)GOTO 93  
C IF NOTHING LEFT  
XX(2)=1  
NOMATL=.TRUE.  
PRINT*, 'OUT OF RAW MATERIAL'  
GOTO 99  
C END OF EVENT 9  
99 RETURN  
C  
C EVENT 10  CLEAR STATISTIC BEFORE THE CLTIME (TRANSIENT PERIOD)  
C  
10 CALL CLEAR  
RETURN  
C END OF SUBROUTINE EVENT  
END  73 
1-C List of Important Variables 
XX Variables  Description  
XX(1)  Stop maximill operation? (0  no,  1  yes)  
XX(2)  All raw material has been used up?  (0  no,  1  yes)  
XX(3)  Length of gangsaw breakdown period  
XX(4)  Length of flitch edger breakdown period  
XX(5)  Length of resaw breakdown period  
XX(6)  Time when gangsaw breaks down  
XX(7)  Time when flitch edger breaks down  
XX(8)  Time when resaw breaks down  
XX(9)  Total product value  
XX(10)  Total volume of sawdust and chips produced  
XX(11)  Total excess lumber value  
XX(12)  Total loss from satisfying shorter lumber (cubic feet)  
XX(13)  Total loss from satisfying shorter lumber (dollar)  
XX(14)  Time to run termination  
XX(15)  Bucksaw service time  
XX(16)  Hold bucksaw resource? (0  no, 1  yes)  
XX(17)  Headrig service time  
XX(20)  Allow gangsaw to break? (0  no,  1  yes)  
XX(21)  Allow flitch edger to break? (0  no,  1  yes)  
XX(22)  Allow resaw to break? (0  no,  1 - yes)  
XX(24)  Take one lumber from cant  
Variables  Description  
CLTIME  Indicates end of transient period  
TOTPCS()  Stores cutting pattern information  
RM()  Stores raw material data  
PRICE()  Stores price data  
PROD()  Stores product requirement data  
ACT()  Stores headrig operating rules  
XSPROD()  Stores information on excess products  
ALLLBR()  Stores information on all lumber produced  
Attributes  Location  Description 
1  ASG1  Number of logs per batch 
1  ASG2  Point to raw material data 
1  EVN9  Log diameter 
2  EVN9  Log length 
12  EVN9  Time stamp 
1  NTR2/NTR3  Lumber thickness 
2  NTR2/NTR3  Lumber width 
3  NTR2/NTR3  Lumber length 
4  NTR2/NTR3  Cant? (0  no,  1  yes) 
5  NTR2/NTR3  Flitch lumber? (0  no,  1  yes) 
6  NTR2  Destination (0  flitch edger, 1  resaw) 
6  NTR3  Destination (0  gangsaw, 1  resaw) 
8  NTR3  Number of cant lumber from log 
7  BCNT  Retain information of batched entity 
10  EVN7  Number of pass through resaw 
11  EVN7  Identify routing for cant and lumber 74 
1-D Comprehensive Slam Network Model 
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1-E Comprehensive Slam Statement 
1   GEN,HENDRA,SAWMILL KNOWLEDGE,1/1/2001,3,Y,Y,Y/Y,Y,Y/1,132;  
2   LIMITS,14,12,800;  
3   NETWORK;  
4   ;FILE BASENET2.NET, NODE LABEL SEED ZAAA  
5   GATE/1,GAT111;  
6   RESOURCE/1,BUCK,1;  
7   RESOURCE/2,DBRKR,2;  
8   RESOURCE/3,MMIL,4;  
9  RESOURCE/4,GANGSAW,6;  
10  RESOURCE/5,EDGER,7;  
11  RESOURCE/6,RESAW,8;  
12  ;FILE EDGRBD.NET, NODE LABEL SEED ZAAA  
13  ;FILE GANGBD.NET, NODE LABEL SEED ZAAA  
14  ;FILE RSAWBD.NET, NODE LABEL SEED ZAAA  
15  ;FILE BASENET2.NET, NODE LABEL SEED ZAAA  
16  ;  
17  ;A(1)-DIA; A(2)-LEN  
18  ;  
19  CRT  CREATE,,,,1,1;  
20  ACTIVITY;  
21  TRK  AWAIT(11),GAT11;  
22  ACTIVITYXX(2).EQ.1,TRM;  
23  ACTIVITY,,,ASG1;  
24  ASG1  ASSIGN,ATRIB(1)=UNFRM(10,20,5),2;  
25  ACTIVITY;  
26  ACTIVITY,UNFRM(3,5) TRK;  
27  UNB1  UNBATCH,1,1;  
28  ACTIVITY;  
29  ASG2  ASSIGN,ATRIB(1)=UNFRM(0,1,5),1;  
30  ACTIVITY;  
31  EV9  EVENT,9,1;  
32  ACTIVITYXX(2).EQ.1,TRM;  
33  ACTIVITY,BUCK;  
34  ;  
35  ;A(1)-LOG SMALL DIA; A(2)-LOG LEN  
36  ;  
37  BUCK AWAIT(1),BUCK1;  
38  ACTIVITY;  
39  EVN1  EVENT,1,1;  
40  ACTIVITY /1,XX(15),XX(16).EQ.O;  
41  ACTIVITY/1,XX(15),XX(16).EQ.1,GN1;  
42  FRBC  FREE,BUCK,1;  
43  ACTIVITY;  
44  GN1  GOON,1;  
45  ACTIVITY,DEBR;  
46  DEBRK AWAIT(2/10),DBRKR,BALK(BLK1),1;  
47   ACTIVITY,,,EVN2;  
48  ;  
49  BLK1  QUEUE(3),,,;  
50  ;  
51  NTR1  ENTER,1,1;  
52   ACTIVITY,XX(15)GN1;  
53  ;  
54  ;A(1)-THICK; A(2)-WIDTH; A(3)-LENGTH  
55  ;  
56  ;A(4)-ROUTE  77 
57  ;  
58  EVN2  EVENT,2,1;  
59  ACTIVITY/2,USERF(1);  
60  GN2  GOON,1;  
61  ACTIVITYNNQ(4).LE.20;  
62  ACTIVITYNNQ(4).GT.20,EVN3;  
63  FRE2  FREE,DBRKR,1;  
64  ACTIVITY;  
65  MXML AWAIT(4),MMIL1;  
66  ACTIVITY;  
67  EVN4  EVENT,4,1;  
68  ACTIVITY/3,XX(17),XX(1).EQ.0;  
69  ACTIVITY,STOPA(1)EVN4;  
70  FMML  FREE,MMIL,1;  
71  ACTIVITY,TRM;  
72  EVN3  EVENT,3,1;  
73  ACTIVITY;  
74  TEMPI QUEUE(5),,,;  
75  ;  
76  NTR3  ENTER,3,1;  
77  ACTIVITY,XX(17);  
78  BCNT  BATCH,1,ATRIB(8)FIRST,ALL(7),1;  
79  ACTIVITY,SPLTR;  
80  ;  
81  NTR2  ENTER,2,1;  
82  ACTIVITY,XX(17);  
83  SPLTR GOON,1;  
84  ACTIVITYATRIB(4).EQ.1.AND.ATRIB(6).EQ.0;  
85  ACTIVITYATRIB(5).EQ.1.AND.ATRIB(6).EQ.0,EDGR;  
86  ACTIVITY,RESA;  
87  GANG AWAIT(6),GANGSAW1;  
88  ACTIVITY/4,RNORM(.389,0.09);  
89  EVN5  EVENT,5,1;  
90  ACTIVITY;  
91  UCNT  UNBATCH,7,1;  
92  ACTIVITY;  
93  ASG5  ASSIGN,ATRIB(4)=0,1;  
94  ACTIVITY,END1;  
95  EDGR AWAIT(7),EDGER1;  
96  ACTIVITY/5,RNORM(.179016);  
97  EVN6  EVENT,6,1;  
98  ACTIVITY,,,END2;  
99  RESAW AWAIT(8),RESAW1;  
100  ACTIVITY/6,RNORM(.389009);  
101  EVN7  EVENT,7,1;  
102  ACTIVITYATRIB(11).EQ.1,END1;  
103  ACTIVITYATRIB(11).EQ.0;  
104  ACTIVITYATRIB(11).EQ.2,RESAW;  
105  UCN2  UNBATCH,7,1;  
106  ACTIVITY,END3;  
107  ;  
108  END1  GOON,1;  
109  ACTIVITY.15,RESA;  
110  ACTIVITY.85;  
111  END2  EVENT,8,1;  
112  ACTIVITY;  
113  TRM  TERMINATE;  
114  ;  
115  ENDS  ASSIGN,ATRIB(8)=ATRIB(8)-1,1;  
116  ACTIVITYATRIB(8).LE.1,END2;  78 
117  ACTIVITYXX(24).EQ.0;  
118  ACTIVITY,BCN2;  
119  CAS1  ASSIGN,ATRIB(4)=0,XX(24)=1,1;  
120  ACTIVITY,END2;  
121  BCN2  BATCH,1,ATRIB(8)FIRST,ALL(7),1;  
122  ACTIVITY;  
123  CAS2  ASSIGN,ATRIB(10)=2,XX(24)=0,1;  
124  ACTIVITY,RESAW;  
125  ;FILE EDGRBD.NET, NODE LABEL SEED ZAAA  
126  ;  
127  ECRT  CREATE,,,,1,1;  
128  ACTIVITYXX(21).EQ.0;  
129  ACTIVITY,110,XX(21).EQ.1,EASG;  
130  ETRM  TERMINATE;  
131  EASG ASSIGN,XX(4)=RNORM(30,3.3,3),XX(7)=TNOW,1;  
132  ACTIVITY;  
133  EPRM  PREEMPT(13),EDGER,,,1;  
134  ACTIVITY/16,XX(4) ECL;  
135  ;  
136  ECL  ASSIGN,STOPA=1,XX(4)=0,XX(7)=0,1;  
137  ACTIVITY;  
138  EFRE  FREE,EDGER,1;  
139  ACTIVITY,RNORM(50,3.3,3)EASG;  
140  ;FILE GANGBD.NET, NODE LABEL SEED ZAAA  
141  ;  
142  GCR  CREATE,,,,1,1;  
143  ACTIVITYXX(20).EQ.0;  
144  ACTIVITY,110,XX(20).EQ.1,GASG;  
145  GTRM  TERMINATE;  
146  GASG  ASSIGN,XX(3)=RNORM(30,3.3,2),XX(6)=TNOW,1;  
147  ACTIVITY;  
148  GPRM  PREEMPT(12),GANGSAW,,,1;  
149  ACTIVITY/15,XX(3),,GCL;  
151  GCL  ASSIGN,STOPA=1,XX(3)=0,XX(6)=0,1;  
152  ACTIVITY;  
153  GFRE  FREE,GANGSAW,1;  
154  ACTIVITY,RNORM(50,3.3,2)GASG;  
155  ;FILE RSAWBD.NET, NODE LABEL SEED ZAAA  
157  RCRT  CREATE,,,,1,1;  
158  ACTIVITYXX(22).EQ.0;  
159  ACTIVITY,110,XX(22).EQ.1,RASG;  
160  RTRM  TERMINATE;  
161  RASG  ASSIGN,XX(5)=RNORM(30,3.3,4),XX(8)=TNOW,1;  
162  ACTIVITY;  
163  RPRM  PREEMPT(14),RESAW,,,1;  
164  ACTIVITY/17,XX(5) RCL;  
165  ;  
166  RCL  ASSIGN,STOPA=1,XX(5)=0,XX(8)=0,1;  
167  ACTIVITY;  
168  RFRE  FREE,RESAW,1;  
169  ACTIVITY,RNORM(50,3.3,4)RASG;  
170  END;  
171  INITIALIZE3000,Y;  
172  FIN;  79 
Appendix 2.  Rule Generation Analysis 
Condition  000000  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  0000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7 
0001  Na  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0001  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0010  n/a  ilia  n/a  n/a  Na  0010  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0011  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0011  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  nit 
0100  n/a  n/a  Na  n/a  Na  0100  Na  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  nla  n/a 
0110  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  nla  0110  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0111  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  Na  0111  n/a  n/a  Na  Na  n/a 
1000  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  1000  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45908  44231  47134  45758  0000  31238  35119  27239  31199 
0001  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0001  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0010  n/a  Na  n/a  n/a  n/a  0010  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0011  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0011  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  Na 
0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  Na  0100  n/a  Na  Na  n/a  n/a 
0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  Na 
0110  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0110  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0111  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0111  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
1000  n/a  n/a  Na  n/a  Na  1000  n/a  nla  Na  n/a  Na 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  0000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1 
0001  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0001  Na  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0010  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0010  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0011  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  Na  0011  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  nla  n/a  0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0101  Na  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0110  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0110  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0111  n/a  n/a  n/a  Na  n/a  0111  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
1000  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  1000  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47684  45866  48363  47304  0000  31438  35408  30846  32564 
0001  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0001  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0010  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0010  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0011  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0011  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0101  Na  n/a  Na  Na  n/a 
0110  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0110  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  Na 
0111  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  0111  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
1000  n/a  n/a  Na  n/a  n/a  1000  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 80 
Condition  000001  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  0000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7 
0001  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0001  374.4  414.1  342.6  377.0  no 
0010  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0010  990  398.8  337.2  575.3  no 
0011  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0011  1637.9  381.4  342.9  787.4  no 
0100  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0101  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0110  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0110  1956.1  385.1  341.8  894.3  no 
0111  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0111  2582.2  4018.4  329.4  2310.0  no 
1000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  1000  391.8  399.3  334.1  375.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45908  44231  47134  45758  0000  31238  35119  27239  31199 
0001  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0001  31255  35442  27128  31275  no 
0010  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0010  31846  33458  26514  30606  no 
0011  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0011  33283  32786  27374  31148  no 
0100  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0101  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0101  n/a  n/u  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0110  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0110  31215  32650  27219  30361  no 
0111  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0111  32451  36886  26069  31802  no 
1000  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  1000  33012  33762  26402  31059  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  0000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1 
0001  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0001  374.4  414.1  383.71  390.7  no 
0010  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0010  190  399.1  396.6  595.2  no 
0011  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0011  1484.2  1457  1557.9  1499.7  no 
0100  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0101  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0110  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0110  1956.1  393.6  373.8  907.8  no 
0111  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0111  2196.1  414.2  375.4  995.2  no 
1000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  1000  391.8  399.3  376.8  389.3  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47684  45866  48363  47304  0000  31438  35408  30846  32564 
0001  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0001  31255  35442  31291  32663  no 
0010  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0010  31846  33494  30952  32097  no 
0011  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0011  30298  29335  29479  29704  no 
0100  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0100  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0101  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0101  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 
0110  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0110  31215  33090  30114  31473  no 
0111  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0111  28171  25086  30413  27890  no 
1000  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  1000  33012  33762  30647  32474  no 81 
Condition  000010  Solution:  0010 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig.EWfter?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig.Better? 
0000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  0000  374.4  4151  343.6  377.7 
0001  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0001  3744  415.1  3436  377.7  no 
14.10*  462.3  458  460.9  460.4  YES  0010  358.6  398  325.5  3617  no 
0011  481.9  468  495.9  481.9  YES  0011  361.3  4006  327.7  363.2  no 
0100  515.2  4954  527  512.5  no  0100  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0101  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0101  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0110  495  476.3  482.2  484.5  YES  0110  364.3  403.9  332.7  367.0  no 
0111  492.5  4742  4914  488.4  YES  0111  369.2  406.3  330.2  368.6  no 
1000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  1000  374.4  415.1  3416  377.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig.Better? 
0000  45908  44231  47134  45758  0000  31238  35119  27239  31199 
0001  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0001  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0010  44317  44279  43073  43890  no  0010  31178  35225  27188  31197  no 
0011  45368  45014  46214  45532  no  0011  31047  34955  26959  30987  no 
0100  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0100  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0101  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0101  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0110  45195  43990  44098  44428  no  0110  30983  34930  27101  31005  no 
0111  45587  44757  46328  45557  no  0111  31196  34778  27248  31074  no 
1000  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  1000  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  0000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1 
0001  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0001  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0414:::::  485.1  4766  5002  487.4  YES  0010  3604  4136  354  376.0  no 
0011  501.8  492.2  508.3  500.8  YES  0011  356.3  406.5  340.7  367.8  no 
0100  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0100  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0101  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0101  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0110  507.4  500.9  511.4  506.6  YES  0110  364.7  403.3  366.2  378.1  no 
0111  535.3  505.1  522.3  520.9  no  0111  383.2  407.6  356.5  382.4  no 
1000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  1000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47684  45866  48363  47304  0000  31438  35408  30846  32564 
0001  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0001  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0010  47642  46518  47683  47281  no  0010  31382  36449  30364  32732  no 
0011  48106  47446  47875  47809  no  0011  30411  35059  27800  31090  no 
0100  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0100  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0101  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0101  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0110  46862  46219  47726  46936  no  0110  31014  34974  30746  32245  no 
0111  48462  45986  47495  47314  no  0111  32302  35018  29107  32142  no 
1000  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  1000  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 82 
Condition  000011  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  0000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7 
0001  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0001  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0010  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0010  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0011  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0011  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0100  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0100  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0101  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0101  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0110  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0110  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0111  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0111  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
1000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  1000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45908  44231  47134  45758  0000  31238  35119  27239  31199 
0001  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0001  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0010  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0010  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0011  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0011  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0100  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0100  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0101  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0101  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0110  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0110  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0111  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0111  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
1000  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  1000  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 






















0001  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0001  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0010  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0010  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0011  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0011  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0100  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0100  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0101  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0101  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0110  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0110  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0111  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0111  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
1000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  1000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 






















0001  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0001  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0010  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0010  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0011  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0011  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0100  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0100  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0101  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0101  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0110  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0110  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0111  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0111  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
1000  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  1000  31438  35408  32564  no 83 
Condition  000100  Solution:  0110 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  0000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7 
0001  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0001  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0010  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0010  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0011  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0011  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0100  515  499.4  525.2  513.2  no  0100  390.1  414.2  336.7  380.3  no 
0101  527.5  522.1  535.5  528.4  no  0101  390.8  423.8  354.2  389.6  no 
::::::0I10:::.  483.6  492.5  471.5  482.5  YES  0110  366.7  401.9  333  367.2  no 
0111  487.6  471.3  508.4  489.1  YES  0111  366.1  405.1  337.1  369.4  no 
1000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  1000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45908  44231  47134  45758  0000  31238  35119  27239  31199 
0001  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0001  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0010  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0010  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0011  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0011  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0100  45933  44824  47039  45932  no  0100  32357  34852  26311  31173  no 
0101  46048  45882  46242  46057  no  0101  30857  34986  27152  30998  no 
0110  44912  46200  43282  44798  no  0110  31046  34802  27155  31001  no 
0111  44523  43574  46567  44888  no  0111  30830  34901  27220  30984  no 
1000  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  1000  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  0000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1 
0001  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0001  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0010  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0010  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0011  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0011  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0100  518.6  518.7  544.3  527.2  no  0100  390.1  414.2  379.6  394.6  no 
0101  549.2  523.5  553.4  542.0  no  0101  387.3  425.5  354.6  389.1  no 
1, #1e: >::  495.8  490.9  514.5  500.4  YES  0110  370.4  405.1  366.2  380.6  no 
0111  505.4  490.9  522.9  506.4  no  0111  382.6  391.1  351.2  375.0  no 
1000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  1000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47684  45866  48363  47304  0000  31438  35408  30846  32564 
0001  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0001  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0010  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0010  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0011  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0011  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0100  46587  46635  48104  47109  no  0100  32357  34852  30847  32685  no 
0101  48478  46128  48458  47688  no  0101  30442  34651  27167  30753  no 
0110  46798  46126  47469  46798  no  0110  31310  34930  30426  32222  no 
0111  46950  45612  47907  46823  no  0111  32453  33604  28511  31523  no 
1000  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  1000  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 84 
Condition  000101  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  0000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7 
0001  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0001  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0010  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0010  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0011  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0011  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0100  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0100  374.9  411.7  342.8  376.5  no 
0101  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0101  374.9  411.7  342.8  376.5  no 
0110  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0110  388.9  418.4  343.5  383.6  no 
0111  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0111  388.9  418.4  343.5  383.6  no 
1000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  1000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45908  44231  47134  45758  0000  31238  35119  27239  31199 
0001  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0001  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0010  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0010  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0011  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0011  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0100  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0100  31243  35380  27187  31270  no 
0101  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0101  31243  35380  27187  31270  no 
0110  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0110  32430  35297  27275  31667  no 
0111  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0111  32430  35297  27275  31667  no 
1000  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  1000  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  0000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1 
0001  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0001  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0010  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0010  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0011  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0011  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0100  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0100  376.9  413.5  374.8  388.4  no 
0101  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0101  376.9  413.5  374.8  388.4  no 
0110  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0110  388.9  418.4  379.2  395.5  no 
0111  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0111  388.9  418.4  379.2  395.5  no 
1000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  1000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47684  45866  48363  47304  0000  31438  35408  30846  32564 
0001  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0001  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0010  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0010  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0011  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0011  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0100  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0100  31420  35102  30722  32415  no 
0101  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0101  31420  35102  30722  32415  no 
0110  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0110  32430  35297  30748  32825  no 
0111  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0111  32430  35297  30748  32825  no 
1000  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  1000  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 85 
Condition  000110  Solution:  0110 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  0000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7 
0001  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0001  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0010  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0010  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0011  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0011  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0100  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0100  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0101  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0101  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
...::titit,:::,:::  494  460.5  493  482.5  YES  0110  365.8  415.1  343.6  374.8  no 
0111  500.7  483.8  499.8  494.8  YES  0111  366.7  403.5  337.7  369.3  no 
1000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  1000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45908  44231  47134  45758  0000  31238  35119  27239  31199 
0001  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0001  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0010  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0010  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0011  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0011  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0100  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0100  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0101  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0101  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0110  45091  42887  45980  44653  no  0110  31020  35858  26587  31155  no 
0111  46533  44985  45707  45742  no  0111  30838  34522  27300  30887  no 
1000  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  1000  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  0000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1 
0001  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0001  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0010  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0010  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0011  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0011  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0100  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0100  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0101  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0101  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
:.:.:A#14,:::.  501.2  498.4  509.6  503.1  YES  0110  366.3  423.1  366.8  385.4  no 
0111  510.8  490.9  522  507.9  no  0111  382.7  390.4  357.9  377.0  no 
1000  533  535.3  536  534.8  no  1000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47684  45866  48363  47304  0000  31438  35408  30846  32564 
0001  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0001  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0010  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0010  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0011  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0011  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0100  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0100  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0101  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0101  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0110  46150  46181  47735  46689  no  0110  31049  36589  30406  32681  no 
0111  47884  45550  48186  47207  no  0111  32397  33440  29461  31766  no 
1000  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  1000  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 86 
Condition  000111  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  0000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7 
0001  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0001  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0010  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0010  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0011  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0011  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0100  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0100  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0101  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0101  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0110  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0110  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
0111  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  0111  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
1000  515.2  495.4  527  512.5  no  1000  374.4  415.1  343.6  377.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45908  44231  47134  45758  0000  31238  35119  27239  31199 
0001  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0001  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0010  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0010  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0011  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0011  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0100  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0100  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0101  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0101  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0110  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0110  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
0111  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  0111  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
1000  45908  44231  47134  45758  no  1000  31238  35119  27239  31199  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  0000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1 
0001  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0001  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0010  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0010  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0011  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0011  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0100  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0100  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0101  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0101  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no  -
0110  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0110  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
0111  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  0111  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
1000  528.5  508.4  535.8  524.2  no  1000  376.1  412.2  376.1  388.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47684  45866  48363  47304  0000  31438  35408  30846  32564 
0001  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0001  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0010  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0010  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0011  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0011  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0100  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0100  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0101  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0101  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0110  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0110  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
0111  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  0111  31438  35408  30846  32564  no 
1000  47684  45866  48363  47304  no  1000  31438  35408  32564  no 87 
Condition  001000  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  0000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0 
0001  524.9  525  530.5  526.8  no  0001  457.4  541.2  392.6  463.7  no 
0010  520.5  497.4  525.9  514.6  no  0010  452.8  497.7  404.4  451.6  no 





n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 







n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
0110  527.8  542.8  524  531.5  no  0110  464.8  503.6  416.6  461.7  no 
0111  529.3  545.2  526.2  533.6  no  0111  465  542.5  409.6  472.4  no 
1000  855.9  788.9  827.6  824.1  no  1000  613.3  696.1  546.4  618.6  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45708  45512  47154  46125  0000  31763  34383  26351  30832 
0001  45537  45732  45953  45741  no  0001  31557  35879  26621  31352  no 
0010  45667  43894  45838  45133  no  0010  30507  34632  26433  30524  no 
0011  45568  44975  45913  45485  no  0011  33974  32926  27399  31433  no 
0100 
0101 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 
n f a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 






n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n I a 
n / a 
n l a 
n/a 
0110  45494  45035  45529  45353  no  0110  30500  33980  26826  30435  no 
0111  45789  45298  46293  45793  no  0111  30474  34375  27098  30649  no 
1000  46540  44392  47206  46046  no  1000  31299  34914  27287  31167  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  0000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4 
0001  530.3  521  552.3  534.5  no  0001  457.4  541.2  460.1  486.2  no 
0010  520.5  510.6  533.1  521.4  no  0010  460.5  493.2  477.3  477.0  no 





n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 







n / a 
n / a 
n/a
n/a 
n / a 
n / a 
n f a 
n/a 
0110  535  563.9  553.9  550.9  no  0110  475.1  496.7  483.5  485.1  no 
0111  528.6  513.7  533.8  525.4  no  0111  470.3  510.9  478.6  486.6  no 
1000  862.6  809.2  859.7  843.8  no  1000  613.3  696.1  579.6  629.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45959  45212  47467  46213  0000  31763  34383  31150  32432 
0001  46192  44724  47507  46141  no  0001  31557  35879  30244  32560  no 
0010  45669  45105  47012  45929  no  0010  31206  34153  30926  32095  no 





n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 





n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
0110  46151  45202  47390  46248  no  0110  31548  33482  31168  32066  no 
0111  45692  44992  47054  45913  no  0111  30909  34175  30816  31967  no 
1000  47234  45965  47587  46929  no  1000  31299  34914  30472  32228  no 88 
Condition  001001  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  0000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0 
0001  624.7  642.3  630.4  632.5  no  0001  469.3  470.6  417.3  452.4  no 
0010  727.6  740.9  769.4  746.0  no  0010  606.2  629.9  496.9  577.7  no 





n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 







n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 
n / a 
n/a
n/a 
0110  788.8  748.4  782.4  773.2  no  0110  798.4  661.7  643.5  701.2  no 
0111  801.6  798.5  747.7  782.6  no  0111  648.4  661.8  576.5  628.9  no 
1000  653.7  660.8  654.7  656.4  no  1000  538.3  623.8  490  550.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45708  45512  47154  46125  0000  31763  34383  26351  30832 
0001  48250  48219  48292  48254  no  0001  32186  31665  28165  30672  no 
0010  45747  45465  46108  45773  no  0010  31890  32615  26602  30369  no 





n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 







n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
0110  44969  43820  45451  44747  no  0110  36226  32536  30890  33217  no 
0111  45901  46324  44972  45732  no  0111  31452  32532  27997  30660  no 
1000  45814  45224  46828  45955  no  1000  31238  35325  27313  31292  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  0000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4 
0001  582.1  644.8  636.8  621.2  no  0001  469.3  470.6  409.2  449.7  no 
0010  779.1  780.3  792.1  783.8  no  0010  606.2  636.5  573.3  605.3  no 





n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 







n / a 
n / a 
n/a
n/a 
n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
0110  795.8  803.2  792.4  797.1  no  0110  798.4  670.1  639.4  702.6  no 
0111  803.9  786.3  807.7  799.3  no  0111  648.4  661.8  575.6  628.6  no 
1000  669.5  710.4  700.7  693.5  no  1000  539.1  622.8  546.7  569.5  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45959  45212  47467  46213  0000  31763  34383  31150  32432 
0001  47232  48254  48318  47935  no  0001  32186  31665  27264  30372  no 
0010  47493  47731  46765  47330  no  0010  31890  33161  30915  31989  no 






n / a 
n / a 
n/a 
n/a 
n / a 






n / a 
n / a 
n/a
n/a 
n / a 
n / a 
n/a
n/a 
0110  45561  46194  46343  46033  no  0110  36226  33661  31118  33668  no 
0111  46174  45212  46513  45966  no  0111  31452  32532  27909  30631  no 
1000  47510  47020  48343  47624  no  1000  31281  34921  30206  32136  no 89 
Condition  001010  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  0000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0 
0001  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0001  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0010  520.6  512.5  520.5  517.9  no  0010  450  495.7  398.2  448.0  no 
0011  516.6  515  526  519.2  no  0011  465.6  483  398  448.9  no 
0100  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0100  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0101  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0101  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0110  516.1  510.7  522.2  516.3  no  0110  30441  34232  26590  30421.0  no 
0111  525.9  537  512.1  525.0  no  0111  30566  34031  26322  30306.3  no 
1000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  1000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45708  45512  47154  46125  0000  31763  34383  26351  30832 
0001  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0001  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0010  45710  45234  46318  45754  no  0010  30368  34342  26621  30444  no 
0011  45502  45332  46112  45649  no  0011  32017  32966  26345  30443  no 
0100  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0100  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0101  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0101  31763  34383  26351  30421  no 
0110  45024  43847  46045  44972  no  0110  30441  34232  26590  30306  no 
0111  45741  45310  45359  45470  no  0111  30566  34031  26322  30306  no 
1000  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  1000  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  0000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4 
0001  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0001  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0010  518.5  513.9  539.8  5241  no  0010  458.4  5017  480.2  480.8  no 
0011  528.1  511  532.3  523.8  no  0011  465.6  487.4  467.5  473.5  no 
0100  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0100  458.5  494.2  476.4  4764  no 
0101  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0101  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0110  523.7  539.6  5433  535.5  no  0110  470.3  501.5  4615  485.1  no 
0111  534.6  5534  539.1  542.4  no  0111  468.8  541.1  479.8  4966  no 
1000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  1000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Acton  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45959  45212  47467  46213  0000  31763  34383  31150  32432 
0001  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0001  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0010  45352  44931  47412  45898  no  0010  31110  34387  31294  32264  no 
0011  46272  45350  46783  46135  no  0011  32017  33540  30897  32151  no 
0100  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0100  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0101  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0101  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0110  45481  45516  46953  45983  no  0110  31379  34337  31062  32259  no 
0111  46510  46085  47388  46661  no  0111  31294  34233  30749  32092  no 
1000  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  1000  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 90 
Condition  001011  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sg.Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sg.Bette0 
0000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  0000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0 
0001  5217  514  533.2  523.0  no  0001  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0010  6311  636  629.6  631.9  no  0010  497.2  548  460.5  501.9  no 
0011  642.5  639.9  645.9  642.8  no  0011  501.5  563.5  424.5  496.5  no 
0100  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0100  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0101  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0101  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0110  714.4  719.9  712  715.4  no  0110  534.5  581.3  4581  524.6  no 
0111  721.3  716.5  730.2  722.7  no  0111  564.2  548.1  461.5  524.6  no 
1000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  1000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45708  45512  47154  46125  0000  31763  34383  26351  30832 
0001  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0001  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0010  45899  44221  46023  45381  no  0010  31980  34218  28012  31403  no 
0011  45668  43693  46071  45144  no  0011  31839  34306  26338  30828  no 
0100  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0100  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0101  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0101  31763  34393  26351  30832  no 
0110  46116  44305  44161  44861  no  0110  31691  34279  26167  30712  no 
0111  45450  43445  46960  45285  no  0111  32614  31879  26282  30258  no 
1000  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  1000  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  0000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4 
0001  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0001  458.5  494.2  4764  476.4  no 
0010  643.2  662.4  656.8  654.1  no  0010  497.2  548  490.6  511.9  no 
0011  654.1  700.5  732.1  695.6  no  0011  911.5  563.5  479.2  514.7  no 
0100  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0100  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0101  524.8  5121  546  527.6  no  0101  458.5  494.2  476.4  4764  no  _ 
0110  713.1  714.6  722.9  716.9  no  0110  534.5  581.3  534.3  550.0  no 
0111  777.1  741.3  7401  752.8  no  0111  564.2  552.4  497.9  538.2  no 
1000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  1000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sg.Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45959  45212  47467  46213  0000  31763  34383  31150  32432 
0001  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0001  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0010  47363  46740  47621  47241  no  0010  31980  34218  31017  32405  no 
0011  46918  45829  48163  46970  no  0011  31839  34306  29605  31917  no 
0100  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0100  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0101  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0101  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0110  45816  44364  46561  45580  no  0110  31691  34279  30453  32141  no 
0111  47008  46008  46731  46582  no  0111  32614  32195  30068  31626  no 
1000  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  1000  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 91 
Condition  001100  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  0000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0 
0001  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0001  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0010  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0010  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0011  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0011  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0100  520.5  537.9  511.3  523.2  no  0100  531.8  467.7  397.9  465.8  no 
0101  520.5  537.9  511.3  523.2  no  0101  481  477.7  399  452.6  no 
0110  528.7  542.7  512.9  528.1  no  0110  477.1  488.5  405.4  457.0  no 
0111  528.7  542.7  512  527.8  no  0111  455.9  541.1  405.1  467.4  no 
1000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  1000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45708  45512  47154  46125  0000  31763  34383  26351  30832 
0001  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0001  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0010  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0010  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0011  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0011  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0100  45461  45468  44617  45182  no  0100  36393  31485  26435  31438  no 
0101  45461  45468  44617  45182  no  0101  33411  32455  27066  30977  no 
0110  46394  45754  44816  45655  no  0110  32066  32704  26988  30586  no 
0111  46394  45754  44513  45554  no  0111  30403  34486  26786  30558  no 
1000  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  1000  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  0000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4 
0001  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0001  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0010  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0010  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0011  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0011  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0100  524.8  513.7  538.2  525.6  no  0100  531.8  488.8  469.5  496.7  no 
0101  528  513.7  543.9  528.5  no  0101  481  491.1  475.8  482.6  no 
0110  526.4  517  535.3  526.2  no  0110  477.1  495.2  482  484.8  no 
0111  526.4  517  535.3  526.2  no  0111  466.8  542.2  477.7  495.6  no 
1000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  1000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45959  45212  47467  46213  0000  31763  34383  31150  32432 
0001  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0001  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0010  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0010  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0011  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0011  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0100  46176  44873  47040  46030  no  0100  36393  33146  31176  33572  no 
0101  46176  44873  47588  46212  no  0101  33411  33699  30975  32695  no 
0110  46036  45629  47345  46337  no  0110  32066  33229  31222  32172  no 
0111  46036  45629  47345  46337  no  0111  31488  36104  31210  32934  no 
1000  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  1000  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 92 
Condition  001101  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  0000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0 
0001  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0001  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0010  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0010  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0011  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0011  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0100  530.1  559.8  512.5  534.1  no  0100  605.5  502.5  423.1  510.4  no 
0101  530  536.5  554.7  540.4  no  0101  508.5  555.2  422.9  495.5  no 
0110  642.6  649.6  698.9  663.7  no  0110  613  631.1  492.2  578.8  no 
0111  640.2  699.5  641.3  660.3  no  0111  614.3  702.8  537.6  618.2  no 
1000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  1000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45708  45512  47154  46125  0000  31763  34383  26351  30832 
0001  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0001  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0010  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0010  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0011  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0011  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0100  45479  45050  44082  44870  no  0100  35892  31118  26340  31117  no 
0101  45309  44019  47291  45540  no  0101  31610  32788  26074  30157  no 
0110  45656  44433  45542  45210  no  0110  31824  32627  26577  30343  no 
0111  45621  45546  45752  45640  no  0111  31420  36024  27024  31489  no 
1000  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  1000  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runi  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  0000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4 
0001  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0001  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0010  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0010  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0011  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0011  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0100  528.8  565  557.9  550.6  no  0100  605.5  564.5  507.3  559.1  no 
0101  538.2  550.3  547.9  545.5  no  0101  508.5  555.2  472.1  511.9  no 
0110  647.9  646.8  656.2  650.3  no  0110  613  640  561.6  604.9  no 
0111  652  721.6  652.8  675.5  no  0111  614.3  702.8  549.7  622.3  no 
1000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  1000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45959  45212  47467  46213  0000  31763  34383  31150  32432 
0001  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0001  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0010  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0010  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0011  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0011  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0100  45271  46466  46479  46072  no  0100  35892  33928  31173  33664  no 
0101  46169  44854  46911  45978  no  0101  31610  32788  29015  31138  no 
0110  46127  45267  46704  46033  no  0110  31824  33505  30727  32019  no 
0111  46864  46556  47252  46891  no  0111  31420  36024  28073  31839  no 
1000  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  1000  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 93 
Condition  001110  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  0000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0 
0001  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0001  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0010  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0010  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0011  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0011  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0100  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0100  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0101  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0101  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0110  529.6  539.5  522.1  530.4  no  0110  458.2  497.3  412.8  456.1  no 
0111  527.4  537.4  516  526.9  no  0111  455.1  541.7  416.5  471.1  no 
1000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  1000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45708  45512  47154  46125  0000  31763  34383  26351  30832 
0001  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0001  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0010  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0010  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0011  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0011  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0100  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0100  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0101  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0101  31763  343P3  26351  30832  no 
0110  45734  45537  45793  45688  no  0110  30532  34120  27492  30715  no 
0111  45455  45003  45261  45240  no  0111  30451  35783  27485  31240  no 
1000  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  1000  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  0000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4 
0001  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0001  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0010  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0010  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0011  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0011  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0100  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0100  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0101  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0101  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no  -
0110  538.7  509.1  544.2  530.7  no  0110  468.1  496  472.5  478.9  no 
0111  536.9  541.2  541.1  539.7  no  0111  466.5  495.3  478.3  480.0  no 
1000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  1000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45959  45212  47467  46213  0000  31763  34383  31150  32432 
0001  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0001  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0010  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0010  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0011  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0011  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0100  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0100  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0101  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0101  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0110  46667  45173  47240  46360  no  0110  31464  34357  31034  32285  no 
0111  46734  44973  47329  46345  no  0111  31678  33735  31041  32151  no 
1000  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  1000  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 94 
Condition  001111  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  0000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0 
0001  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0001  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0010  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0010  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0011  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0011  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0100  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0100  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0101  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  0101  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
0110  697.5  669.5  704.7  690.6  no  0110  528.1  581  462.3  523.8  no 
0111  701.7  735.4  700.9  712.7  no  0111  552.5  567.7  478.2  532.8  no 
1000  521.7  514  533.2  523.0  no  1000  458.5  494.2  397.2  450.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45708  45512  47154  46125  0000  31763  34383  26351  30832 
0001  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0001  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0010  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0010  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0011  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0011  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0100  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0100  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0101  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  0101  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
0110  45237  43213  46288  44913  no  0110  31482  34005  26842  30776  no 
0111  44507  46881  45389  45592  no  0111  34292  458.2  494.2  476.4  no 
1000  45708  45512  47154  46125  no  1000  31763  34383  26351  30832  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  0000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4 
0001  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0001  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0010  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0010  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0011  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0011  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0100  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0100  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0101  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  0101  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
0110  726.5  706.1  715.6  716.1  no  0110  528.1  581  500.9  536.7  no 
0111  718.6  739.6  729.8  729.3  no  0111  552.5  576.9  502.6  544.0  no 
1000  524.8  512.1  546  527.6  no  1000  458.5  494.2  476.4  476.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45959  45212  47467  46213  0000  31763  34383  31150  32432 
0001  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0001  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0010  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0010  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0011  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0011  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0100  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0100  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0101  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  0101  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 
0110  46960  44284  46496  45913  no  0110  31482  34005  30727  32071  no 
0111  46643  46596  47172  46804  no  0111  34292  32260  29644  32065  no 
1000  45959  45212  47467  46213  no  1000  31763  34383  31150  32432  no 95 
Condition  010000  Solution:  0010 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  0000  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2 
0001  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0001  649.1  641.5  541.6  610.7  no 
::0010.:::,  6657  6412  682.9  663.3  YES  41010:,:::::  503  555.7  447.6  502.1  YES 
0011  665.7  641.2  682.9  663.3  YES  0011  503  555.7  447.6  502.1  YES 
0100  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0100  647.8  642.7  539.9  610.1  no 
0101  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0101  646.7  641.7  538.2  608.9  no 
0110  665.7  641.2  682.9  663.3  YES  0110  503  555.7  452  503.6  YES 
0111  685.7  641.2  682.9  663.3  YES  0111  503  555.7  452.9  503.9  YES 
1000  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  1000  649  641.4  538.8  609.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig_ Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46480  43769  46979  45743  0000  31233  35149  26661  31014 
0001  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0001  32579  33654  27317  31183  no 
0010  45841  44196  46761  45599  no  0010  31303  35394  26874  31190  no 
0011  45841  44196  46761  45599  no  0011  31303  35394  26874  31190  no 
0100  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0100  32491  33461  27310  31087  no 
0101  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0101  32531  33499  26851  30957  no 
0110  45841  44196  46761  45599  no  0110  31303  35394  26813  31170  no 
0111  45841  44196  46761  45599  no  0111  31303  35394  27258  31318  no 
1000  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  1000  32402  33414  27076  30964  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  0000  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0 
0001  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0001  649.1  642.2  572.8  621.4  no 
::;:40100  670.3  673.1  690.8  678.1  no  ::::::3110.142.:::  504.6  556.4  485.6  515.5  YES 
0011  670.3  673.1  690.8  678.1  no  0011  504.6  556.4  485.6  515.5  YES 
0100  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0100  647.8  642.7  606.6  632.4  no 
0101  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0101  646.7  641.7  606.9  631.8  no 
0110  670.3  673.1  690.8  678.1  no  0110  504.6  556.4  509.6  523.5  YES 
0111  670.3  673.1  690.8  678.1  no  0111  504.6  556.4  494.5  518.5  YES 
1000  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  1000  649  641.4  607.4  632.6  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46492  46291  47856  46880  0000  31464  35483  30909  32619 
0001  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0001  32579  33694  30556  32276  no 
0010  46589  46324  48057  46990  no  0010  31483  35409  30226  32373  no 
0011  46589  46324  48057  46990  no  0011  31483  35409  30486  32459  no 
0100  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0100  32491  33461  31143  32365  no 
0101  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0101  32531  33489  30909  32310  no 
0110  46589  46324  48057  46990  no  0110  31483  35409  30768  32553  no 
0111  46589  46324  48057  46990  no  0111  31483  35409  30476  32456  no 
1000  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  1000  32402  33414  31075  32297  no 96 
Condition  010001  0000 
Price  Price MIMI  M=
ErMIII=1.  1=11.1.1.1.1 
Product Product  111E1111 
=MI  ------ ------- MM 
Time  Time 
MMICUMIIIIIMEMIDEEMIMMIEMIIIMI  1122:111126111111ZEMEM12=IETI=1 
823.9  543.2 0000  uammEn1  858.8  0000  111=111  IEUZEM 
0001  MZEI  778.8  11211.1tEME  no  0001  IIMIN  676.6  543.2  618.2  IIIIIMIE 
0010  834  858.8  823.9  0010  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no MIN  =MEI 
0011  834  MEM  858.8  KEEN  no  EzingEam  676.6  543.2  618.2 
0100  634  MEMENCEINEMEIMIEBEI  0100  NEMER  676.6  EZIEMILMEEME:=
WilIMMEMME:111110EINKEILEMITIIIIII  KICIIIIMIll  676.6  MEEMMENELIMIEM
0110  778.8  /121.  823.9  no  .31rE  634.8  676.6  KM.  618.2  1=1211. 0
0111  111030  778.8  WEIBIEEEMINKCIM  KIIIMMEEN  676.6  EMU 618.2  ME= 
1000  MMEN  778.8  858.8  823.9  =31:=  1000  Nam.  676.6  IIMEM  618.2  11111172M 
11111111111111 
otal Value  1111=0=111.110 
Action  1112MII  Run2  EZEME=Pil Si  Better?  =1111111051111111ZEM  Ron3  1=11E1=1 
0000  46480  43769  46979  WE=  0000  31233  Main  26661  mars 
0001  EIMIMICEB311t  45599  MiEM  0001  MEIMEMEN  26661  11=11111113311 
0010  45841  44196  46761  45599  no  0010  31233  35149  26661  31014  no
micamEmi.  mi..  MEM  EISLEIMMIll 44196 46761  45599  0011  35149  26661 
0100  45841  mos  46761  45599  no  0100  IIEZEIMEMEM  26661  110123111111ME! 
0101  IN=111  44196  46761  45599i_NEENEBEEN  35149  26661  31014  mom rmmwom  maintszonora  26661  MilliE1111 
IIICIIIMIIMINE3131111EMMEIZE211111MCM  111ZUMMERIIEICEIIIE=311  31014  no
1000  1115MEEETEREIME  45599  no  1000  31233  35149  26661  31014  =rim 
WEE11111111  IIGEMENE111 
Mater*  Material Elm  MK= spli WICZEIEWM  Product 
Time  MM. 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Si  Better? l=r,  Si  Err, 
0000  869.7  800.3  KEEN  848.0  0000  /MEM  678.7  607.6  MEM 
0001  869.7  mailirom  848.0  ME=  0001  WEIMMINEN  607.6  IMMICEMMI 
0010  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0010  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  MC= 
IIIIINIMEDEIMEDEINIMENEMMINIIIMIIII  MIOMEIZEIIIIIIIMBII  607.6  IlLEEEIMMZEIll 
0100  869.7  800.3  ICEE1111111111111M111  0100  KIIMMIEMEIN  607.6  11121EMMIE=1 
0101  869.7  no  678.7  607.6 Iffrigummumil  winguan  EmnromENI 
0110  N=E.  800.3  873.9  848.0  imrs.  INZEITM  636.8  MM.  607 6  INZIKAIMMINI ICU=  869.7  IlIZEIMMEMEMIKEIMMTIMM  Malaill  636.8  NEW  607.6  111:131MMIE= 
1000  869.7  1.11E11112fiTh11111111NEEMIN  1000  111EMIKEEIIIMMENIESIBIMM= 
EIMEIMIIIIIMI  Total Value 
011:21111112231111ZIEEKIMME=E71=1  111=111111=1111111121111111212311123711MEMI 
0000  111121121111EMEMMEMEEME  0000  MEM  35483  30909  NMI 
0001  46492  46291  Inzjal  46880  NM=  0001  EIMMEZIDI  30909  MEICEINIZEMI 
0010  MMEEMMEME1111111=111111=111111111231111  0010  EMUIMEMIMI  30909  NE317=EM 
111113111.1337=131:10111E1=111011112111111  ICIIMMEIIIIMEZEIN  30909  ETEIEIIIMMI 
0100  KMEMEMIIKEDZION=1111111112=111  0100  EILIMMEEMI  30909  NEEENIMIt=
WiliMIKIIEHIEMEMICEEN  46880  IMEMINI  ILICIMMEEMERMII  30909  MEMIIMMEMIM 
1311EMEIMIIIKISOMEE123111:3=11111111111312111  MICIKINIEIMINEZEM  30909  WEENIM:11111111 /pm  46492  Emu  47856  46860  MEM  WHIMIED2111  35483  30909  32619  NM= 
1000  irrrallEMEINDIEN  46880  1111.1=1.  1000  Marall/Earal  illEMINEWM 30909 97 
Condition  010010  Solution:  0010 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  0000  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2 
0001  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0001  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
,:::,i)OW::::  665.7  641.2  682.9  663.3  YES  .VOifi).  503  555.7  447.7  502.1  YES 
0011  733.8  693.7  711.9  713.1  YES  0011  487.1  578.9  461.5  509.2  YES 
0100  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0100  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
0101  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0101  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
0110  736.8  696.7  715.7  716.4  YES  0110  574.9  608  469.5  550.8  no 
0111  748.8  733.6  706.2  729.5  YES  0111  500.1  562.4  533.5  532.0  YES 
1000  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  1000  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46480  43769  46979  45743  0000  31233  35149  26661  31014 
0001  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0001  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0010  45841  44196  46761  45599  no  0010  31303  35394  26952  35798  no 
0011  47912  45734  47416  47021  no  0011  28616  35276  27432  30441  no 
0100  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0100  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0101  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0101  31233  35119  26661  30963  no 
0110  46145  45334  46452  45977  no  0110  32494  33897  26498  29502  no 
0111  46776  46108  44224  45703  no  0111  27901  31841  28763  29502  no 
1000  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  1000  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  0000  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0 
0001  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0001  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
:::::::40*:::  670.3  673.1  690.8  678.1  no  ,M(1.:;:;::.:  504.6  556.4  481.1  514.0  YES 
0011  739  696.3  751  728.8  no  0011  438.3  543.4  522  501.2  YES 
0100  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0100  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0101  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0101  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0110  737.1  708.9  749.5  731.8  no  0110  574.9  608  530.3  571.1  YES 
0111  754.1  742  771.8  756.0  no  0111  557.3  628.4  462  549.2  YES 
1000  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  1000  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46492  46291  47856  46880  0000  31464  35483  30909  32619 
0001  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0001  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0010  46589  46324  48057  46990  no  0010  31483  35409  30278  32390  no 
0011  48398  45998  48421  47606  no  0011  25540  31517  29659  28905  no 
0100  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0100  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0101  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0101  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0110  48229  45769  47786  46595  no  0110  32494  33897  29619  32003  no 
0111  47322  46375  47783  47160  no  0111  30325  34845  25160  30110  no 
1000  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  1000  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 98 
Condition  010011  Imml 0000 
Isizziimm  WErM=E= 
IZECIMIIMMI  12422=11111 Er=  1  Product  MUM 
Time  Time 
WEEMWEIIIIMMZEMEZEMI2=11011=1  112=M21111111MEGE111112011123=731EMMIE1 
0000  *5 778.8  858.8  0000  /MEE  676.6  EZEIEUEE. maim 
C031  1112011115031111ERSONIMEEE111  no  0001  iMill  676.6  543.2  It 1031111M112M 
0010  11:11111MEEMEIZEMNEEMMMM  0010  MEM  676.6  MEIFEEMEEMMIZIE 
0011  834  MIIEEKEIN  823.9  no  Niammirm  676.6  543.2  618.2  no  
0100  MIME  778.8  IIIEZENNEIMMEMI  0100  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no  
1111111111EMINEIBIEZEMILEEIMIIIIMIll  11M1111112:1211  676.6  IIELEEINMEEMINIE:=  
0110  MEM  778.8  858.8  IffEEMMMIll  0110  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
EDIUMI  834  EFEL11111011111120311  no  Ejammanal  676.6  EMI  618.2  /WM
1000  IEEMI  778.8  858.8  MENEM===  1000  634.8  676.6  MEM  618.2  no 
otal Value  Total Value 
IC=  MZEMIEcra S  Better?  KZ:MEM.  Run3  12=3101=Ell Run1  Run2  Run2 
0000  licnal  43769  46979  EWE  0000  MEMMIEZEDI  26661  31014 
0001  WIEN  43769  46979  IIMIIIIMELINE  0001  WEEER.0131  26661  ligEMIMMIZIME 
0010  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0010  35149  26661  31014  no EMI 
11[2111111122=11  43759  1121EIIMEEN1112:=  MIIIIMEIDEENIEEM11111=11153:11  no 
0100  46480  43769  46979  EIMER  no  0100  31233  35149  26661  31014  no mum=  43769  46979  mos  no  Emammal  351/9  26661  31014  no
IMMEMEEMEEE.  46979  IIMININEEN  IISIENIIIMEEIIIROCE11  26661  IMICEEMMTIMII i.  11[11111111=211  43769  46979  WIROMI  11511111111000111=1111E2MM011  31014  11.1=.1111
1000  46480  43769  46979  no  1000  26661  31014 MEE  EME://=1  Mr= 
grZeifil==  MZZIIIIIIIEM1 
atenal Murcaramm =Eli=  =I= 
Product  2
mmil 
Time  Time  MIMI 
112=111112121M11011EMEMEMEM:=3E710712  WZMUZIIIIMIKEE111112M111=7311=Zil 
0000  869.7  11EIMEIEEMICEIM  0000  Kan  678.7  607 6  limn 
0001  859 7  KtMIIIEIEEEEIEEMMIZIIIIII  0001  111:11MMICKEN  607 8  IICIIER=ZINII 
0010  869 7  800 3  wag:REIM.  no  0010  636 8  678 7  607 6  641 0  no 
11:111011  869.7  INIMIIIIIIIEEIMEE1111=112:1=  MIME  636.8  KfLIIII  607.6  M121/1MMIT:=
0100  869.7  WEINIKEEMEMEMI  no  0100  MEMIENIMI  607.6  641.0  MINE 
MIMIBI  869.7  Enotwommucommus  WICIIIIKEIEWILEN  607.6  1111711EMMEGINII 
0110  869.7  800.3  IMEIIIICIEEIIIMEMMI  IlalEMEEINIMME11111123M  641.0  IMM MBE  869.7  ErENWEEME11111111111=11  131111130011111111111  607.6  WilE111111112:111111
1000  869 .7  800 .3  Wan  848.0  Mr=1  1000  636.8  IIMMI  607.6  Nimrimmi. 
=MI 
otal Value  Total Value 
ILIMMEMMKEIEMIETIEME=1101EIMI  11=7111111112EINEZEILIIIZIMIEZMESOMI 
0000  ErirmEmouranm  48880  0000  inclimmas  30909  32619 
0001  NammirEamizing=imErm  0001  11=111022011  30909  IEEZIE11111MEN 
oolo  EacommimiammEmammilm  0010  IIDO023111122231  30909  NEEIMMTIMIll 
0011  46492 EIZOMMTES  46880  no  0011  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0100  WIEEMEEEMEMEEEZ  no  0100  Kam 35483  30909  32619  no 
UEMILMIDEINKEIMIITIIMMIZIMM2=11  111:10MMEIMMIEME  30909  11E3E111111113111111
KIIIIIIIIMENNEMEINCEIZERIMENN21=1  INIMENIEMINIEEME  30909  111032111111122=1 
IIIERIMICE211111=11110EMIZEIZEN1011111  Mill11312231111211111  30909  MIEIERM32111
1000 EMBEIMINIMMEM  46880  1111.2=11  1000  IMEMMEMII  30909  ME3EMICE011 99 
Condition  010100  immg 0000 
WirMINEMI  EGZIIIIMINM IMMEMIIN  1=21== 
Product  Product 1 1 
Time  Time 
1122MMEGINELIMINIZIMEMMITICIMI  EZIM11112MNIMEMIEE Avera e liEl=1 
0000  834  IEGIINEMDIEEME  0000  It= 676 6  Kam  618 2
NMIIIIIMNICan  823.9  MEM  0001  MEM  676.6  WEER  618.2  =MI 
0010  0010  676.6 
0011  676.6  543 2  618.2  no 
0001  IIEMIIIKICEMIEMLEMEM  NEM  IIIZMECIUNNIEM EZEININIMINMIINZIEMEEMEIIIIII  MUM 
0100  MIREI  lliBIMINNIE  0100  1111EMMEEMIE  609.8 778 8  no 
ECECINIEEMEZIMEMIIMICEENIMIME  NIIIIIEMMIN221ENEEME  609.7  IIINIM
0110  NMINIZIA  858.8  IIIMEIIENETINE  0110  598.7  676.5  /ME  607.5  Mill. NiIM  M=MilliMplillinnill  EIMMEMEMEIMIIMIMINCM 834  0111 ILKIINEMI  IIMMI  MIMI 858.8  823.9  1000  676.6  618.2  no 1000  i. 
=MEM  InM1=1 
11=11  Runt  Run2  111===r3=2:211  Action  IIEM  Run2  EMU=  S r. Better? 
0000  112=.  43769  46979  Ems  0000  31233  35149  26861  11=111 EMIIIIIII2=  Manilla=  EallENIEMI 0001  46480  43769  46979  0001  26661 
0010  46480  43769  46979  45743  0010  31233  35149  26661  31014  no Mr= 
111111M=E  43769  46979  EMMIENCM  IIICEEIMEMI  35149  26661  Isammtc= 
0100  scum  43769  46979  IIIMMII  no  0100  mom  33469  MEI  31021  no 
EMENEMILE  43769  46979  EMEMECNII  0101  Km.  335C2  27252  mum  no 
46979 mg=  46480  43769  46979  mammon"'  EEILINEEM  33607  26529  30898  no 
1000  46480  43769  46979  ENEEMM=  1000  31233  mizzo  26661  31014  no 
EIZIKEIEMM  43769  Nom_KIMEEMKEEMMINIMEEMMEEZIMI
IlfZeMli= 1111210111111EMI 03:1211==  1=111111111= 
Product  2 LEZIAM= 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  KrZEIMET3  Si  Action  Run2  12=1 S'  Better Run2  Better?  Runt  Run3 
0000  869 .7  800 3  wfamain  0000  636.8  IIMENINION  641.0 
0001  869.7  800.3  IlEarilliillEMI  no  0001  11111M  678.7  607.6  ICBM  no 
0010  869.7  11=ME0011  848.0  no  0010  636.8  Kum  607.6  641 0  11111== 
869.7 111231011  IIIEMEEDIMEMEEEMEME  EMENCIMEIMIEEMMIIIMEIMEME 
0100  869.7  ISMINICUMIEMEENEMEN  0100  EIZINEMEIEEM2ENEMEIMINEME 
1111(11:IE  869.7  ItrEENCEENEMMEINICENE  IffillEMEMM  642.4  illrEill  620.0  IIMMI 
0110  869 .7  800 3  EREEKEEN  no  0110  KEEN  676.9  606.3  638.6  no 
869.7  800.3  617.4 MIEN  MMin  NaliMilliMillrnli  MEM 
1000  869.7  800 3  Nal2ME:=11111EIM  1000  EIMIEDIEN  607.6  EZEMINEIMI 
otal Value  Total Value 
112EIMEMBEEMMEZMIC=111011=21  1112=ENZMIEZIMECTIME=112117=1 
0000  46880  0000  30909  32619 EMENN:MIMME IMIIIIIMIll 
0001  E=31111=11111a=  46880  IMMill  0001  EalnillMani  30909  NEDININCIM 
0010  EMEEEKIMMIETEMINCIZENNICEN  0010  EMMEE2M  30909  mimmoorm coannarzommuomerammorm  mniumgrrimmin  32619  IMEIII 30909 
0100  46492  mram  47856  46880  no  0100  EMEM  33469  31014  32334  no 
IIKEMIEMEMEMIMMEEM  46880  MECUM  EMENEMININEEZIE  30263  IIMMINIIIIIII IIMEENMENEEMICE=  46880  MIME  NONCIIIIIKEE011111EMINIEMIKEMMITI11111
0111  46492 Elm. 47856  4688o  MINEME  NEEDENEEm  33607  30315  32160  no 
1000  EniallanallIMMEN  46880  MEM  1000  EMMIIIEZI3111  30909  NKITEEINCIINII 100 
Condition  010101  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  0000  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2 
0001  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0001  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
0010  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0010  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
0011  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0011  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
0100  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0100  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
0101  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0101  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
0110  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0110  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
0111  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  0111  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
1000  834  778.8  858.8  823.9  no  1000  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46480  43769 .  46979  45743  0000  31233  35149  26661  31014 
0001  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0001  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0010  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0010  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0011  48480  43769  46979  45743  no  0011  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0100  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0100  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0101  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0101  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0110  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0110  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0111  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0111  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
1000  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  1000  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 






















0001  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0001  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0010  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0010  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0011  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0011  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0100  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0100  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0101  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0101  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0110  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0110  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0111  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  0111  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
1000  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  no  1000  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46492  46291  47856  46880  0000  31464  35483  30909  32619 
0001  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0001  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0010  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0010  31464  36483  30909  32619  no 
0011  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0011  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0100  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0100  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0101  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0101  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0110  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0110  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
0111  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  0111  31464  35483  30909  32619  no 
1000  46492  46291  47856  46880  no  1000  31464  35483  30909  32619  no -------------
1 
Condition  010110  immi 0000  -------------
101 
mum  11=3111111E1111 
12=1111101111  1211=011111101111 0 Product  Product 
Time  Time 
1112MEMEZEIIIIMEMILIEMI=1111211111=111  11222M021111111122111111101111111=1ETEIMI 
0000  834  1.32MIREE  823.9  0000  634.8  676.6  MrEM  618.2 
0001  1111311111117IBIEZEMEMNIMEME  0001  634.8  676.6  MzEM  618.2  no 
0010  778.8  MIXICIIIIMEMMICIEN  0010  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  MM. 0
0011  834  778.8  858.8  EME1=1:1=  WZBEIMMIBIll  676.6  EMEIII  618.2  10110= 
0100  834  mplimmErm  823.9  no  0100  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
111313MIKEINEEMEZIMIEMININCEMIN  WITIMEMIE  676.6  1111519%3111111111E=1 
11010111  827.3  1101111111222EMEEIBMICIIIII  marmmoim  674.8  544.3  606.1  no 
0111  827.3  787.4  859.3  824.7  no  WWII  596.7  70705  MIKEMIE=111.1EME 
1000  WEINIMIIIIEZENNIME11111111=1111111  1000  m:Erm  676.6  IICEMI  618.2  no 
otal Value  IIMM:123 
Action EMINI  Run2  Run3  EC= S  Better?  =MEM.  Run2  KIMEMI:=3 S  BMW? 
0000  43769  46979  45743  0000  31233  35149  26661 Km.  mum 
0001  46480  43769  46979  ZEZEM:1=1  0001  MIEEMEIREM  26661  IFICICENNE= 
0010  46480  43769  46979  45743  11=1:=  0010  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0011  46480  43769  46979  45743  no  0011  31233  35149  26661  31014  no 
0100  46480  43769  46979  "ME  no  0100  EMI  35149  26661  ma:Emmamm mimmum  43769  46979  45743  no  0101  31233  351/9  28661  31014  Mt= 
112112111112MMILEEMENBUIEZEDIM1111111111111  IIIMEMMIFEREZEIIIIIMEMIEDKIIIIIMIIIIEM 
11[11111111MEE211  43920  WillI1111=11111111111111  11E11111111MM  36816  10211  31469  no 
1000  46480  43769  46979  111=31111.2:=  1000  31233  35149  26661  KlirEM=11:= 
115=111111101111  115=3111111%1111  
Material  1  Material  1 
15E2E2311111E1111  Product  mow 
Ilie:111  110:111  111111111  
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  S  Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Better? I=  12= S 
0000  869.7  800.3  873.9  848.0  0000  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0 
0001  869.7  IIEMIKEEIIIIIIIIIIMME=  0001  636.8  maim  607.6  muummams 
0010  869.7  800.3  873.9  0010  836.8  mgm  607.6  mlig:mmiom Win- KUM  869.7  111:21:1111MBECIENI=21:11M  IIMENI  636.8  MIEN  607.6  1111:111111=22= 
0100  869.7  IIEMERIEEMEIrEMMIIMIIII  0100  111:1311111713fi  607.6  IIIMEN=EMI
MEM  869.7  IffEEIMMIII  848.0i_MEM  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
311:1111333111EUMICEIEM  835.9  r.  m3ammum  673.6  603.1  636.6  =mom 
ICOMMOMEN  800.8  KIIIMERICIIIIME=  mom=  638.5  567.7  616.9  Mr= 
1000  869.7  =1E1111110EDINEMEM1111112111M  1000  636.8  MEM  607.6  1111101:MM2CM 
otal Value  INIIIMEMITIMIIII11 
WEEGENZIZENLESENNIZMUNI12=11=ZI  27:11111221MEZIEMILEIEMEMETIEITICTMil 
0000  IEMINE/M111111EMa=11  0000 KIIIIMIIIME  30909  EMI 
0001  EMIZEMZEIMIZEIM  46880  1..231.1  0001  MREMEMEMIll  30909  MEENININIZEMI 
0010  ZIMEEMIEMINIEZZ111111==1TM  0010  EIIMMEMEI  30909  EMIIIMS111 
CiliMIEMIN  46291  INEMINEE13111=773111111  MICIIIMMEMIIIIMII  30909  32619  IlMe= 
0100  46492  maygmmamm  46880  no  0100  Man 35483  30909  32619  no 
WEIMIE1121111=1111111=211112:11:111111111113111111  1111111MEMMEZIE111  30909  IEE1111111111111131111 
11110EINEMENE=111111E311111  46988  MICM  1111313MMEMillIMMEN  30880  MEEMEn MI= INCEDMILIME  46080  IMMO  46988  MIBIIIIIIMILIFEIDIIIKEEM  32055 
1000  W1217112X111111111=111  46880  MEM=  1000  ERMINEE111  30909  IIMEMMIMI 102 
Condition Kum  mum  0000 
Price  2 IMIIII 
1=111=11M =UM. 
Product  1  Product  =MI 
Time  Time 
22:311112311INZIMMIZIENIMETIEIMMTEI  IMEEM2121=1121791121211112=1112=1 
0000  834  858.8  823.9  0000  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2 MUM 
0001  MICEMMIIIIIK21111  823.9  1.111111111  0001  samil  676.6  WM  618.2  no 
0010  MCMMIN  858.8  KUM  no  0010  MEM  676.6  Kam  618.2  gommg 
0011  MMINIIEIN  858.8  MIME  no  MIZMWEE1111  676.6  KUM  618.2  MEM 
0100  RE1111111171111  858.8  IffEallIMECIM  0100  IMill  676.6  543.2  siiiimmtm 
1113131111111E1111M111111EXEMEMEMMMINI  111EIMIIMER 676.6  IIIMEMICIDEMMLINII 
0110  834  778.8  858.8  EmEn  no  immr.  634.8  676.6  543.2  618.2  no 
IKIEMMIEE1111M10111LEEMINEEEMMIENIII  0111  limns  676.6  Ems  618.2  no 
1000  834  778.8  823.9  1000  676.6  543.2  618.2  no Kam  ME=  EMIR 
otal Value  11.11.11=1=MMI 
Acton  Runt  Run2  Run3  =EU Si  Bettero  Acton  EZEZE  Run2  Run3  11=ri S r. Better? 
0000  46480  43769  46979  MOE  0000  IREEE1110011  26661  1E3E0211 
0001  immillloggal  46979  EgzEmiNEEN  mamma=  margiumrim 0001  26661 
0010  46480  43769  46979  0010  35149  26661  31014  no 
0011  43769  46979  45743  no  0011  31233  35149  26661  31014  EMIIIMITEM  MOE Elms  111.2= 
0100  46480  MEM  46979  MINEEMICIEll  0100  sums  35149  26661  Egammomm winittacm  43769  IMENI  no  31233  26661  Emil 46979  0101  35149  no 
11[11E11111222:Ell  43769  46979  KIMEIIMIC=1  IICIIIMMERIBMZEIll  26661  111111211111112311M 
11E11111111MM  43769  46979  11=1111111121=11  ligiglillimil  35149  26661  31014  IMMI 
1000  icammaz.  46979  45743  no  1000  migammEn.  26661  31014 
mazzammi Kamm=  =am  EME111111011111 1
Product  EIM  r=111111E1111 
Time  IEEE  MEM 
Orrn Si  Ertirj Si Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Better'? 
0000  869.7  848.0  0000  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0 Niammai 
869.7  0001  641.0  
0010  869 7  
0001  KIIIIINCEIIIIIIMEEMMM  11203111120411  607.6  Mr= 
0010  636.8  678.7  607.6 Ilamaciaurazumrm  sallEm=rm 
MIIIMIIIIIMINEZIMMEMMIIIIIIIIIKEM  1111111C07111132a  607.6  NIEESIMEM 
0100  869.7  0100  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0 KEEIMEMIIIICIENIMMIll  IIMINI
MOM  869.7  MIDENNEEINE211111111121111111  MUM  636.8  MEM  607.6  EICEINIMITIIIN
KRIM  869.7  EZIEWEEM  848.0  no  NmEN  636.8  678.7  607.6  641.0  no 
0111  869.7  11=EUEMIIIMIIIIIMMEMIll  EMI  636.8  MEM  607.6  IIMEIMEM 
1000  1110:3511111EINWEEM  848.0  .  1000  636.8  WEE1111111=111111MENIM2M 
MITI:11111111  1111111=211=111111111 
M2=111123111111110M11112=12=1011712:1741  =12IKEIZEIMIEFRIEZEIII2=11121=1 
0000  IMEE1110011110031  46880  0000  11=1111M11  30909  11E30E11 
0001  112220111220111120211  46880  MIEM  0001  limmillimil  30909  Eggrimmi 
0010  ICIEEIIMEEMMECOMIE=IIIIMMINIO  0010  Wil==2111  30909  WEEINIMITIMI
IDMIIIII=EMEMMEME222:111111112311M1  IIIIIIMESEMEIMIN  30909  NEKIERMIC= 
0100  46492 lEzignEyaB  46880  no  0100  31464  35483  30909  32619 Mr= 
IIIMINKIIEMILECIIIKEZE  48880  MEM  MiCEIMEEMEMEMI  30909  KE113111111111101111111 
INCE11111:11EENNECINIERMIIIIKELE111011111  NOMMIIIECIINIIIMEN  30909  IFEZIEIMME= 
MillINICIEEMICZEIMICIDEU 46880  MIMI  .3[11111131=MEME  30909  32619  no 




Condition  011000  1=111  0000 
1127M0  1/11Z=M1111
UZI2111MENN  1=1.113M 
Product  Product 1  =11= 
Time  Time 
IMIIMMIETEMEZIEMICEEME=111101=1  =11111CSIIMILEM1111=1112277111011121 
0000  828.9  MIME  860 2  MIME.  0000  648.8  641.3  MEI  609.0 
0001  111E1111111172MEMIIIIKEINNIMEN  0001  MOM  641.3  536.9  609.0  no 
0010  824.9  853.9  819.8  0010  645.7  538  609.5 NEE.  =MIN  NMI  =MOM 
MEIBIl  824.9  IffriallIMIIIIIMENIIIIIMIll  MIIIIIIIME11  645.7  538  609.5  MC= 
0100  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  0100  633.9  677.4  619 6 ENE=  maga  =MIMI 
MCIEMKEMIllialaillIEDMEMEMEMNIE  11131311111.MEMEMEMIEUEN  619.6  11=M11 
1111M1111EZEM  780.7  EIMEMMEMIll  EMINM.  645.7  538  609.5  no 
WOMMINEEN  780.7  WEIEMEMIIMMEMI  illiaMEMI  645.7  MEM  609.5  =MI 
1000  828.9  IMEIMEMEN  825.5  no  1000  Emu  677.7  MIME  618.4  no 
Total Value =MEM 
Adlon MITIMILEIMI  Run3  Runt  WEEIMEMENILIZMIIIME:=2 =Mr=  In= 
0000  KIMMIZZEN  46705  KEEN  0000  MEER  33360  Kg=  30973 
0001  .211011112=11  46705  EIZE.11.111131.1  0001  MEMEMEEMIllegrall  30973  MC= 
0010  46284  MOM  46645  Mr=111=231.11  0010  32500  34033  27090  31208  MEM/
C3112=11  44153  WEIRI  45748  no  MIIIMEMEN  34033  27090  31208  no 
0100  EIMIIIIMEM 46705  WEE311111111112:=  0100  31288  IEREEMMEME  31298  EWEN 
0101  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  0101  31288  35226  27381  31298  no 
1101111111:1:1111ME  46608  IMMINEMEIME  EMEMEIMMEME  27090  IIMMINIMMIll 
11:111111EMIIIME  46608  EMI  no  111112111111=11  34033  27090  11=1111110..1 
1000  NEEMEMEKEE5:2111111=1111111311111  1000  KIEglimaramaim  31223  MIMEO 
EMMEN=  .2.CM=E=
11=11  1  Material  1 
Product  Product NMI  MEM 
Time IN392:1111 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  112= Si  Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  EMEri Si.. Better, 
0000  803  0000  644.6  604.6 WOE  KZEUMMI  EMI  /MN 
0001  0001  648.8  604.6  632.7 WILIEEMDMEMIZEIDEMMIE=  Kam  Min=
0010  869.9  MUM  860.1  EIRIMMIE11.1  0010  644.7  /MN  569  619.8  NW=
MEM  869.9  MEM  860 1  111[1111:1=111121111111  EllaMMIEEMEIRE111  569  619.8  =It=
636.8  640.6 0100  Etzummommirionatunimil  0100  EMMEMIll  /WM
WEIIIIIEM1111113111  868 3  ILEM11111111132111  111133111  636.8  IIMENEME  640.6  .1.7f.. 
0110  869.9  795.4  860.1  841.8  no  0110  569  619.8  no Km/Emma 
11113[1.1  869.9  IlEaMICIIIIMIEEMM=1111  KIIIM=EME12111111111:1111111311:1111MIENIII 
1000  111M1111111=111KZEIMIECIIMMILINII  1000 IIIIMEMIELM  606.1  NEE11111111112111 
otal Value  MINIM=11... 
111=11111123BINIMMEZIE1111=E111=1  111=11WEENKIME111111125E111=10=1 
0000  Eirr.  46068  48199  Kara  0000  10=11111MENMEMOM 
0001  47089  46068  48199  EfiE011.111=111  0001  KgENEKEUMIMIIIIEME
0010  MEM  45566  KEEN  46929  111111221111  0010  EEMl' 299e3  IIMIIMMICIMIll
11111111111511211111M  46929  =Cr=  111110MEMIIIIMEN  29963  32165  MEM= 
0100  47089  46068  48199  47119  ME=  0100  K1tti1c /  35274  EMI  32563  no 
CEN11101:11  46068  48199  11:1031.011231111  WEIMEMEREMENZNIMME= 
WIEGMEMOMEEMIIIIIMECII 46929  MirM  111BIEMEMMINEEEN  29963  MEEM11.11113= KRIMERal  =31:= 45566  47628  46929  0111  32500  34033  29963  32165  no 
1000  I/X=R  46068  48199  WMIENIIIIMINI  1000  MEMKRUM  31005  lEglIMMEIMII -------------
104 
Condition  011001  10=1 0000 
MN IIIII
1101:11Min 
Product  IMIE 
MIZZIIIIIIIM 
17=11111UNI 
Product  111M= 
Time  Time 
=11111121101IMMEIIIIIIM111=1111011=1  =MEM.  Run2  Avera e 
0000  828.9  1115312MWEEMEUEN  0000  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0 
0001  828.9  787.5  860.2  KEEN  no  0001  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  no 
0010  786.8  787.4  ilrIUM  805.3  no  0010  MENSIMME  538.4  597.9  no 
786.8  0011  692.1  533.7  606.3  no Wain  Miitimairmcmamems  Num 
0100  INXIMMURIMEMEMICENIMMIZM  0100  646.5  IIMIIIIIIMEMEMEEMENE= MIMI  828.9  MUM  860.2  ICEEIIIIMELIIIII  11111111111=EINCEMIMIEMIIIIEM11111rf!
0110  786.8  MEMEnIEMEMEN  no  MM.  590.7  648.4  542.3  593.8  no  
11310111111:11111111Z11  841.6  805.3  no  0111  wayaMIXIMICEIEN  593.8  no  
1000  860 .2  no  1000  647.9  655.4  540.3  614.5  no  millIKEMBI  imam 
Total Value =MEM 
EMMEZZEIEZEMEZEMIMMMETE:=1  Mg=  Runt  Run2  Run3  12=r3 s  Betters 
0000  45534  =Km  46705  Waal  0000  OEMS  33360  27074  30973 
0001  WIZERWITMEEDIMIEZEMMITE111  0001  111=111111EMIKEMME2M11.1211111 
0010  EMIIIEEMMIEMEM  45546  no  0010  30702  34785  27081  30856  no 
NIMIIKIEMEIMMEMIIII:=111131111111  MMIIIIIIEIIIII  35186  KMIE  31245  no  
0100  IIIIMINIECCEM  46705  EIZIENIIMILIMM  0100  MEM  33804  MM.  31018  no 
MIIMIEZENIIMIM  467M  MEME3111111EM  MEECIMMEIIENEEMI  26761  31018  no  
WEECIIKEMMINOMMKEENKIMIIIIIMICM  1111:111M  32060  IREEMEMERIIMMIIIIEMI 
IMMINICEME  43946  11:12EMICIMM=231111  MEM  32060  33366  MEM  30931  no  
1000  II:MEM:MEM  46705  45422  i.  1000  32383  EMI.  26795  30996  no  
MI=1111111101110  11(21=MMi
Material  MIMI  117:791  I
IGT=IIMIMI  Ert:M=E= 
Time  Time 
MME211111221MKEIZEKEZE11112=31  Softer?  EMIIIIIMIll  Run2  Run3  1=3 Sir. Better? WI= 
S 
0000  873.1  803  868.3  0000  648.8  644.6  604.6  632.7 
0001  ENUMMEMMIKEIBEIMEMECIIII  0001  warnmuzs  604.6  632.7  NM= 
850.9 0010  IEEE11111111211:11  1111SEN  no  0010  1111MilliarniniEZE  609.9  MIME
11111111EINEMMIEEMWEIIIIIIME11111=11=1  MEMIIIIIIEKIIIIIIMMICIENKEIIMEMI 
0100  873.1  803  111C113111Ern.  no  0100  651.4  610.4  636.1  OEM= 
INCEMICE1111111121111KUNIMINIIIIIIIIMM  WIEMEMMIIIIMICE11,31111111WEIGIUNICIM  1 
Km.  mum 0110  844.3  850.9  851.0  no  0110  659.7  605.9  618.8  no
scaumnamomEntmomnam  no  1.3111111EZEIN  605 9  618 8 =ME 659 7 
1000  IICEIIIMIZIMEIIMEZOMINICIIIII  1000  IIMEIME11111  605.3  IMMEMEMEINI 
I MEMINIMI  Total Value 
IEMIIIILEIMMESEMEMIII=111711=1MEM
22:11110211111WESEMINICEMITISMELTICTMEI 
0000  47089  46068  48199  0000  33651  30781  32306 MIMI  MEM 
0001  EMS.  46068  EMEZEICSIMIN10111111  0001  111EMEMEIMEMINIEMZEINIMMII 
0010  11121:131111=EKEIMM:IM=11101111111  0010  31680  III1IENEMEIIMIRM=2:1111M
IMMIIIII=EIIEE:EEIIIII:IDEEglaIIMIEIMI  IIIIBUIMEIEZMIIIEEIICJIMEMZEMZEEEMMZZIII 
0100  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0100  33804  31086  32460  no MEM 
:IIIIIIIIKEEN  46068  48199  111:EDENIIIIIIMIll  IIIEKIMEEIMINEEIIIIIIIIMMIMEMIIIIIIEC1111 
11111131111=31EMMEMENICIZIEN1111123111M  MC BEE  32060  IFEMBICIMEMEMIONIZEIN 
0111  Enzz  46683  EMINIZECE  no  0111  32060  33545  30544  32050  no 
1000  47089  460e8  WIERIMEIMINIEm  MEM  IMMIEMOIIMIZM 1000  33809 -------------
105 
Condition  011010  MIMI 0000 
11121^2111=11111  M71=II=NM EMMEN=  ErEIMMIEIM 
Product  Product Ell=  IIM= 
Time  Time 
IEMIIIIMZEBNILMEIIIIIIEEEIIIEEMMIETIEZMI  112EMIKESIMMEEMIIIMEMIM=1110111=1 
0000  WEEIMEIME  860 .2  825.5  0000  648.8  641.3  EMI  609.0 
0001  IIICEDINIMMI  860.2  1111MUM11211.  0001  INEEMEIBEEME111  609.0  no 
0010  IKKIMIZZ/M11010110EIEEMM=M111  0010  ECM.  645.7  538  609.5  no 
11111011033111172111111EZIONIMEMIIIIIEMII  ICIENIMMEEINEMEM  538.8  621.1  Mr= 
0100 KEEN  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  0100  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  no
MEM 828.9  IMRE  860.2  wommwriml  1013111  648.8  IIIIIMIIIIEEEM  609.0 
0110  1111111115EMEMEll  821.1  MEM"  0110  MEM  679  542  617.3  no 
WEIRIMEIN11110011111MINIZEN111111111111111  MIIIIIIIIIMEMIIIMENIEMEn  607.7  allEr= 
1000  WEENNEILIMEILIEEKKEIIIIIIIMMI  1000  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  no  -------- -----
ME=  
otal Value 
1=MI Si Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Better? 
0000  EIZIEMICI:E  46705  IMEE1111 
0001  IKEZEMIEEZIE  46705  KZEIIIIIIMIM 
0010  IIMINMEMINEEMMEREININEM 
0011  MEILENIELIEINCITEEKELEMIIIEEINIII 
0100  IIMEMICEEIN  46705  EZEMIIIIME EMMEEKE  Earal 0101  46705  no 
ILIKIIIIEUMMEMB  46904  ItEMEN11011
IICIEWEEMENIEMBIEMIEZEIM  no 






0000  803  868 3 Kim  .3311
IERAMMIMIEZEIIIIMIIIIIIM! 
0010 869 .9  860  1 
0001  WK.  Irgnimins. Iffnimmummaimmin 
0100  EXIMMEMIIIIIIIMINEIIIIIMMIIIII 
0101  KEZEIMMII  868.3  MIX.  no 
0110  MIIEEMMEMIKIIMIIIIMIll=r= 
111EillIMMEMILZEII  876 1  IIIMEN  no 
1000  MEIGIMEIMINI  868.3  11[1:3101111MMIE 
otal Value 
MEMILMIIIIIMEINIMEME=IMEMINI 
0000  IEE=IIIII=111  48199  WM131 
0001  47089  46068  48199  no MEM 
0010  EFEZMILIZ=MICIMIIIIIIME111M313= 
MIIIMIEM1111113MIKEZIEMBIENIMMIIIII 
0100  47089  46068  EM=
CEENIKEIM  46068  48199 ESE:EMMONS
il0EIMETEIMIERMIIIIEFEMICEICE=CM 
IIKIBMICE:11111127E111111EMEWIEMMESIII 
1000  47089  46068  48199  ItinalmIrm 
Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  S  Better? =Era 
0000  IIMIIIMEMINEOZEIIIMEN 
0001  NEM.  33360  IFEEN1112011111EIME 
0010  111=11  34033  27090  31208  MIME smiumEman  NW= 35256  26586  31484 
0100  33360  27074  30973 
0101  MEMO  33330  27074  30910  no 
MEM  NW= 
IIIIENEREDIMIKEEM  26661  11EIMINIEL! EmalEMIIIIIKEE 0111  30876  no 
1000  MEMI  33360  ELME  30973  MEC= 
WZ2/1111111311M 
Material  1 
Product  EllgEl 
Time  MIMI 
1112MMIZEINEMEMMEMI  Avon' e ErE=I EzTE 0000  648.8  604.6  632.7 
0001  648.8  604.6 Wm.  NiziEmmlim 
0010  liCINII  645.7  569  619.8  no 
IMIENIMIXIIIIKEEMIIIMIENIEZEEIMEMII 
0100  11112/EMMEM  604 .6
IrEEMEITE 0101  604.6 
MEIIIIIMBEINKMIREIN EMI 0111  641 4  602 1 
1000  MIOUNIM131  604.6 
Total Value 
632.7  111/1231111 
632.7  NMI=
639.3  MIMI
630 2  MEM 
INCEE111111011111 
111=11211111111221111111ZEMEMOME=11 
0000  NEEMIEMEMZEINMEMZE 
0001  32486  IIMEMEME 32306  no 
0010  11120111110=11  29963  11123131111111111:= 
IIIIIMEMINIEEEZOIED111111MELEEMZEINI 




1coo  IMEEMMEMEMULIMIZEIIIME1111 ------- ------------- ------
106 
Condition MEM  Er= woo 
MZ211  1 II=EMM 
Product  =MII 
Mal=. 
MEEMEMEMEMMEEMIMME011=1 
0000  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  
0001   EIMMIIMEMEEMMEMTE1111 
0010  786.8  787.4  841 6  805.3  no 
IMMIEM::IEEEMLEMI1MMIEEMIII 
0100  Ezummanelrummorrim 
860.2 MMEIIIIIIMCM  MIEEEM2M1
lEIMEMENINTME:21EM:1:11  no KEME:DEEMMEMME:EMMME 
1000  MEMEEMMIDEEMEMMICEEI 
r2=111111.11 
Action  KMENURZEMI  Run3  U:Tri S  Better? 
0000  46705 MEENIUMI  MUM 
0001  11:2MEIMMIIMMEEMEMIMME 
0010  45862  EMME  48829  EMIR  no EIMMIMMEIE  46529  KaiiMM11111111 
1000  INEMENZEKE  46705  KEEM  no 
!CCM=EMI EIN 
Product  EMI 
Action  Runt  Run3 
Time 
EMIll  Immo= 
873.1 0000  MICallIEMEMIME 
0001  MERIEI  ECIEEMIXEMMIN 803 
0010 KE2131111711:EMZIEMMEEMSEEM MMIIIMMMIMEINIUMEEMEE 
0100  873.1  EEMIMMEIMEEEM
MIZONIMBIMMIME=MMEEE  no 
0110  823.9  836.4  863.9  841.4  no
EaMECEIBIIMEHMEMMEIMEEEM 
1000  MREMMEMEEMENEEIMEEEEM 
otal Value 
1102:21EMMEMENIZMEMEMIEMMIZI 
0000  46068 KRIM  weiralwinni 
04301  47089  46068  Emanrimow= 
0010 ECI=EMI:MMEEMUMENECEIE
MMEEIBULEEMMMINEEMENEME 
0100  47089  46068  48199  ICEIEIIIMIEIIIII MIME:Mil 46068  MIMIIIIMEEEIECEIE
MEEMIIIIEMEMMIZEIMEITZEIMEICEE 
0111  46450  46179  47861  Era:11  no 
1000  47089  46068  48199  Iniliall11110M 
MIIM=MMEM EM EliffiMOM  MEM 
Time 
EMMIMMMEREIEEMENIMME0412=11 
0000  648.8  641.3  609.0 EMI 
0001  648.8  609.0  no IIMEINIMIN 
0010  592  655.9  532.5  593.5  no
1111MMIMMECE  534.4  601.6  EMI.
0100  609.0 EaMEMIIMEEE  ENE=
609.0 
0110  594.8  685.6  540.3  606.9  no 
MEIMEEIMMEANIZSM  INIEMII 
MIMIMME=EEEEMEIMIEEMME 
1000  648.8  IKESEEMEIN  609.0  =MIMI 
Total Value  1.1.1. 
EMI  112= Si Action  Run2  Run3  Better? 
0000  MEMEEEZZIONIEME  30973 
0001  IEETZE  33360  MEE  30973  M2CEE 
0010  33931  26629  30858  no EMI 
INEEMINEEZZIEUEN 0011  30900  no 
0100  0100  33360  30973  no EMMEMMEIIIIMUCIZEIMME Waal  MEM 
46705  45422  r.  0101  30973  no EIMICEMMIM IEEMEEMMEM KIM  46050  EMEEMEMEEEMIEMCIM MIMEIMEMEMBEEEDIMMEME
EMEMEEIZIMEIMICEINEEZM  no  -MEM 32435  MEMEmial  30943  Eirlill 
1000  MEM  33360  MEMIECE11  no 
ECMI I I I I BM 
Material  MEM 
Product  MEM 
MY= 
irmi  EMIEtrjE11=12 Run1  Run2 
604.6  
0001  648.8  604.6  
0000  MOINIIIMIE  EISM
EzErm  Ingmmirs.
oot 0  655 9  805 3  no manl  EDEN
MMEITIMMEMIEUMMUMMZM 
0100  IIIIMIEMEE MEM  MTN 648.8 
607.6 MEM 
0111  .1311111=11 
1000  111321EMM 
Total Value 
604.6 





631.3  no 
111:EMM=2:1011 EIIMMITIM 
EMEMMEMEMEME=20117= 
0000  32486  33651  30781  32306 
0001  MgEnINIEMIMEIMEEMMMIN
0010 EREIIEILEEMEEEEEMIMEEME
IIIEGMEEM  33509  30058 IIEEMIEEMEE 
0100 MEMIEEMMEEMEIMEEME EUMMEMIEZMEEMI MIME 32306 EaMIERMIEMINEMEMEMMEM 
0111  MEM 33260  30787  32161  no 
1000  32306 MEMIMMIIIECM  EWEN -------------
-------------
107 
Condition  011100  12=1 0000 
1E21=111111=  N112:31  2 
11=121111111111=11  1211=IiIIN 
EI=N111111EME  =ma 
Time  Time 
112MIMEIMMEEMILMIILMIMIEMEMI  11122:21111112EIMMEGEMIIIMIIIMME1111:1=1 
0000  828.9  linall  860.2  825.5  0000  IIMEMMINEE  536.9  609.0 
0001  828.9  787 5  MI:EMEZEMMIIE=  0001  648.8  ManallEZEMI  609.0  MME111 
0010  828.9  860.2  825.5  no  0010  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  no Egg= 
860.2  609.0 
0100  111003111111YERECIEM1126121111111111011111  0100  IMancinwitlIMEMIll  619.6  MIELININ 
111:01111111202111112112111=11111MMIONEMIll  Maciuranorumwram  619.6  M113.11 
r31111KE131  787.5  11102===111  0011  WELMICIEMEEN  MM. 
0110  MIN  787.5  MCIEMIIIMMINIIIIMI  EM:1137111111MIMIERMEMIE  no MEM  828.9  NIMIIMICILEMIIIICEE11111111101111  0111  632.2  111:11MWEINIIIDEMME1=1 
1000  860.2  609.0 WEEMINISE  InammErso  1000  NCEINIIIIIMMEIN  ME= 
otal Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Ermulrmij  Action  KMEMIZIEM  Run3  1:=MI Si.. Better? 
0000  32486 0000  KEZIIIIEMII  Egial  KIEZEMEIMI  30973 46705 
0001  IIMEMIEEKM  EZEMEMEr=  0001  REM.  IIIEMOMMEMEIMI 46705  33360 
0010  45534  44026  46705  45422  0010  32486  33360  27074  30973  no MEM 
1111111MEIZEN  44026  46705  EEDDIIIIIIIEZIIII  WalallE32311111=11111=11  30973  no 
0100  Kum  44026  IIMUSEZEll  no  0100  IEEEMEMIIIIIMIll  31298  no 
MCIEMNICEE11111121E11  46705  45422  MEM  0101  EargniliZEINFORIMEGEN  no 
EMEINCIZEINCEEMI  46705  IrEEM1111111221=  K110111103E21111EMEMMEEMEMEIMMEMIN
IICIIIMIEMMEMEMZ3721112:3MM!!  KIIIIIIKETIIIIMEIN  26988  Ili11131111112M 
1000  MEM  44026  46206  EIMEMMICSIN  ERMWEINIEEK  30973 1000  no 
IIIIZraiMI  Emma =MI L712291  1  Material 
Product  Product mall  MEM 
MMIE 
Time  Time 
Action  IIICEMIZEMEESEIMEZ=MEr1171170  Act=  11121111MKEZEMIIMEENEMIMIED=1 
0000  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  0000  648.8  644.6  604.6  632.7  MIMI 
0001  0001  648 8 commamEziumaimmr=  M=LMEZIEMILEME=3:= '®'  868.3  Kom  0010  waniozam  632.7  mrim 0010  873.1  no  604.6 
MIIMIMIEEKINIIIMINICIIIMWEIMINIMINI  IIIIHNIMIZEME1311  604.6  NIEEEEN111111111 
0100  :131  868 3  IKEIMME11111  0100  636.8  677.5  607.5  640.6  no 
0101  IIIEEEMIKIM  868.3  848.1  NW=  KIM  636.8  677.5  607.5  640.6  no 
MZEIENIMEXII  803  868 3  MIIIIIIIEME  MUM  632.2  678.3  605.2  638.6  mom 
111:1311111101MMZME:121111111113MMZM  0111  irmutiam  606 8  639 1  MU= 
1000  IICEIMMEMMEIIIIIIIIIMMINMM  1000  648 8  MUM  604.6  EFEEIMMEXEM 
EZEMINIME  Total Value 
11171E1111MESENIMEINIZEMITE7101:5101  W2EIMMEISMEZIEMILESENIEEIMIEMEMil 
0000  47089  46068  48199  47119  0000  32486  33651  30781  32306 
0001  MEM  46068  KEEDMICIZEISIIIMEIN  0001  MENESIMESEIMEMMIZEZNIMEMI 
0010  KII:=111111=1111=11111=1111111711111  0010  IIEEMEMMENNE:YEMINEM11111221111 
0011  Egm.  46068  48199  47119  Mr=  Err  32486  33651  Km.  32306  no 
0100  47089  mow  acammizimmEtim  0100  WIERNIEMMEMEMEEZ:1111  no
11X11111110=  46068  48199  MUIEEMZEll NCEIMMIREIIIIIIIMINNEMIIMEEIZEINIMM ualmtsimammicanimmummt=  IIICIEN31=111111EMUCE111007111M2311111 
0111  47089  46068  ETEREEKE  no  0111  NuENEEKEN  30952  32430  no 
1000  47089  46068  48199  IESUBMzim  1000  MEZEIIIIEEMIEEINIERIIIIMMIll 108 
Condition  011101  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Pnce  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  0000  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0 
0001  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  0001  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  no 
0010  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  0010  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  no 
0011  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  0011  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  no 
0100  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  0100  632.2  681  543.8  619.0  no 
0101  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  0101  632.2  681  543.8  619.0  no 
0110  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  0110  645.5  689.7  536  623.7  no 
0111  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  0111  645.5  6817  536  623.7  no 
1000  828.9  787.5  860.2  825.5  no  1000  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45534  44026  46705  45422  0000  32486  33360  27074  30973 
0001  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  0001  32486  33360  27074  30973  no 
0010  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  0010  32486  33360  27074  30973  no 
0011  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  0011  32486  33360  27074  30973  no 
0100  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  0100  31111  34996  27050  31052  no 
0101  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  0101  31111  34996  27050  31052  no 
0110  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  0110  32396  35458  26711  31522  no 
0111  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  0111  32396  35458  26711  31522  no 
1000  45534  44026  46705  45422  no  1000  32486  33360  27074  30973  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better!  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  0000  648.8  644.6  604.6  632.7 
0001  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  0001  648.8  644.6  604.6  632.7  no 
0010  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  0010  -648.8  644.6  604.6  632.7  no 
0011  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  0011  648.8  644.6  604.6  632.7  no 
0100  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  0100  636.5  701.4  611  649.6  no 
0101  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  0101  636.5  7014  611  649.6  no 
0110  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  0110  645.5  689.7  607.4  647.5  no 
0111  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  0111  645.5  689.7  607.4  647.5  no 
1000  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  1000  648.8  644.6  604.6  632.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sg.Better? 
0000  47089  46068  48199  47119  0000  32486  33651  30781  32306 
0001  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0001  32486  33651  30781  32306  no 
0010  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0010  32486  33651  30781  32306  no 
0011  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0011  32486  33651  30781  32306  no 
0100  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0100  31448  36588  31039  33025  no 
0101  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0101  31448  36588  31039  33025  no 
0110  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0110  32396  35458  30825  32893  no 
0111  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0111  32396  35458  30825  32893  no 
1000  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  1000  32486  33651  30781  32306  no -------------
109 
Condition MIMI  IMMIE  0000 
Price  1  MEMMIN 12Enril==  122M.115.1. 
Product  Product =1=  1 
Time 
woriummimuffammummurrnariam 
0000  828.9  787.5  860 2  Irgim 
0001  1110031111EM  860.2  WEE11.11111M11 
0010  EIIIMIIIIMEIZEMMEEEMMIIMMII 
111:11MMEEME  787.5  860.2  IIMERMEMIN 
0100  WEEIMMESEIll  860.2  IIESEMINIMINII
INIIIIIIIIIKEIMMIKEENKEEMINITM 
EME111111=11110331111111E0111110E1111111111111711111 
0111  831.3  806 4  111117MIIIMEIMI:111111 
1000  KIIIIIIIRErEmmumwsazimem 
E=111.1.111 
NummiNzmommommEauzrn S r. Setter? 
0000  44026  1E3311111122E11 EMI 
0001  ICEMINEEENEEZIMEZEMINEMII 
0010  45534  44026  46705  45422  no 
46705 E=  45534  WM.  NEEMMIrrilll 
0100  EZEMEEEMIEMSEMI11.1103111 
0101  ignman  44026  46705  45422  OMEN. 
EMMEMZE  45965  1112331.2222111111MMIE 
MMEMEIMINKIE111111MEN 
1000  EMMEEEKE  46705 
45992 
45422  11=2:E. 
no 
INZ=IIIIMINNI I=  1 
Product  MEN 
MEM  .11=11 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  1,M S r. Better? 
0000  KIMIN  803  898 3  MIME 
0001  873.1  IM::::M  868.3  11[0.1111.231.
0010  KEEN  803  EMI  848.1  no 
IIIMMEMPAIIIIIMINE1311111111E11111MMO 
0100  IIIEEMMEMKITIMIE1311111M22111 
0101  873.1  868.3  848.1  no 
0110  870.2  801  °0' 
866  KIEEMME= 
0111  1111EIEMMEIM01111122E11  no 
1000  ItligiMMIEM  898 3  1111111111111111111511111 
ElM=11111= 
ErZEIMMIEIMMESEMIME11111=101112=1 
0000  itEms  46068  48199  EMI 
0001  47089  46o68  Kaummommom 
0010  47089  46068  EDER=ENMIMI 
KIIIMEFLMEEMEI3EUEMEN=12:1111111 
0100  47089  46068  48199  47119  no 
3ENI  47089  46068  48199  Elioniorm 
NalE111112=511WEIMMTLEMEEEMI=CM 
0111  46687  45862  47929  46826  no 
1000  47089  46068  48199  ERIMINMEN 
Time 
WEIMMEIZIMMEGEMMEMILE117111EMZEI 
0000  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0  
0001  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0   NEM= 
0010  648.8  641.3  NZKEIE  609.0  no 
MIIIMMICEINIKIEENIECEM  609.0  no 
0100  648.8  641.3  mom  609.0  no 
IN31111INIIIIIMMIIIIEEME  609.0  MZIIIIII Kam  642.7  659.8  545.3  615.9  INEEMII 
0111  680.8  617.3  no Nu=  wris 
1000  111:1001111111M111112031  809 0  MIME 
Total Value 
Action  NZZEI  Run2  Run3  Ill2=5 S  Better? 
0000  32486  33360  30973 MEE 
0001  MEIMIM 30973  MEI= 
0010  EMENEMEMBEEEN  30973  no Elm  32486  33360  27074  30973  no 
0100  33360  MIREE111  30973 EMI  MEE= 
111131311111=11111021111EMZE  30973  no 
.311:1111E4KMIEEE1111  27005  30991  1111101M 
MEMENEEMIIIIEMEM=111  30920  11111E= 
1000  32486  33360  27074  30973  no 
WIMIIIIIIIMEN 
Material  NI=  Mill 
Product  2 
MI= 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  IMEMI Sir. Better? 
0000  604.6  632.7 Eramm=xm 
0001  648.8  EzEim  604.6  wEgoggem 
0010  604.6  632.7 gruommug  MEI= 
MIEIMEILEMINZEIENIKIIIMIKEEMMICEN 
0100  IIIIIMMIEEN  604.6  NOEUIIMITIMI 
0101  648.8  604.6  632.7  no Emig
MilaNIMME111  659.8  600.4  634.3  no
MIMI  633  680.8  609.5  WEBEIN111011111 
1000  1111111111121131MITTIMMEEINIIIII2311111 
Total Value 
EMIIIIIMENWEEMIZIENITEMETIEMI 
0000  11=1111EMBIEMIN  32306 
0001  MIIEMIIIINEEMINIE:11= 
0010  MEMINEMEMMIIEE:311111111(311111
KIIIIIIIIEEMINEEEMINEEMIEEIZIMM= 
0100  32486  33651  30781  32306  no 
KICEMMEE2MMEZNEMINI  32306 MEM 
11111MEEMENNEZERMEIMIMIEEMEININITIIIII 
0111  31295  30942  32416  no Ems 




Condition Emma  Er=211  0000 
Price  2 MEM  1 0-----IMMEMIMIIII 
Product  1  Product 0 
Time  Time 
11=11111110=KESE1111111M1111231=1131=11  MIEM112111MMEGEMMEEMIMIEM Si.. Better? 
0000  828.9  860.2  825.5  0000  648.8  641.3  536.9  609.0 EMU 
0001  828.9  787.5  860.2  0001  648.8  609 .0  no 
0010  828.9  MEM  860.2  IIIIIMEEMZI:=  0010  648.8  111=111  536.9  609.0  no 
0011  828.9  WM/  860 .2  EMEMENCEMIN  0011  MIN  641.3  536.9  609.0  no 
0100  828.9  MEM  860.2  IIIIMEM1011.11  0100  EMIMMIEMEEMIll  609.0  no 
MEMMEMININIMEN  860.2  MMIMINIEMMI  imam  648.8  11:111EMEE1111  609.0  =MI 
.2g;EimErm  Emmorrn 
0110  826.8  Er Enimmin i.  011 0  Inirm  wrris  622.4  no 830.7  695.2
MOM  827  IITHERIEMINIZEM  no  0111  633.3  678.1  545.2  618.9  no 
1000  KIIIIIIIIIIIIMIECIEMIEBEIINIMMI  1000  IIIIIIIECEIMME11111  609.0  =213.1 
otal Value  Total Value 
Action  :  W  MEME  Runt  EZ1211=1MEM1=1  Si.. Better? 
0000  EIZEMELIZEI  462a5  III21:.  0000  32486  IIMIR  27074  30973 
0001  NOZEIMICEMINZEMIKIEERMEEMO  0001  INEERNEILEMEIIMEIZEIIMICIIMI 
0010  45534  44026  46705  NozER  no  0010  32486  33360  27074  30973  no 
111111111EMEMILEE31  46705  112E111  no  ongimarm  33360  27074  30973  no 
0100  46705  r.  0100  33360  30973  no It =EMCEE  ®#  NEEEER  MEM MEM  45534  EMI  46705  IMEN  no  0101  EmERIEEz.  27074  30973  no 
NIZEIMMEEM  46016  MEEZEZIEREEMIMII  .311:1111MILIM  36017  26790  11E02011111111=111 
WEIBIll  45666  11:201  46805  45633  t.  0111  31188  maim  27063  31128  no 
1000  Ellum  44026  46705  Effjal  no  1000  32486  33360  111EEM  30973  no 
1110:11111111111111111  NIZIMMEMIN 
Material  Material  1 1 
Product  Product  2 MEM 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Runt  Run3  EMMI Sir. Better?  =MI  Runt  simmiummigrui s  Better? 
0000  873.1  803  111=111  848.1  0000  632.7 11=.=  604.6 
0001  873.1  868.3  no ECM  KM/  0001  NEMIMIN=131111=NEENIII  no 
0010  WEIIIIIIIIIIIMMEIIIIIIIIZIMMLIIM  0010  648.8  1111MnIll  604.6  inammirim
KIIIIIIINEEIME1211111111:=1111111LEUMELEIN  INZIENIMEMEEK13311  604.6  IMINEMZEIll 
0100  WOE  803  IIMMIErMI  0100  II=11  604 .6  warm  no no  648.8  
0101  873.1  803  868.3  848.1  no  0101  648.8  644.6  604.6  632.7  no  
0110  874.1  880 .5  KUM  pea  no  0110  632.8  man  610  waysumcm
MUM  873  800 1  WIENIIIIUMUMZI1111  11131MWEEEINCEICIII  608.8  640.6  no 
1000  MEIIIIIINIEM  868 3  IRIIIIIIMIENIII  1000  WitlaWiril  604.6  WEENIUMEIIIN 
otal Value  Total Value 
KE3111111223MMEEINCIEEMI=1101=21  MEMINIZIONIKEIMMEZIMIDE:MEMEMMI 
0000  Ifiari  46068  111EZZNESEIll  0000  32486 IrEgummil  32306 
0001  47089  46068  48199  KEIENINErm  0001  IIIMMEEMMXIIIII  32306 =MUM 
0010  N11311111=1=EIENESENOME3=  0010  REEMMERIIIIENIIIIIER=11111=13=
111113=111  46068  48199  IEBEIIIMIEMII  WEENNE1E131111MNIIIMMIII  32306  no 
0100  47089  46068  48199  47119  no  0100  Elam 33651  30781  32306  no mg. 47089  46068  48199  EmEENNE3=  KlallIIIEMIIIIIERNMEMEINEEZAINIEMI 
11:111111111COMEGEMIESEIMEMIIIMITIMI  1111010111EIRIMIETIERIE11811111EMENIMIIM 
0111  47333  45835  47867  47012  no  0111  31213  35046  30771  32343  no 
1000  Rims  46068  48199  MilEIMINEEM  1000  IIIREMIMMINI 30781  IIMMI=IMM 111 
Condition  100000  Solution:  0100 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig_ Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  0000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1 
0001  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0001  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0010  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0010  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0011  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0011  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
::::.000.::::::,:  636.4  6165  644  632.3  YES  ,.:01.00  520.8  536.6  453.1  5035  YES 
0101  636.4  611.8  650.7  633.0  YES  0101  520.8  536.6  453.1  503.5  YES 
0110  636.4  619.2  643.9  633.2  YES  0110  520.8  536.6  453.1  503.5  YES 
0111  636.4  612.3  649.4  632.7  YES  0111  520.8  536.6  453.1  503.5  YES 
1000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  1000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45439  44163  47086  45563  0000  32522  33523  27281  31109 
0001  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0001  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0010  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0010  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0011  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0011  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0100  46263  44674  46263  45733  no  0100  32174  32724  26684  30527  no 
0101  46263  43724  46393  45460  no  0101  32174  32724  26684  30527  no 
0110  46263  44782  46287  45777  no  0110  32174  32724  26684  30527  no 
0111  46263  43700  46346  45436  no  0111  32174  32724  26684  30527  no 
1000  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  1000  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  0000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3 
0001  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0001  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0010  820.5  798.1  867.1  828.6  no  0010  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0011  820.5  798  867.1  828.5  no  0011  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0100  636.5  625  657.2  639.6  no  ,:,6100:::::  520.8  536.6  510.6  522.7  YES 
0101  636.5  625  657.2  639.6  no  0101  520.8  536.6  510.6  522.7  YES  _ 
0110  636.5  625  657.2  639.6  no  0110  520.8  536.6  510.6  522.7  YES 
0111  636.5  625  657.2  639.6  no  0111  520.8  536.6  510.6  522.7  YES 
1000  820.5  799.1  874.3  831.3  no  1000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47466  46152  48173  47264  0000  32522  33523  30789  32278 
0001  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0001  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0010  47466  46008  47854  47109  no  0010  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0011  47466  46008  47854  47109  no  0011  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0100  46267  45836  47789  46631  no  0100  32174  32724  29795  31564  no 
0101  46267  45836  47789  46631  no  0101  32174  32724  29795  31564  no 
0110  46267  45836  47789  46631  no  0110  32174  32724  29795  31564  no 
0111  46267  45836  47789  46631  no  0111  32174  32724  29795  31564  no 
1000  47466  46083  47896  47148  no  1000  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 112 
Condition  100001  Solution:  0000 
Pnce  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig.Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  0000  612.7  658.3  5564  609.1 
0001  8061  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0001  612/  658.3  5564  6091  no 
0010  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0010  612/  6583  556.4  609.1  no 
0011  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0011  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0100  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0100  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0101  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0101  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0110  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0110  612/  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0111  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0111  612/  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
1000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  1000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  St. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45439  44163  47086  45563  0000  32522  33523  27281  31109 
0001  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0001  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0010  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0010  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0011  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0011  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0100  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0100  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0101  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0101  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0110  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0110  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0111  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0111  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
1000  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  1000  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  0000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3 
0001  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0001  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0010  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0010  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0011  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0011  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0100  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0100  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0101  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0101  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0110  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0110  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0111  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0111  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
1000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  1000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  44 Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47466  46152  48173  47264  0000  32522  33523  30789  32278 
0001  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0001  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0010  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0010  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0011  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0011  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0100  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0100  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0101  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0101  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0110  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0110  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0111  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0111  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Condition  100011  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  0000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1 
0001  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0001  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0010  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0010  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0011  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0011  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0100  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0100  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0101  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0101  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0110  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0110  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0111  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0111  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
1000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  1000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45439  44163  47086  45563  0000  32522  33523  27281  31109 
0001  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0001  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0010  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0010  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0011  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0011  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0100  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0100  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0101  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0101  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0110  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0110  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0111  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0111  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
1000  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  1000  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  0000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3 
0001  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0001  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0010  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0010  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0011  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0011  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0100  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0100  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0101  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0101  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0110  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0110  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0111  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0111  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
1000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  1000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47466  46152  48173  47264  0000  32522  33523  30789  32278 
0001  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0001  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0010  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0010  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0011  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0011  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0100  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0100  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0101  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0101  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0110  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0110  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0111  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0111  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
1000  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  1000  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 115 
Condition  100100  Solution:  0101 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  0000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1 
0001  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0001  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0010  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0010  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0011  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0011  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
$109;:i1.,:::  636.4  616.4  642.4  631.7  YES  0100  520.8  536.6  453.1  503.5  YES 
0101  683.5  625.9  701 9  670.4  YES  '...:::::::4101n  454.9  519.3  526.4  500.2  YES 
0110  691.8  682.2  729.5  701.2  YES  0110  544.6  623.5  473.6  547.2  no 
0111  702.1  698.8  724.2  708.4  YES  0111  533.4  602.3  516.5  550.7  no 
1000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  1000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45439  44163  47086  45563  0000  32522  33523  27281  31109 
0001  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0001  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0010  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0010  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0011  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0011  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0100  46263  44918  46011  45731  no  0100  32174  32724  26684  30527  no 
0101  47690  44988  48377  47018  no  0101  28043  31899  30847  30233  no 
0110  45523  44299  46200  45341  no  0110  32460  36384  26665  31836  no 
0111  45777  45020  44693  45163  no  0111  30950  33970  27371  30764  no 
1000  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  1000  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  0000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3 
0001  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0001  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0010  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0010  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0011  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0011  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0100  636.5  625  657.2  639.6  no  0100  520.8  536.6  510.6  522.7  YES 
0101  698.8  662.9  687  682.9  no  ,i,010U.:,...:  504.3  539.2  455.2  499.6  YES 
0110  715.2  697.2  755.3  722.6  no  0110  544.6  623.5  542.7  570.3  YES 
0111  740.8  724.2  754  739.7  no  0111  540.7  611.1  513.1  555.0  YES 
1000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  1000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47466  46152  48173  47264  0000  32522  33523  30789  32278 
0001  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0001  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0010  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0010  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0011  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0011  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0100  46267  45836  47789  46631  no  0100  32174  32724  29795  31564  no 
0101  48330  46981  48387  47899  no  0101  30150  32899  26331  29793  no 
0110  47218  45634  47914  46922  no  0110  32460  36384  30525  33123  no 
0111  47320  46460  47970  47250  no  0111  31389  34418  27086  30964  no 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Condition  100110  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  0000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1 
0001  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0001  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0010  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0010  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0011  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0011  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0100  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0100  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0101  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0101  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0110  772.3  760.2  826.3  786.3  no  0110  593.3  664.8  554.9  604.3  no 
0111  803.5  794.5  824.9  807.6  no  0111  607.4  656.7  554.7  606.3  no 
1000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  1000  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45439  44163  47086  45563  0000  32522  33523  27281  31109 
0001  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0001  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0010  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0010  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0011  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0011  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0100  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0100  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0101  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0101  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0110  45514  43780  46996  45430  no  0110  31240  35458  27322  31340  no 
0111  45761  46300  47120  46394  no  0111  32691  33671  27156  31173  no 
1000  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  1000  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  0000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3 
0001  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0001  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0010  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0010  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0011  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0011  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0100  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0100  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0101  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0101  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0110  808.8  797.8  870  825.5  no  0110  593.6  669.8  612.1  625.2  no 
0111  819.5  797.8  870  829.1  no  0111  607.4  656.7  612.2  625.4  no 
1000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  1000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47466  46152  48173  47264  0000  32522  33523  30789  32278 
0001  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0001  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0010  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0010  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0011  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0011  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0100  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0100  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0101  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0101  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0110  47228  46369  48160  47252  no  0110  31265  35218  30640  32374  no 
0111  47913  46096  47903  47304  no  0111  32691  33671  30435  32266  no 
1000  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  1000  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 118 
Condition  100111  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig.Bette0  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig.Better? 
0000  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  0000  612.7  658.3  5564  609.1 
0001  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0001  612.7  658.3  5564  6091  no 
0010  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0010  6127  65E3  556.4  609.1  no 
0011  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0011  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0100  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0100  612.7  658.3  556.4  6091  no 
0101  8061  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0101  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
0110  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0110  612.7  658.3  5564  609.1  no 
0111  806.1  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  0111  612.7  658.3  556.4  609.1  no 
1000  8061  781.8  828.5  805.5  no  1000  612.7  658.3  5564  609.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45439  44163  47086  45563  0000  32522  33523  27281  31109 
0001  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0001  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0010  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0010  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0011  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0011  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0100  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0100  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0101  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0101  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0110  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0110  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
0111  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  0111  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
1000  45439  44163  47086  45563  no  1000  32522  33523  27281  31109  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  0000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3 
0001  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0001  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0010  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0010  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0011  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0011  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0100  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0100  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0101  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0101  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0110  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0110  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
0111  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  0111  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
1000  820.5  800.2  876  832.2  no  1000  612.7  658.3  617  629.3  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better 
0000  47466  46152  48173  47264  0000  32522  33523  30789  32278 
0001  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0001  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0010  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0010  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0011  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0011  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0100  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0100  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0101  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0101  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0110  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0110  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
0111  47466  46152  48173  47264  no  0111  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 
1000  47466  46152  48173  472E4  no  1000  32522  33523  30789  32278  no 119 
Condition  101000  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  0000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1 
0001  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0001  822.1  839  864.1  841.7  no 
0010  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0010  822.1  801.9  873.4  832.5  no 
0011  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0011  822.1  848.5  865  845.2  no 
0100  766.3  762.3  822.1  783.6  no  0100  803.8  790.8  828.8  807.8  no 
0101  766.3  762.3  822.1  783.6  no  0101  803.8  790.8  828.8  807.8  no 
0110  766.3  762.3  822.1  783.6  no  0110  803.8  790.8  828.8  807.8  no 
0111  766.3  762.3  822.1  783.6  no  0111  803.8  790.8  828.8  807.8  no 
1000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  1000  822.1  840.8  862.4  841.8  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46082  45321  45646  45683  0000  47365  46548  48114  47342 
0001  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0001  47365  46548  48114  47342  no 
0010  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0010  47365  45776  48141  47094  no 
0011  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0011  47365  47187  48106  47553  no 
0100  45598  43796  46897  45430  no  0100  47436  45427  48092  46985  no 
0101  45598  43796  46897  45430  no  0101  47436  45427  48092  46985  no 
0110  45598  43796  46897  45430  no  0110  47436  45427  48092  46985  no 
0111  45598  43796  46897  45430  no  0111  47436  45427  48092  46985  no 
1000  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  1000  47365  46586  48077  47343  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  0000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7 
0001  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0001  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0010  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0010  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0011  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0011  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0100  604.2  667.1  543.5  604.9  no  0100  604.2  667.1  610.9  627.4  no 
0101  604.2  667.1  543.5  604.9  no  0101  604.2  667.1  610.9  627.4  no 
0110  604.2  667.1  543.5  604.9  no  0110  604.2  667.1  610.9  627.4  no 
0111  604.2  667.1  543.5  604.9  no  0111  604.2  667.1  610.9  627.4  no 
1000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  1000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  32272  33517  27536  31108  0000  32272  33517  30377  32055 
0001  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0001  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0010  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0010  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0011  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0011  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0100  32315  35302  26769  31462  no  0100  32315  35302  30732  32783  no 
0101  32315  35302  26769  31462  no  0101  32315  35302  30732  32783  no 
0110  32315  35302  26769  31462  no  0110  32315  35302  30732  32783  no 
0111  32315  35302  26769  31462  no  0111  32315  35302  30732  32783  no 
1000  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  1000  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 120 
Condition  101001  =I 0000 
EZ=M=i=  WIIMMIELIII 
171:211111M= =ME= 
Product  1  
Time  
lormommumwmumusErrzawimm 
0000  810.9  809 .8 MUIERIMII 
0001  810.9  1111MIP2011  809 .8  MEM= NM= 0010  810.9  793.3  815.7  806.6 
0011  810.9  793.3  815.7  806.6  r. 
0100  793.3  no EMI  EZMILEill
MEM  810.9  IMECIMIEZEIIIIME11111111E1=11 
0110  IME1111111/MKTIERIEETIMMIM111
1111UNIKILEIIIIMENZIEMEMBEINIMINI 
809.8 1000  EIEEN11111101ENKEEN  MEM. 
otal Value 
112MMWEIMINIZEIIIIIM1111=3171171MI 
0000  45321  45683 Kim  Kum 
0001  46082  MEE1111112MMIEMINIMIIIE 
0010  46082  IIEEM  45102  45502  no 
EIMICIZEMIIIIMINEINEMEIMEMMICIM 
0100  46082 




1000  46082 
11=111111111111 =MI Maternal 






















45321  45921  45775  no  
45321  45921  45775  no  
ICEMIEEMMEMMIMMIll
WEEMEZEINNI:EMEMEM EMMICEMMICEM  no 
MEI 
Run2  Run3  Better 1=1  S 
IMEXIMIEDMEIIIM 
EME11112:11EMEMEMMIZMI
WEIMEZDEMEIME  no sancuziumEmem 
1111/11M1=111113211111=CM 





0000  IFEEMINEMIIIIREEME11311 
0001  WEEERNIIIIMMMEN 
0010  EEIZIIIIIESSIIIIIMMINEEMINEEM
IIIIMME211111EMMEEEZIIMIEMMT= 








0000  822.1  801.3  832.1 Wan 
0001  IIIENINMEM  872.9  832.1  NW= 
832.9 0010  WEIMIIIMMEEKII  IMMO
MIBMIKEINI  801.3  MOM  832.9  no 
0100  KEEN  801.3  801.4  808.3  OM= 
WIEMINCESIMIIIIMMEINMKIDEIMIIIIMINI mcmilman  MIME 801.3  801.4  808 .3 
MEMINKEIMMEREINICEEIMI:391111=1:= 
1000  EE3EI  801.3  872.9  KM.  no 
ii=1: 
WSIMIKEZEIMIZEIN  Run3  EEEMTEEMI 
0000  IICE31111=E13112  47342 
0001  111:DEM  46009 
0010  46009 MEM 
MMIENIIICEIM  49009 
0100  47365  46009 
0101  47365  46009 
MilaMMUME  46009 
MME1111=111  46009 
1000  47365  46009 
WZOMMEIMI 
Material  1  
Product  WEI 
MEM 
Action  Run2 .2=  
0000  609.9  640.4 
609.9  620.7 0001  MOLE  MEMIIIIIM:= NEM 0010  609.9  640.4  623.7  no 
it  609 9  KIMINWEEMICETAIIIIIIIIM 
0100  609.9  623.7  no IlliallillEEM 
KEEN  609.9  640.4  MM.  623.7  =ERE KIM  609.9  IIMIRKEYMMENIMEZ11111111 ICE=  MMENEXEMIKEE10111111111=1111 609.9 
1000  609.9  11111/MICKIEURIMMIEIIN 
inCIES!E  
IIIME111112/1011111121111 
48154  47176  /11.211.
EUENIERIEMIIIIIMIN 
45697  46357  no KM/  MM. 46357 
EIMIIIICEEMMT11111
MEMMIMEMMIE= /MEM  47035  MM. 







0100  IIIEDZIIIIERION  30377 EIKEM11:1= MilIMEERBRIGEMITMIIIMEMICM 
WIMIIIIECEIMMIIIIIIMINEM11111111M1111 
1101111MIEHIMIEMIIIIMMINE2311111ErIMM 
1000  KEEMME2115111EZHAINEEMIIIM:=1 121 
Condition  101010  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  0000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1 
0001  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0001  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0010  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0010  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0011  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0011  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0100  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0100  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0101  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0101  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0110  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0110  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0111  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0111  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
1000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  1000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
J_ 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46082  45321  45646  45683  0000  47365  46548  48114  47342 
0001  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0001  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0010  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0010  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0011  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0011  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0100  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0100  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0101  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0101  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0110  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0110  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0111  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0111  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
1000  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  1000  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  0000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7 
0001  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0001  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0010  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0010  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0011  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0011  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0100  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0100  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0101  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0101  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no  -
0110  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0110  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0111  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0111  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
1000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  1000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
()000  32272  33517  27536  31108  0000  32272  33517  30377  32055 
0001  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0001  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0010  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0010  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0011  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0011  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0100  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0100  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0101  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0101  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0110  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0110  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0111  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0111  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
1000  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  1000  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 122 
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1000  IIFEEINEEMEENEMEM1111111211/1 123 
Condition  101100  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  0000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1 
0001  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0001  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0010  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0010  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0011  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0011  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0100  766.3  762.3  822.1  783.6  no  0100  803.8  790.8  828.8  807.8  no 
0101  769.6  779.9  812.8  787.4  no  0101  803.5  785.8  826.7  805.3  no 
0110  804.9  780.1  824.3  803.1  no  0110  807.5  793.4  831.3  810.7  no 
0111  804.2  790.6  821.9  805.6  no  0111  813.3  803.6  826.9  814.6  no 
1000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  1000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46082  45321  45646  45683  0000  47365  46548  48114  47342 
0001  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0001  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0010  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0010  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0011  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0011  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0100  45598  43796  46897  45430  no  0100  47436  45427  48092  46985  no 
0101  45519  45503  46293  45772  no  0101  46927  45806  48064  46932  no 
0110  46132  44537  47296  45988  no  0110  46610  45592  48323  46842  no 
0111  45777  45196  47257  46077  no  0111  46876  45448  48293  46872  no 
1000  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  1000  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  0000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7 
0001  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0001  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0010  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0010  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0011  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0011  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0100  604.2  667.1  543.5  604.9  no  0100  604.2  667.1  610.9  627.4  no 
0101  604.5  619.9  545.3  589.9  no  0101  604.5  623  574.2  600.6  no 
0110  593.4  662.8  552.7  603.0  no  0110  593.9  669.2  616.7  626.6  no 
0111  607.8  698.2  544.5  616.8  no  0111  607.8  698.2  613.2  639.7  no 
1000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  1000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  32272  33517  27536  31108  0000  32272  33517  30377  32055 
0001  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0001  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0010  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0010  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0011  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0011  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0100  32315  35302  26769  31462  no  0100  32315  35302  30732  32783  no 
0101  32328  33121  26947  30799  no  0101  32328  33406  29797  31844  no 
0110  30999  35322  27029  31117  no  0110  31030  35122  31162  32438  no 
0111  32290  36996  26614  31967  no  0111  32290  36996  30659  33315  no 
1000  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  1000  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 124 
Condition  101101  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Runt  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  0000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1 
0001  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0001  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0010  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0010  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0011  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0011  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0100  810.9  793.3  864.7  823.0  no  0100  822.1  801.3  801.4  808.3  no 
0101  810.9  793.3  756.7  787.0  no  0101  822.1  801.3  821.5  815.0  no 
0110  810.9  793.3  835.5  813.2  no  0110  822.1  801.3  835.8  819.7  no 
0111  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0111  822.1  801.3  959.9  861.1  no 
1000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  1000  1 ACTI  822.1  801.3  811.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46082  45321  45646  45683  0000  47365  46548  48114  47342 
0001  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0001  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0010  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0010  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0011  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0011  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0100  46082  45321  45921  45775  no  0100  47365  46009  45697  46357  no 
0101  46082  45321  44045  45149  no  0101  47365  46009  47101  46825  no 
0110  46082  45321  46559  45987  no  0110  47365  46009  46949  46774  no 
0111  46082  45321  45836  45746  no  0111  47365  46009  48467  47280  no 
1000  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  1000  47365  46009  46687  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  0000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7 
0001  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0001  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0010  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0010  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0011  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0011  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0100  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0100  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0101  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0101  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0110  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0110  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0111  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0111  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
1000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  1000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  32272  33517  27536  31108  0000  32272  33517  30377  32055 
0001  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0001  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0010  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0010  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0011  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0011  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0100  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0100  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0101  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0101  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0110  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0110  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0111  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0111  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
1000  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  1000  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 125 
Condition  101110  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  0000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1 
0001  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0001  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0010  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0010  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0011  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0011  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0100  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0100  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0101  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0101  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0110  805.7  786.7  825.3  805.9  no  0110  821.3  804.3  829  818.2  no 
0111  805.7  784.4  827.3  805.8  no  0111  821.3  801.9  833.3  818.8  no 
1000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  1000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46082  45321  45646  45683  0000  47365  46548  48114  47342 
0001  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0001  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0010  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0010  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0011  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0011  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0100  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0100  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0101  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0101  47365  46039  47732  47035  no 
0110  45498  45208  46937  45881  no  0110  47410  45648  48025  47028  no 
0111  45498  44497  47002  45666  no  0111  47410  45770  47491  46890  no 
1000  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  1000  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  0000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7 
0001  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0001  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0010  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0010  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0011  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0011  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0100  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0100  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0101  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0101  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0110  595.2  668.6  555.3  606.4  no  0110  598.2  686.7  613.3  632.7  no 
0111  594.9  671  550  605.3  no  0111  598.2  691.2  612.1  633.8  no 
1000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  1000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  32272  33517  27536  31108  0000  32272  33517  30377  32055 
0001  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0001  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0010  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0010  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0011  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0011  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0100  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0100  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0101  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0101  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0110  31090  34787  27348  31075  no  0110  31326  36207  29737  32423  no 
0111  31047  35474  26664  31062  no  0111  31315  36360  29981  32552  no 
1000  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  1000  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 126 
Condition  101111  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  0000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1 
0001  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0001  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0010  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0010  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0011  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0011  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0100  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0100  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0101  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  0101  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
0110  810.9  793.3  816.5  806.9  no  0110  822.1  801.3  868.9  830.8  no 
0111  810.9  793.3  818.7  807.6  no  0111  822.1  801.3  873.7  832.4  no 
1000  810.9  793.3  825.1  809.8  no  1000  822.1  801.3  872.9  832.1  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46082  45321  45646  45683  0000  47365  46548  48114  47342 
0001  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0001  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0010  46082  45321  45646  45883  no  0010  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0011  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0011  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0100  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0100  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0101  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  0101  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
0110  46082  45321  45220  45541  no  0110  47365  46009  47525  46966  no 
0111  46082  45321  45507  45637  no  0111  47365  46009  48114  47163  no 
1000  46082  45321  45646  45683  no  1000  47365  46009  47732  47035  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig, Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  0000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7 
0001  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0001  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0010  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0010  609.9  640.4  620.7  623,7  no 
0011  609.9  640,4  563.3  604.5  no  0011  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0100  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0100  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0101  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0101  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0110  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0110  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
0111  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  0111  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
1000  609.9  640.4  563.3  604.5  no  1000  609.9  640.4  620.7  623.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  32272  33517  27536  31108  0000  32272  33517  30377  32055 
0001  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0001  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0010  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0010  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0011  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0011  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0100  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0100  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0101  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0101  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0110  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0110  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 
0111  32272  33517  27536  31108  no  0111  32272  33517  30377  32055  no 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Condition  110010  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  0000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7 
0001  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0001  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0010  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0010  969.5  696  950.3  871.9  no 
0011  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0011  969.5  680.9  964.3  871.6  no 
0100  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0100  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0101  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0101  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0110  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0110  969.5  637.8  880.8  829.4  no 
0111  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0111  969.5  675.3  965.3  870.0  no 
1000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  1000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45904  46087  46357  46116  0000  33252  34460  26755  31489 
0001  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0001  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0010  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0010  33252  34367  26274  31298  no 
0011  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0011  33252  33036  26898  31062  no 
0100  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0100  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0101  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0101  33252  34460  26755  31108  no 
0110  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0110  33252  33040  27031  31136  no 
0111  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0111  33252  32948  27207  31136  no 
1000  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  1000  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  0000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4 
0001  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0001  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0010  1277  1226.2  955.9  1153.0  no  0010  969.5  696  1105.1  923.5  no 
0011  1277  1226.2  957  1153.4  no  0011  969.5  684.6  1111.3  921.8  no 
0100  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0100  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0101  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0101  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0110  1277  1226.2  938.8  1147.3  no  0110  969.5  678.9  1101.2  916.5  no 
0111  1277  1226.2  944.1  1149.1  no  0111  969.5  675.3  1106.6  917.1  no 
1000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  1000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47257  46114  48103  47158  0000  33252  34460  30679  32797 
0001  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0001  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0010  47257  46114  48331  47234  no  0010  33252  34367  30807  32809  no 
0011  47257  46114  48384  47252  no  0011  33252  33290  30877  32473  no 
0100  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0100  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0101  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0101  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0110  47257  46114  48331  47234  no  0110  33252  33564  29950  32255  no 
0111  47257  46114  48135  47169  no  0111  33252  32948  30833  32344  no 
1000  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  1000  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 130 
Condition  110011  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  0000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7 
0001  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0001  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0010  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0010  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0011  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0011  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0100  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0100  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0101  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0101  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0110  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0110  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0111  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0111  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
1000  1227.5  1068A- 928.7  1074.8  no  1000  969.5  6914  959.3  875.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  S4. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45904  46087  46357  46116  0000  33252  34460  26755  31489 
0001  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0001  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0010  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0010  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0011  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0011  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0100  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0100  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0101  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0101  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0110  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0110  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0111  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0111  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
1000  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  1000  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  0000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4 
0001  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0001  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0010  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0010  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0011  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0011  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0100  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0100  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0101  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0101  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0110  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0110  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0111  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0111  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
1000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  1000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47257  46114  48103  47158  0000  33252  34460  30679  32797 
0001  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0001  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0010  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0010  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0011  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0011  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0100  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0100  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0101  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0101  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0110  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0110  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0111  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0111  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
1000  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  1000  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 131 
Condition  110100  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run 1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  0000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7 
0001  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0001  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0010  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0010  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0011  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0011  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0100  1223.1  1067.7  885.5  1058.8  no  0100  907.8  703.5  877.8  829.7  no 
0101  1226.4  984.8  1032.6  1081.3  no  0101  907.8  703.5  877.8  829.7  no 
0110  1208.8  984.9  1032.4  1075.4  no  0110  908.6  686.2  877  823.9  no 
0111  1214.5  984.2  1033.8  1077.5  no  0111  903.6  685.6  881  823.4  no 
1000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  1000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run 1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45904  46087  46357  46116  0000  33252  34460  26755  31489 
0001  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0001  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0010  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0010  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0011  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0011  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0100  45520  45957  46446  45974  no  0100  31159  35119  26982  31087  no 
0101  46224  44242  46939  45802  no  0101  31159  351..9  26982  31087  no 
0110  45972  44515  47162  45883  no  0110  32593  33476  27225  31098  no 
0111  46280  44597  47069  45982  no  0111  31301  34001  28179  31160  no 
1000  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  1000  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  i  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run 1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  0000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4 
0001  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0001  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0010  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0010  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0011  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0011  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0100  1275.8  1229.3  954  1153.0  no  0100  907.8  703.5  1040.1  883.8  no 
0101  1265.9  1264.3  993  1174.4  no  0101  907.8  703.5  1040.1  883.8  no 
0110  1222.2  1098.3  1006.7  1109.1  no  0110  908.6  686.5  1041  878.7  no 
0111  1219.9  1068.9  1006.2  1098.3  no  0111  903.6  685.6  1035.8  875.0  no 
1000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  1000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47257  46114  48103  47158  0000  33252  34460  30679  32797 
0001  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0001  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0010  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0010  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0011  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0011  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0100  47435  46134  48369  47313  no  0100  31159  35119  30925  32401  no 
0101  47436  46064  47930  47143  no  0101  31159  35119  30925  32401  no 
0110  47587  46130  47887  47201  no  0110  32593  33521  30835  32316  no 
0111  46885  46308  48019  47071  no  0111  31301  34001  31415  32239  no 
1000  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  1000  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 132 
Condition  110101  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  0000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7 
0001  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0001  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0010  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0010  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0011  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0011  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0100  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0100  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0101  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0101  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0110  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0110  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0111  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0111  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
1000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  1000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45904  46087  46357  46116  0000  33252  34460  26755  31489 
0001  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0001  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0010  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0010  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0011  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0011  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0100  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0100  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0101  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0101  33252  34450  26755  31489  no 
0110  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0110  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0111  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0111  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
1000  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  1000  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  0000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4 
0001  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0001  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0010  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0010  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0011  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0011  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0100  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0100  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0101  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0101  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0110  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0110  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0111  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0111  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
1000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  1000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47257  46114  48103  47158  0000  33252  34460  30679  32797 
0001  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0001  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0010  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0010  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0011  47257  48114  48103  47158  no  0011  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0100  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0100  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0101  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0101  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0110  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0110  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0111  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0111  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
1000  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  1000  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 133 
Condition  110110  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run 1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  0000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7 
0001  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0001  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0010  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0010  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0011  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0011  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0100  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0100  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0101  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0101  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0110  1216.3  987.3  1021.7  1075.1  no  0110  915.3  678.4  790.7  794.8  no 
0111  1210.9  982.8  1025.9  1073.2  no  0111  964.3  682.8  963  870.0  no 
1000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  1000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45904  46087  46357  46116  0000  33252  34460  26755  31489 
0001  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0001  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0010  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0010  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0011  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0011  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0100  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0100  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0101  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0101  33252  34430  26755  31489  no 
0110  45911  46005  46217  46044  no  0110  32560  33611  26686  30952  no 
0111  45610  44137  46962  45570  no  0111  32897  33404  27291  31197  no 
1000  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  1000  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  0000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4 
0001  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0001  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0010  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0010  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0011  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0011  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0100  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0100  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0101  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0101  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0110  1228.8  1022.2  1027.9  1093.0  no  .  0110  915.3  678.4  966.2  853.3  no 
0111  1218.4  1022.3  1017.6  1086.1  no  0111  964.3  682.8  1100.4  915.8  no 
1000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  1000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run 1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Bette 
0000  47257  46114  48103  47158  0000  33252  34460  30679  32797 
0001  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0001  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0010  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0010  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0011  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0011  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0100  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0100  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0101  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0101  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0110  47282  46396  48363  47347  no  0110  32560  33811  31822  32664  no 
0111  46766  46110  48133  47003  no  0111  32897  33404  30320  32207  no 
1000  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  1000  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 134 
Condition  110111  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  0000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7 
0001  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0001  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0010  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0010  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0011  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0011  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0100  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0100  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0101  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0101  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0110  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0110  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
0111  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  0111  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
1000  1227.5  1068.1  928.7  1074.8  no  1000  969.5  698.4  959.3  875.7  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  45904  46087  46357  46116  0000  33252  34460  26755  31489 
0001  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0001  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0010  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0010  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0011  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0011  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0100  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0100  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0101  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0101  33252  34450  26755  31489  no 
0110  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0110  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
0111  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  0111  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
1000  45904  46087  46357  46116  no  1000  33252  34460  26755  31489  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 






















0001  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0001  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0010  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0010  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0011  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0011  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0100  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0100  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0101  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0101  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0110  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0110  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
0111  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  0111  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
1000  1277  1226.2  952.9  1152.0  no  1000  969.5  698.4  1105.2  924.4  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47257  46114  48103  47158  0000  33252  34460  30679  32797 
0001  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0001  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0010  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0010  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0011  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0011  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0100  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0100  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0101  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0101  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0110  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0110  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
0111  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  0111  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 
1000  47257  46114  48103  47158  no  1000  33252  34460  30679  32797  no 135 
Condition  111000  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  0000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9 
0001  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0001  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0010  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0010  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0011  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0011  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0100  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0100  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0101  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0101  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0110  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0110  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0111  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0111  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
1000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  1000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46135  45649  46504  46096  0000  32676  35023  26325  31341 
0001  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0001  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0010  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0010  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0011  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0011  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0100  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0100  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0101  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0101  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0110  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0110  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0111  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0111  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
1000  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  1000  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  0000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6 
0001  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0001  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0010  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0010  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0011  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0011  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0100  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0100  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0101  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0101  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no  -
0110  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0110  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0111  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0111  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
1000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  1000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47772  46220  48030  47341  0000  32676  35023  30273  32657 
0001  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0001  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0010  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0010  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0011  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0011  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0100  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0100  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0101  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0101  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0110  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0110  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0111  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0111  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
1000  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  1000  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 136 
Condition 110=M  IMIEMI  0000 
Price  NMI  Pnce  IIMEM 
Material  mum  1=1=1111  
Product  Product   1 MIIM 
Time  Time 
INOMMEMMIMIIME1111102111111=111=11  111=12111110311111112MMSEICTSMIEIT=i1 
0000  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  0000  967 1  704.8  949.9 MEM  limn-
0001  1099 .4  111=111  873.9 Emm  um 6  NM=  0001  KINIMMEM  949.9  MT= 
0010  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0010  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0011  1225.1  1099.4  Km=  1096.6  no  IMMIIIIIIIIMMI  704.8  949.9  WHIERMICM111 
0100  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  0100  704.8  949.9  873.9 Num  IMI3M  Ems.  IIIMM wiammann 1099.4  965.4  1096 .6  maim  ILICINIMIAMMUICIMIEURINEMINNIMININ szEENEmm  low 4  965.4  1 oss 6  MIMI  0110  Emil  704.8  949.9  873.9  Wr/IM
MICOMEME311  1099.4  MIDI  1096 6  Mr=  KIIIMEZUMMIELII  949.9  MEREMENEW 
1000  MEM  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  WM/  1000  EIMII  704.8  949.9  111:0311=011111 
MIZEMIIIIII  IIIIMIMEMIIIIMI 
Action  Run2  Run3  Action  Run1  Run2  Better? MM.  r=ruppimmg  IIMMI=MI S 
0000  EIMM  45649  EE22E  46096  0000  32676  35023  MEMO  31341 
0001  KE(EMEZEN  46504  46096  MEC=  0001  REMENEEE111111E1EIMM112=1 
0010  WIESMIEZZEIIIIMMA  46096  no  0010  MEKEM  35023  26325  31341  /WM Kamm'  45649  46504  46096  no  ooi i  IEEMI  35023  mgmmommes  no 
0100  Earomcmcm  46504  46096  1111ECM  0100  MEEEMIIEZEMIEMNIEEEMMII:=1 
0101  46135  MZEMMI=11  46096  no  0101  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
111:31121111102011112ZIENI  46504  46096  M312111M1  111311:1111EMIIIIEMIIMMEIIMMIENIIITEIN
taliMECENIEMIll  46504  46096  =MIN  ECM  32676  35023  1113:1MINEEIMENC31111 
1000  ILOREKEMMIE2111  46096  111111=111111  1000  MEM  35023  III:EMMIE111111111M11111 
WlCall1111111  MIIMI 
matenal  Material El= 
Product  Product IIMM 
1 ©----
Time  ME=  MIMI 
Action  Run1  wENEEKE:Emmmrj S  Better')  Action  Runt  Run2  MZEMI=1 S'r. Settee? Emig  MM. 0000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  0000  704.8  1099  923.6 
0001  111EMMEEMIKEZEI  1169.0  .  0031  KZIAMMEIII  1099  ILMINE101.1 
0010  MEMMEMI  1004 .8  1 1 ss o  =mi.  0010  WIAIIMIEBI  923.6  =MIN 
C21111REEMEI=ENIECIIM  1169.0  MIEIIIIII  IMMENIIIMENNIEIM  1099  IIIEELUINE:11111 
0100  MUM  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  !WM  0100  EMEIMEMO  1099  923.6  MOM 
WEIMINEMIIKEZEINUM1111112111111111E3111M  1099 ice-ormanumeara  11=1111EME 
0110  MEM  1226.5  1004.8  EZICEEZIANNZEIN  1099  923.6  MEZM 
0111  ufflimuomiKE33  1 1 ss o  11111111:=  1113111MILINE111111111:111  1099  923.6  111111121.11 
1000  IIEMENIEFEEMICEIENIMEIE111111EIMIN  1000  11E2AME1211  1099  KE0111.11123111  -----------
1099--
otal Value  Total Value 
22:11EMEIMEMIBENZITEM11=1101011E1  111=111:2511111111LEMILEISIIII=11011=1 
0000 IICIEMIEYEM  48030  MEM  0000  32676  35023  30273  MEM 
0001  IIIMEMIEZEMICIZEMEIMIM713=  0001  IMIEMWEEMIEZEIMIEEMIIIIIEMINE 
0010  ZUMINEEEINEZEIMEMINEME111I  0010  EmEammazimmammaamln= 0011 E®'  MEE= :r  0011  IFEENIEMEWIElial  32657 
0100  ILIIIZEIME111  48030  ManilMrM  0100  IIIEEEMEEEIIIEGIERIEEMIIIIIMM 
1111331111111131EMICEIZEIKEEMICOMIIIIIIIMII  W111111111EITEMEMENIEMIIIIIIIIIIIIIN 
11113101111EMBIKEEM 48030  ZEZEMM=M  IICIIIMEMIEWEE1111122011113ERZIMMIll
MEMEREEMWEEINIZENIZEMMIECIIIN  11EIMEEEIIIIIIMMEME  32657  IMES= 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Condition  111011  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  0000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9 
0001  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0001  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0010  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0010  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0011  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0011  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0100  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0100  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0101  12251  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0101  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0110  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0110  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0111  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0111  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
1000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  1000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sg. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46135  45649  46504  46096  0000  32676  35023  26325  31341 
0001  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0001  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0010  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0010  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0011  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0011  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0100  46135  45649  46504  46096  1  no  0100  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0101  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0101  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0110  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0110  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0111  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0111  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
1000  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  1000  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  0000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6 
0001  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0001  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0010  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0010  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0011  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0011  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0100  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0100  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0101  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0101  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0110  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0110  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0111  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0111  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
1000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  1000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47772  46220  48030  47341  0000  32676  35023  30273  32657 
0001  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0001  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0010  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0010  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0011  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0011  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0100  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0100  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0101  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0101  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0110  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0110  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0111  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0111  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
1000  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  1000  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 139 
Condition  111100  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  0000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9 
0001  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0001  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0010  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0010  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0011  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0011  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0100  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0100  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0101  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0101  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0110  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0110  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0111  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0111  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
1000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  1000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46135  45649  46504  46096  0000  32676  35023  26325  31341 
0001  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0001  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0010  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0010  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0011  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0011  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0100  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0100  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0101  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0101  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0110  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0110  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0111  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0111  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
1000  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  1000  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  0000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6 
0001  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0001  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0010  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0010  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0011  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0011  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0100  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1189.0  no  0100  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0101  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0101  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0110  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0110  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0111  1275.8  12265  1004.8  1169.0  no  0111  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
1000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  1000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47772  46220  48030  47341  0000  32676  35023  30273  32657 
0001  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0001  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0010  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0010  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0011  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0011  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0100  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0100  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0101  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0101  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0110  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0110  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0111  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0111  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
1000  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  1000  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 140 
Condition  111101  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  0000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9 
0001  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0001  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0010  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0010  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0011  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0011  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0100  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0100  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0101  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0101  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0110  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0110  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0111  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0111  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
1000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  1000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46135  45649  46504  46096  0000  32676  35023  26325  31341 
0001  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0001  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0010  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0010  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0011  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0011  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0100  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0100  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0101  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0101  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0110  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0110  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0111  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0111  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
1000  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  1000  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  0000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6 
0001  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0001  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0010  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0010  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0011  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0011  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0100  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0100  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0101  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0101  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0110  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0110  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0111  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0111  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
1000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  1000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  -Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47772  46220  48030  47341  0000  32676  35023  30273  32657 
0001  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0001  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0010  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0010  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0011  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0011  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0100  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0100  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0101  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0101  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0110  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0110  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0111  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0111  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
1000  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  1000  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 141 
Condition  111110  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  0000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9 
0001  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0001  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0010  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0010  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0011  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0011  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0100  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0100  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0101  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0101  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0110  1217.7  987.7  1026.1  1077.2  no  0110  962.1  689.4  1022.3  891.3  no 
0111  1223.2  987.2  1026  1078.8  no  0111  906.2  698.2  874.2  826.2  no 
1000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  1000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46135  45649  46504  46096  0000  32676  35023  26325  31341 
0001  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0001  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0010  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0010  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0011  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0011  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0100  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0100  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0101  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0101  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0110  46039  44873  46500  45804  no  0110  32307  33287  27044  30879  no 
0111  46167  45104  45961  45744  no  0111  31241  34442  26892  30858  no 
1000  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  1000  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Run1  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  0000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6 
0001  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0001  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0010  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0010  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0011  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0011  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0100  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0100  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0101  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0101  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0110  1229.4  1098.2  1007  1111.5  no  0110  962.1  697.4  1115.8  925.1  no 
0111  1226.3  1066  942.1  1078.1  no  0111  909.3  700.4  1037.9  882.5  no 
1000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  1000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47772  46220  48030  47341  0000  32676  35023  30273  32657 
0001  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0001  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0010  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0010  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0011  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0011  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0100  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0100  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0101  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0101  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0110  47223  45788  47760  46924  no  0110  32307  33967  31411  32562  no 
0111  46552  46055  47647  46751  no  0111  31495  34780  30688  32321  no 
1000  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  1000  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 142 
Condition  111111  Solution:  0000 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  1  Product  1 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  0000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9 
0001  12251  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0001  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0010  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0010  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0011  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0011  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0100  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0100  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0101  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0101  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0110  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0110  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
0111  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  0111  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
1000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4  1096.6  no  1000  967.1  704.8  949.9  873.9  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  46135  45649  46504  46096  0000  32676  35023  26325  31341 
0001  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0001  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0010  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0010  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0011  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0011  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0100  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0100  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0101  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0101  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0110  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0110  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
0111  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  0111  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
1000  46135  45649  46504  46096  no  1000  32676  35023  26325  31341  no 
Price  1  Price  2 
Material  1  Material  1 
Product  2  Product  2 
Time  Time 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  0000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6 
0001  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0001  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0010  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0010  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0011  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0011  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0100  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0100  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0101  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  11690  no  0101  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0110  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0110  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
0111  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  0111  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
1000  1275.8  1226.5  1004.8  1169.0  no  1000  967.1  704.8  1099  923.6  no 
Total Value  Total Value 
Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better?  Action  Runt  Run2  Run3  Average  Sig. Better? 
0000  47772  46220  48030  47341  0000  32676  35023  30273  32657 
0001  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0001  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0010  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0010  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0011  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0011  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0100  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0100  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0101  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0101  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0110  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0110  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
0111  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  0111  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 
1000  47772  46220  48030  47341  no  1000  32676  35023  30273  32657  no 143 
Appendix 3. Knowledge Base Generation Analysis 
3-A Simulation Output and ANOVA Table for Product 1 
Scenario:  Price 1 
Product 1 
Rule  Run Time 
Combination  Run1  Run2  Run3 
0000000  1225.1  1099.4  965.4 
0000001  1128.9  817.6  927.1 
0000010  1148.8  853.4  1008.5 
0000011  1138.2  797.1  1333.1 
0000100  1140.3  865.9  948.4 
0000101  1111.8  855  943.1 
0000110  1139.1  856.3  945.3 
0000111  1138.7  857.5  962.5 
0001000  1130.4  865.5  945.9 
0001001  1046.2  852.1  1104.9 
0001010  1065.8  864.9  1182.4 
0001011  1059.6  847.9  1136.5 
0001100  1066.5  858.4  1179.7 
0001101  1058.1  851  1116.6 
0001110  1074.5  815.6  1190.2 
0001111  1057.4  852.6  1138.3 
0010000  1129.3  873.2  945 
0010001  1046.2  851.9  1108 
0010010  1065.8  864.9  1182.4 
0010011  1059.6  852.6  1142.3 
0010100  1066.5  858.4  1179.7 
0010101  1058.1  854.4  1108.8 
0010110  1074.5  815.6  1190.2 
0010111  1057.4  852.5  1173.2 
0011000  1130.4  865.5  945.9 
0011001  1046.2  852.1  1104.9 
0011010  1065.8  864.9  1182.4 
0011011  1059.6  847.9  1136.5 
0011100  1066.5  858.4  1179.7 
0011101  1058.1  851  1116.6 
0011110  1074.5  815.6  1190.2 
0011111  1057.4  852.6  1138.3 
0100000  1056.5  810.7  1223.7 
0100001  986.7  790.9  1129.2 
0100010  1053  808.3  1182.4 
0100011  1053.5  809  1154.8 
0100100  1062.7  805.1  1145.9 
0100101  1042.1  800.3  1125.2 
0100110  1045.6  809.1  1147.2 
0100111  1050.5  801.9  1140.8 
0101000  1024.9  807.2  1098.3 
0101001  994.5  788.5  1037.8 
0101010  1018.8  826.2  1113.9 
0101011  1027  787.3  1096.2 
0101100  1044.2  807.8  1090.2 
0101101  1042.5  794.6  1113.5 
0101110  1044.6  807  11072 
0101111  986.8  787.8  1110.1 
0110000  1023.2  844.6  1102.3 
0110001  994.5  788.5  1037.8 
0110010  1018.8  853.2  1115.6 
0110011  1027  810.5  1074.5 
0110100  1044.2  844  1098.8 
0110101  1042.5  807.6  1088.1 
0110110  1044.6  811.8  1064.6 
0110111  986.8  787.8  1110.1 
0111000  1024.9  807.2  1098.3 
0111001  994.5  788.5  1037.8 
0111010  1018.8  826.2  1113.9 
0111011  1027  787.3  1096.2 
0111100  1044.2  807.8  1090.2 144 
0111101  1042.5  794.6  1113.5 
0111110  1044.6  807  1107.2 
0111111  986.8  787.8  1110.1 
1000000  1135.9  812.1  1010.1 
1000001  1117.8  950.3  928.8 
1000010  1106.9  956  999.4 
1000011  1112.9  852.9  940.4 
1000100  1047.4  810.6  1195.6 
1000101  1046.8  799.9  1171.4 
1000110  1063.2  853.3  1220.9 
1000111  1127.3  795.7  1191.3 
1001000  1113.5  804.7  1105.2 
1001001  1021.8  799.4  1102.2 
1001010  1051.7  809.1  1105 
11301011  1109.6  799.8  1117 
1001100  1127.2  856.6  914.7 
1001101  1125  781.4  1111.1 
1001110  1128.5  791.9  1164.7 
1001111  1045  796.3  1150.5 
1010000  1113.5  804.7  1105.2 
1010001  1021.8  788.4  1121.9 
1010010  1051.7  809.1  1105 
1010011  1109.6  799.8  1117 
1010100  1127.2  856.6  914.7 
1010101  1125  781.4  1111.1 
1010110  1128.5  791.9  1164.7 
1010111  1045  794.7  1112.2 
1011000  1113.5  804.7  1105.2 
1011001  1021.8  799.4  1102.2 
1011010  1051.7  809.1  1105 
1011011  1109.6  799.8  1117 
-1011100  1127.2  856.6  914.7 
1011101  1125  781.4  1111.1 
1011110  1128.5  791.9  1164.7 
1011111  1045  796.3  1150.5 
1100000  1059.6  856.4  1215 
1100001  1119  949.4  915.3 
1100010  1112.5  971.9  990.7 
1100011  1052.9  810.2  1106.4 
1100100  1051.2  825.4  1170.4 
1100101  1043.2  789.6  1180.4 
1100110  1068.5  805.6  1202.5 
1100111  1046.3  809.9  1149.8 
1101000  1110.3  954.7  934 
1101001  983.4  771.1  1112.9 
1101010  1047.8  806.1  1110.7 
1101011  985.2  802.5  1193 
1101100  1059.4  810.3  1090.7 
1101101  1122.1  943.6  919.7 
1101110  1129.2  852.4  911.6 
1101111  1045  796.3  1190.1 
1110000  1110.3  954.7  934 
1110001  983.4  771.1  1112.9 
1110010  1047.8  806.1  1110.7 
1110011  985.2  802.5  1193 
1110100  1059.4  809.1  1126.5 
1110101  1122.1  943.6  919.7 
1110110  1129.2  852.4  911.6 
1110111  1045  794.7  1106.4 
1111000  1110.3  954.7  934 
1111001  983.4  771.1  1112.9 
1111010  1047.8  806.1  1110.7 
1111011  985.2  802.5  1193 
1111100  1059.4  810.3  1090.7 
1111101  1122.1  943.6  919.7 
1111110  1129.2  852.4  911.6 
1111111  1045  796.3  1190.1 145 
Scenario:  Price 2 
Product 1 
Rule  Run Time 
Combination  Run1  Run2  Run3 
0000000  967.1  704.8  949.9 
0000001  890.7  683.8  782.1 
0000010  941.9  628.9  814.9 
0000011  899.9  671.8  794.7 
0000100  893.5  694.9  796 
0000101  890.4  694.7  794.6 
0000110  888.9  696.1  791.1 
0000111  887.4  694.5  791.4 
0001000  884  676.4  788.5 
0001001  828.3  629.9  652.8 
0001010  884.9  674.7  752.3 
0001011  820  685.5  803.1 
0001100  883.1  673.4  727.1 
0001101  832.5  669.7  743.6 
0001110  820.1  688.6  805.3 
0001111  821.3  681.2  798.8 
0010000  885.8  676.3  756.7 
0010001  828.3  629.9  648.3 
0010010  884.9  682.3  733.9 
0010011  820  685.5  803.1 
0010100  883.1  687.3  748.2 
0010101  832.5  669.7  764.8 
0010110  820.1  688.6  805.3 
0010111  821.3  681.2  798.8 
0011000  884  676.4  788.5 
0011001  828.3  629.9  652.8 
0011010  884.9  674.7  752.3 
0011011  820  685.5  803.1 
0011100  883.1  673.4  727.1 
0011101  832.5  669.7  743.6 
0011110  820.1  688.6  805.3 
0011111  821.3  681.2  798.8 
0100000  828.7  684.3  708.4 
0100001  816.9  643.4  689.1 
0100010  822  683  718.9 
0100011  831.1  633.4  674.2 
0100100  830.7  669.1  719.2 
0100101  824.4  636.9  634.8 
0100110  829.9  688.5  717 
0100111  831.7  670  706.3 
0101000  816  684.5  705 
0101001  812.6  634.3  640.7 
0101010  830.2  630.2  653.4 
0101011  817.6  677.9  706.7 
0101100  815.8  668.7  716.3 
0101101  824.7  628.5  636 
0101110  822.5  668.3  718.7 
0101111  803.9  686  733.7 
0110000  816.9  679.3  709.1 
0110001  812.6  678.7  708.7 
0110010  830.2  630.2  653.4 
0110011  817.6  677.9  706.7 
0110100  815.8  668.7  731.5 
0110101  824.7  628.5  636 
0110110  822.5  668.3  718.7 
0110111  803.9  697.2  693.3 
0111000  816  684.5  705 
0111001  812.6  634.3  640.7 
0111010  830.2  630.2  653.4 
0111011  817.6  677.9  706.7 
0111100  815.8  668.7  716.3 146 
0111101  824.7  628.5  636 
0111110  822.5  668.3  718.7 
0111111  803.9  686  733.7 
1000000  742.3  695.7  677.1 
1000001  737.6  686.6  652.4 
1000010  810.6  687.6  797 
1000011  808.3  684.8  782 
1000100  732.2  699.6  721.2 
1000101  735  613.3  708.9 
1000110  807.8  680.7  801.8 
1000111  742.4  687.1  679.1 
1001000  722.4  704.1  649 
1001001  714.7  673.7  698.8 
1001010  667.1  759.2  754.4 
1001011  731.1  680.5  677.9 
1001100  732  698.3  678 
1001101  722.8  680.2  695.9 
1001110  732.2  626.5  708.7 
1001111  796  705.6  786 
1010000  722.4  690.2  678.2 
1010001  714.7  673.3  673.9 
1010010  667.1  760.1  730.2 
1010011  731.1  680.5  677.9 
1010100  732  698.3  678 
1010101  722.8  677.8  673.7 
1010110  732.2  626.5  708.7 
1010111  796  685.7  739 
1011000  722.4  704.1  649 
1011001  714.7  673.7  698.8 
1011010  667.1  759.2  754.4 
1011011  731.1  680.5  677.9 
1011100  732  698.3  678 
1011101  722.8  680.2  695.9 
1011110  732.2  626.5  708.7 
1011111  796  705.6  786 
1100000  742.3  695.7  677.1 
1100001  737.6  686.6  652.4 
1100010  810.4  676.3  797.6 
1100011  816  685.1  761.5 
1100100  732.7  630.3  710.5 
1100101  735  613.3  708.9 
1100110  778.7  668.2  800.4 
1100111  743.4  698.1  672.2 
1101000  722.3  680.8  695.9 
1101001  714.7  673.7  698.8 
1101010  667.1  772.4  742.8 
1101011  731.1  680.5  677.9 
1101100  732  698.3  678 
1101101  722.8  680.2  695.9 
1101110  732.2  626.5  708.7 
1101111  796  705.6  786 
1110000  722.3  682.3  693.9 
1110001  714.7  673.3  673.9 
1110010  667.1  771.4  742.6 
1110011  731.1  680.5  677.9 
1110100  732  698.3  678 
1110101  722.8  677.8  673.7 
1110110  732.2  626.5  708.7 
1110111  796  685.7  739 
1111000  722.3  680.8  695.9 
1111001  714.7  673.7  698.8 
1111010  667.1  772.4  742.8 
1111011  731.1  680.5  677.9 
1111100  732  698.3  678 
1111101  722.8  680.2  695.9 
1111110  732.2  626.5  708.7 
1111111  796  705.6  786 147 
ANOVA Table for Rule 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
Significance 
Factor  SS  DOF  MS  F-ratio  Level (%)  90% Sig 
Total  .  22543296.57  767 
Error  ,  3675350.48  637  5769.78 
Run  4596122.631
1 
2  2298061.32  398.29',  Yes 
Price  .  13786349.071  1  13786349.07.  2389.41  Yes 
Rule 1  69635.38  1  69635.38  12.071  99.95  Yes 
Rule 2  89376.601  1  89376.60  15.491  99.99  Yes 
Rule 3  14400.54  1  14400.54  2.50:  88.54  Almost 
Rule 4  12684.75:  1  12684.75  2.20:  86.14  Almost 
Rule 5  1606.61!  1  1606.61  0.281  40.21  No 
Rule 6  36154.40 '  1  36154.40  6.27i
1  98.74  Yes 
Rule 7  20114.64 .
! 
1  20114.64  3.49.  93.77  Yes 
1x2  59136.481  1  59136.481  10.25  99.86  Yes 
1x3  175.381  1  175.38;  0.031  13.83  No 
1x4  692.741  1  692.74  0.121  27.09  No 
1x5  311.36'  1  311.361  0.051  18.36  No 
1x6  2409.75  1  2409.75;  0.42  48.17  No 
1x7 
1 
1  9148.02  1  9148.021  1.59'1  79.16  No 
2x3  0.711  1  0.711  0.001  0.89  No 
2x4  53.03  1  53.03  0.01  7.63  No 
2x5  1.16  1  1.16 ;  0.00  1.13  No 
2x6  2520.10  1  2520.10  0.44;  49.11  No 
2x7  1.78  1  1.78'  0.00!  1.40  No 
3x4  14400.54  1  14400.541  2.501  88.54  Close 
3x5  2758.82  1  2758.821  0.48!  51.05  No 
3x6  240.98  1  240.98  0.04!  16.19  No 
3x7  2226.33  1  2226.33  0.391  46.53  No 
4x5  5616.01  1  5616.01  0.97,  67.58  No 
4x6  336.821  1  336.821  0.06  19.08  No 
4x7  5065.58  1  5065.58  0.88  65.09  No 
5x6  780.45  1  780.45  0.14  28.68  No 
5x7  13386.72  1  13386.72  2.32  87.18  No 
6x7  18492.64  1  18492.64!  3.21'  Yes 
1x2x3  102.96  1  102.96  0.021  10.e2  No 
1x2x4  3.261  1  326'  0.00!  1.89  No 
1 x2x5  1661.45.  1  1661.451  0291  40.83  No 
1x2x6  27.23  1  27.231  0.00  5.47  No 
1x2x7  2.76'  1  2.76'  0.001  1.74  No 
1x3x4  175.38  1  175.38,  0.03  13.83  No 
1x3x5  1796.47  1  1796.471  0.31  42.30  No 
1x3x6  1707.66  1  1707.661  0.30  41.34  No 
1 x3x7  540.36  1  540.361  0.09  24.03  No 
1x4x5  1073.05  1  1073.051  0.19  33.36  No 
1x4x6  1624.01  1  1624.01  028,  40.41  No 
1x4x7  2849.771  1  2849.77  0.491  51.76  No 
1x5x6  999.191  1  999.19  0.171  32.26  No 
1x5x7  I  3616.611  1  3616.61  0.63.  57.12  No 
1x6x7  3945.811  1  3945.81  0.681  59.14  No 
2x3x4  0.71  1  0.71  0.001  0.89  No 
2x3x5  571.671  1  571.67  0.10:  24.70  No 
2x3x6  704.57  1  704.571  0.12 i  27.31  No 
2x3x7  6.94  1  6.94  0.001  2.77  No 
2x4x5  j  0.381  1  0.38' 
1 
0.00!  0.64  No 
2x4x6  41.631  1  41.631  0.01  6.77  No 
2x4x7  230.34  1  230.341  0.04  15.83  No 
2x5x6 
,  021  1  0.21',  0.00  0.48  No 
2x5x7  161.52  1  161.52'  0.03!  13.28  No 
2x6x7  720.75'  1  720.75'  0.12:  27.61  No 
3x4x5  2758.82:  1  2758.82  0.48'  51.05  No 
3x4x6  240.98  1  240.981  0.04  16.19  No 
3x4x7  2226.331  1  2226.331  0.391  46.53  No 
















4x5x6  12.35  1  12.35  0.00  3.69  No 
4x5x7  1405.09  1  1405.09  0.24  37.82  No 
4x6x7  17.70  1:  17.70'  0.00  4.42  No 
5x6x7  1461.37  1I  1461.37  0.25  38.51  No 
1x2343x4  102.96  102.96  0.02,  10.62  No 
1>24x5  3442.55  1  3442.55  0.60  55.99; 
1 x2:41x6  779.64  779.64,  0.14  28.67  No 
1x2x3x7  8.25  1  8.25;  0.00  3.02 ,  No 
1x2x4x5  1338.80;  1  '  1338.80;  0.23  36.98  No 
1 >2x4x6  160.05  1  160.05  0.03  13.22!  No 































1x3x4x7  540.36  11  540.36  0.09  24.03  No 
14x5x6  346.69 ,  1  346.69  0.06 ,  19.36  No 
1x3>5x7  2327.56  1;  2327.561'  0.40'  47.44  No 
1 )2x6x7  2847.46  1  2847.46  0.491  51.741  No 
1x4x5x6  1147.59  1  1147.59  0.207  34.42  No 
1x4x5x7  3693.40  1 ;  3693.401  0.644  57.604  No 
1x4x6x7 
I 
3904.22  1;  3904.22  0.68;  58.90 '  No 
1 x5x6x7 
I 3949.44  1'  3949.44'  0.613'  59.17!  No 
2x3x4x5  571.67;  11  571.67;  0.10,  24.70  No 
2x3x4x6  704.57  1  704.571  0.12  27.31  No 
2x3x4x7  6.94  1  6.94  0.00  2.77 .  No 
24b5x6  0.73'  1  0.73  0.00;  0.89  No 
2:43)5x7  4.05  1,  4.05  0.00  2.11;  No 





1 -; t 
40.89; 
159.32  7 
0.01 





2x4x6x7 .  1669.70;  1  1669.70 ;  029  40.92  No 
2x5x6x7  1424.63 ;  1  1424.63  0.25  38.06'  No 
3x4x5x6  52761..67 ;  1  571.67  0.10'  24.70  No 
3x4x5x7  26.85  11  26.854  0.00  5.44  No 
3x4x6x7  0.06  1  0.06  0.00  0.25  No 
3x5x6x7  1138.31;  1  1138.31  0.20  34.29  No 
4x5x6x7  1241.86  1241.86'  0.22  35.71  No 
1x2x33x4>5  3442.55'  1'  3442.55  0.60  55.99 
---1 
NO 
1x2y3x4x6  779.64  1,  779.64  0.14  28.67  No 
1 >2)C3x4x7  8.251  1;  8.25  0.00  3.02  No 
14x3x5x6  543.72  1j  543.72  0.09  24.10  No 
144x5x7  27.914  1;  27.91  0.00  5.54  No 
1 >2)43x6x7  518.44  1 ;  518.44  0.09  23.55  No 
1>2x4x5x6  i 112.09  1  112.094  0.02  11.08  No 
1x2x4x5x7  42.38  1i  42.38  0.01  6.83,  No 
1x2x4x6x7  623.88,  1  623.88  0.11  25.76'  No 
1 4x5x6x7  87.08  1  87.08  0.02  9.77:.  No, 
143x4x5x6  346.694  11  346 69  0.06  19.36'  No 
1x3x4x5x7  2327.56,  1; 
___, 
2327.56  0.40
1  47.44;  No 
1x2x4x6x7  2847.46  11  2847.46  0.49  51.744  No 
1x3x5x6x7  746.55  1  746.55  0.131  28.081  No 
1x4x5x6x7  66.98' 
; 
1  !  66.98  0.01  8.58;  No 
2y3x4x5x6  0.73  1  0.73  0.00  0.89  No 














2x4x5x6x7  392.16  1 ,  392.16 .
I  0.07  20.56 :  No 
3x4x5x6x7  1138.31  1'  1138.31  0.20  34.29  No, 
1x2x3x4x5x6  543.72  1  543.72;  0.09  24.10  No 
1,2>3x4)6x7  2721  27.91  0.00,  5.54  No 
1 ibe3x4x6x7  518.44  11  518.44;  0.09'  23.55  No 
1x2x3x5x6x7  3167.94  1  3167.94 i  0.551  54.10 i  No 
14x4x5x6x7  4107.93;  1  410723  0.711  60.091  No 
1 x2x4x5x6x7  746.55  1  746.554  0.13  28.08  No 
2x3x4x5x6x7  87.21  87.21  0.021  9.78 ,  No 
1x2)2x4)6x6x7  3167.94  1  3167.94  0.55  54.10  No 149 
3 -B ANOVA Table for Active Rule 2 Data 
Significance 
Factor  SS  DOF  MS  F-ratio  Level (%)  90% Sig 
Total  10959578.00  383' 
Error  1841308.55  325  5665.56 
Run  2050349.80  2  1025174.90 
Price  6963047.80  1 i  6963047.80 
Rule 1  214.353  1  214.35  0.04  15.41  No 
Rule 3  7301.954  1  7301.95  1.29  74.29  No 
Rule 4  7189.016  1  7189.02  1.271  73.921  No 
Rule 5  760.782  1  760.78  0.131  28.57 ,  No 
Rule 6  9791.95  1  9791.95  1.73;  81.04  No 
Rule 7  10247.567,
I 






























1x7  4416.628  1  4416.63  0.78  62.211  No 
3x4  7301.954 7301.954  1  7301.95  1.29  74.291  No 
3x5  409.407  1  409.41  0.07  21.18  No 
3x6  884.824  1  884.82  0.16  30.70  No 
3x7  1240.922  1  1240.92  0.22  35.99  No 
4x5  2762224  1  276222  0.49'  51.45  No 
4x6  70.813  1  70.81  0.01  8.891  No 
4x7  3728.157  1  3728.16  0.66  58.22  No 
5x6  377.428  1  377.43  0.07  20.35  No 
5x7  8244.553  1  8244.55  1.46  77.14  No 
6x7  13257.525  1  13257.53  2.34  87.29  Almost 
1x3x4  273.544  1  273.54L  0.05  17.38  No 
1x3x5  132.658  1  132.66  0.02  12.15  No 
1x3x6  89.803  1,  89.80  0.02  10.01  No 
1x3x7  207.535  1i  207.54  0.04  15.17  No 
1x4x5  7.343  1  7.34  0.00  2.87  No 
1x4x6  382.202  1  382.20  0.07  20.48  No 
1x4x7  1335.415  1  1335.42  0.24  37.23  No 
1x5x6  211.672  1  211.67  0.04  15.31  No 
1x5x7  60745971  1  6074.60  1.071  69.88  No 
1x6x7  40.365  1  40.37  0.01  6.72  No 















3x5x6  265.834  1  265.83  0.05  17.14  No 
3x5x7  25.886  1  25.89  0.00  5.38  No 
3x6x7  532.748'  1  532.75  0.09  24.07  No 
4x5x6  4.146  1  4.15  0.00  2.16  No 
4x5x7  1255.345;  1  1255.35  0.22  36.18  No 
4x6x7  1015.626  1  1015.63  0.18  32.77  No 
5x6x7  r  0.117  1,  0.12  0.00  0.36  No 
1x3x4x5  132.6581  1  132.66  0.02  12.15  No 
1x3x4x6  89.803  1  89.80  0.02  10.01  No 
1x3x4x7 













1x3x5x7  922.87:  1'  922.87  0.16  31.32  No 
1x3x6x7  467.946  1  467.95  0.08,  22.60  No 
1x4x5x6  271.186  1  271.19  0.05  17.30  No 
1x4x5x7  1472.275  1  1472.28  0.26;  38.94  No 
1x4x6x7  703.354  1  703.35  0.12  27.52  No 
1x5x6x7  2604.688  1  2604.69  0.46  50.18  No 
3x4x5x6  265.834  1  265.83  0.05  17.14  No 
1x4x5x6x7  2611.985  1  2611.99,  0.461  50.24  No 
3x4x5x6x7  297.686  1  297.69'  18.12  No 
1x3x4x5x6x7  419.379  1  419.381  0.07  21.43:  No 150 
3-C ANOVA Table for Active Rule 2, Inactive Rule 6, Active Rule 7 Data 
Significance 
Factor  SS  DOF  MS  F-ratio  Level (%)  90% Sig. 
Total  2759797.60  95 
Error  470924.66  77  6115.90 
Run  4636732  2  231836.60 
Price  1815275  1  1815275.00 
Rule 1  184.3  1  184.30  0.031  13.74  No 
Rule 3  474.4  1  474.40  0.08  21.86  No 
Rule 4  1024.4  1  1024.40  0.171  31.65  No 
Rule 5  4771.4  1  4771.40  0.78  62.02  No 
1x3  51.04  1  51.04  0.01  7.26  No 
1x4  550.08  1  550.08  0.09  23.49  No 
1x5  157.59  1  157.59  0.03  12.71  No 
3x4  474.37  1  474.37  0.08  21.86  No 
3x5  148.5  1  148.50  0.02  12.34  No 
4x5  1407.6  1  1407.60  0.23  36.72  No 
1x3x4  51.04  1  51.04  0.01  7.26  No 
1x3x5  153.01  1  153.01  0.03  12.53  No 
1x4x5  175.5  1 I  175.50  0.03  13.41  No 
3x4x5  148.5  1  148.50  0.021  12.34  No 
1x3x4x5  153.01  1  153.01  0.031  12.53  No 151 





































































































































































ANOVA Table for Product 2 
Total 




MS  F-ratio  90% Sig 




Knowledge Base (KB) 
INTERACTIONS 
Run x Price 
Run x KB 
Price x KB 
, 
174627.83 
953018.64 
57501.89 
148416.09 
71753.42 
23030.4 
9 
1 
1 
9 
9 
1 
19403.09 
953018.64 
57501.89 
16490.68 
7972.60 
23030.40 
57.79 
7.21 
4.00 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 